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Foreword
The Imnar Orbiter V final report is divided into six w>lumes as follows.
Volume I Mission Summary
Volu,ne II Photography
Volume lII Mission System l_erformance
Volume IV Extended-Mission Spacecraft and Subsysten_ Performance
VolumeV Deleted
\rolume VI Appendices
Volume VII Postmission PhotoSupporting Data
Volume I summarizes the photographic mission concepts and conduct, system perform-
ante, and results. Volume II contains the mission photographic planning and conduct and
a description and analysis of the photos obtained during Mission V together with photo
supporti,_ data. Volume III contains a discussion and perforlnance analysis of the Lunar
Orbiter and its subsystems. It also includes lmmch operations, flight conduct and flight
path control information, its well as disc'ussio,ls of the anomalies encountered during the
mission. Vohm_e IV summarizes the operational reports covering the extended mission
and contains a discussion and analysis of SlmcecrM't t)crformance, experiments conducted,
and anomalies encountered during the extended mission. Volume V has been deleted and
the inl)n'mation similar to that contained in Vohm:e \/of earlier missions has been included
in Volume IV. \eolume VI contains selected detail data and information in support of the
analyses presented in Volumes II and lli. Vo!t:ine VII provides data on computer programs
and requirelnents to compute photo positionin/and orientation data. It also includes a
complete EVAL computer printout of each photo readout.
Lunar Orbiter hardware descriptions will be found in the Lunar Orbiter I Final Report.
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1.0 Launch Operafiens
The Launch Operations Plan for the Lunar
Orbiter Project (LOP), Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company Document LMSC - A751901D,
as modified by LMSC letter "Launch Informa-
tion Letter for Lunar Orbiter, Misskm 5 (Agena
Vehicle 6634)," LMSC-AS81381/66-51/537
dated July 21, 1967, and LMSC "Final Launch
Criteria TWX, Agena Vehicle 6634, Lunar
Orbiter Mission 5," LMSC-A882359, dated
July 24, 1967, provided the primary planning
for overall space vehicle program direction
through the lunar preinjection phase of the
Lunar Orbiter V flight. This document served
as the basis for directing the activities required
to achieve and evaluate flight objectives, launch
criteria, and constraints; and implement space
vehicle preflight tests, checkouts, and launch.
The same basic launch operations plan used
for the Mission V launch was used duriIig the
first four missions. A description of the launch
operation organization and supporting launch/
postlaunch tracking and communication facili-
ties is contained in the NASA Document CR
66324 Lunar Orbiter Mission I Finc,,l Report,
Volume III Section 3.3.i, "Launch Operation
Plan" and 3.3.2, "Launch Base Facilities."
1.1 SPACECRAFT PROCESS!NG
Spacecraft 3 arrived at Cape Kennedy on March
10, 1967, to be prepared for use as a backup for
the Mission IV flight article, Spacecraft 7. Upon
arrival, it was moved to Hangar "S" to initiate
processing for the backup function. This space-
crai) was accepted by NASA on April 23. On
April 25 Spacecraft 3 was taken to the Explosive
Safe Area to be fueled and fully prepared for
flight. At this time a leaking fill and test valve
was discovered and a new w_ive was ..... ,,,,c_,
on the spacecraft. Encapsulation <)f this space-
craft provided the capability, if nec.ess:,:y, of
exchanging spacecraft atnd supporting a iau,ach
date of May 5, 1967.
Following the launch of Spacecraft 7 on May 4,
1,967, deactiwttion of Spacecraft 3 w,-s started
Mission V. However, during _ " '"ciez_iciinga leak
in the oxidizer tank bladders was detected that
was more than the 32 cubic centimeters per hour
allowat)le. The spacecraft was then shipped to
Seattle by airconditioned van h)r remowd and
replacement of the oxidizer tanks. A complete
leak check was run on the tubing and bladders
at this time.
1.1.1 Hangar "S"
On June 23, 1967, Spacecraft 3 arrived back at
Cape Kennedy for preflight testing per the
original complete Hangar "S" test to which all
spacecraft were tested following their arrival
at the Cape (see Table I-I). The retest document
that was used for testing previous spacecraft
after storage following their backup function
was not used for retesting Spacecraft 3. These
complete retests were performed to ascertain
that all subsystems were still satisfactory after
cross-country travel and to test those subsystems
that were modified for Mission V. All retests
were satisfactorily concluded and no signifi-
cant discrepancies were found. Refer to Table
i-2 for a summary of differences hetween Lunar
Orbiter IV and V. However, two micrometeor-
old detectors, Serial Numbers 237 and 315,
were replaced when visual examination re-
vealed deep scratches on them. Also, the in-
ertial reference unit (IHU), Serial Number i08,
which had been shipped to Seattle for compon-
ent level tests, was replaced with IRU Serial
Number 110 when an air bubble was detected
in the accelerometer.
1.1.2 Explosive Safe Area
On July 13, 1967, the spacecraft was moved
to the Explosive Safe Area (ESA) for flight
fueling and final testing. A listing of tests per-
I%rmed at the ESA is shown in Table 1-3. After
the regulator and leak check, fneling was started
on June 15, 1967.
After the DSIF-71 test without shroud on June
20, the Agena aclap_er, thermal barrier, and
shroud were instal]ed. On June 25, following
the DSiF-71 test wit!_ shroud, the encapsulated
spacecraft was moved to Pad 13.
m.
Table 1-1: Hangar S Retests
Spacecraft Alignment Verification
Pre-"Power On" Check
Initial Test Setup
Initial Systems Status Verification
Ccmmmnications Performance Test
Radiation Dosage Scintillation Counter FCO
Attitude Control Functional Test
\'elocity Control Subsystem
Power Subsystem Perfi_rmance
ttigh-Gain-Antenna Position Control, Camera
Thermal Door Operation, and Antenna
Deploynmnt
Solar Panel Test and Low-Gain-Antemaa
Alignment
Sire Sensor Alignment Verification
Photo Subsystem Functional Checkout
Photo Subsystem Removal
Equipment Mounting Deck Reflectance Test
Camera 610-tuna-Shutter Test
TWTA Power Output Telemetry Calibration
Star Tracker Mapping Voltage Calibration
Transponder AGC Calibration
Mode I Modulation Index (498-kc Index)
Note: "Spacecraft/ftangar S/DSIF-71 Check-
out Test" was also run its a function of
I Ian_ar S retests.
ill
Photo
@
o
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Table 1-2 :
Summary of Differences Between
Lunar Orbiters IV and V
ii
Subsysten_
Provided electrical rather than mechan-
ical adjustment of 610-ram shutter slit
serve) damper.
Shroud between V/H sensor and back of
mirror was changed from aluminum to
cloth to decrease mirror vibration.
Modified the light baffles on the 80- and
610-ram lens and the upper shell.
Deleted readout-looper-frill logic.
Structure and Mechanisms Subsystena
o Increased the number of solar reflectors
under the TWTA and ptmto subsystena.
o Revised the thermal test paint coupons
to provide data on Z-93, Hughes' Organic
White, S-13C/B-1056, and clear silicone
over polished alunainum. See description
of this test in Section 3.6.4.2.
o Installed a closed-door position indi-
cator on the camera thermal door with
associat'.d telemetry.
Communications Subsystem
o Each spacecraft has a "one of a kind"
command decoder address plug.
Power Subsystena
Added a d.c. voltage boost regulator to
provide the proper voltage to the photo
subsystem during spacecraft off-Sun
operation.
® Modified charge controller to raise the
maxin_un_ charge rate to 1.4 amps from
1.0 anal).
o Installed a sun shade on the back of the
resistor panel and painted areas of Solar
Panels "9.2and 4 that were shown to con-
tribute glint to the Canopus star tracker.
Attitude Control Subsystem
o Mission IV IRU incorporated Kearfott
v vros while Mission V IRU had Sperry
gyros.
2
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Table 1-3:
Explosive Safe Area Tests
i ,,m
Photo Subsystem Launch Preparation
Spacecraft Regulator and Leak Check
Propellant Servicing
Nitrogen Servicing
Photo Subsystem Installation and Alignment
Weight and Balance Verification
Battery Verification
Camera Thermal Door Verification
Spacecraft Operational Check (without shroud
installed) with DSiF-71
Ordnance Check and Hookup
Agena Adapter Installation
Thermal Barrier Installation
Nose Fairing Installation
*Spacecraft Operational Check (with shroud
installed) with DSIF-71
*Transport Spacecraft (ESA to Pad)
Note; All paragraphs except those marked *
were also previously run during Mis-
sion IV backup tests.
i i ml i i
1.1.3 Launch Pad 13
Matclmaate of the Lunar Orbiter spacecraft to
the Atlas-Agena hmnch vehicle with • "". ass()cltt _(?(_
impedance and interface tests took p/ace with-
out incident. Spacecraft tests conducted on the
launch pad are shown in Table 1-4. Upon com-
pletion of the ip_iti'O n_,c] t_ts; the. spacecraft
was ready for simulated launch.
1.2 LAUNCI{ CONDUCT
The latmch plan, activities, facilities, and par-
ticipatin/ o:'/anizations were similar to those
for the previous missions. Spe.cific information
may be obtaii-_cd from Section 3.3, "Launch
Operations," of the Lunar Orbiter I Final
P, eport.
1.2.1 Launch Criteria
Launch criteria and space vehicle preparation
were governed by the Launch Operations Plan
for the Lunar OrI)iter Project, LMSC/A 751901D,
Although Spacecraft 3 had been tested and
used as a backup to Spacecraft 7 for Mission
IV, it was necessary to completely retest it for
Mission V due to the leaking oxidizer tanks,
which had been replaced in Seattle.
Significant milestones described in Table 1-5
were satisfactorily completed by Spacecraft 3
in preparation for launch.
1.2.2 Countdowns and Launch
The spacecraft did not participate in the joint
flight acceptance composite test (J-FACT) on
July 24, I967, for Mission V. During the plus
count of the test, an Agena range safety com-
mand battery failed. Further testing confirmed
that the battery was faulty. Several voltage level
changes were observed on the Atlas 400-cycle
three-phase output at about T+100. This phe-
nomenon has been observed previously and is
attributed to interaction between the gyro heater
mag-amps and the inverter. One Agena monitor
indication was not received and was found to
be caused by a broken wire in a ground equip-
ment connector.
The simulated launch test was conducted July
28, 1,967. All test objectives were met. The fol-
lowing problems were encountered.
o The landline transducer for measure-
mep, t z lot)-,,, staging bottle pressure,
was replaced when an intermittent
reading was observed.
?. low hydraulic pressure indication was
_:oted on the remote pressure gauge for
the Age,::_ boom. Investigation disclosed
it bad connectorand transducerin the
system.Both items were replaced and
the systemwitssatisfactorilycheckedout.
o At T-430 minutes spacecraft power turn-
on was delayed approximately 45 min-
utes due to switch panel configuration at
Tel-4.
Table 1-4: Launch Area Test Summary
Spacecraft, Adapter, and Agena Matchmate
Lunar Orbiter Spacecraft - Fifth Flight Spacecraft -
Initial Pad Tests
Lunar Orbiter Spacecraft - Fifth Flight Spacecraft -
Simulated Launch
Lunar Orbiter Spacecraft - Fifth Flight Spacecraft -
Launch Countdown
Date
June 23, 1967
July 12, 1967
July 13, 1967
July 15, 1967
July 20, 1967
July 21, 1967
July 22, 1967
July 23, 1967
July 24, 1967
July 25, 1967
July 28, 1967
August 1, 1967
J
,l_wr, i
Table 1-5:
Spacecraft Prelaunch Milestones
........... fiv' , t
Spacecraft arrivld (second time)
Spacecraft completion of checks in
Hangar S prior to moving to the ESA
Spacecraft moved to the ESA
Spacecraft fueling
DSIF checks without the shroud
Spacecraft-to-adapter mate
Thermal barrier installed
Spacecraft encapsulation
Spacecraft checkout with DSIF (shroud on)
Spacecraft-to-Agcna mate
Simulated launch
Launch
4
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Q The multipath problem, previmls]y
encountered during checkout of the
sllacecraft while setting up the photo
system fin" optimum video, was once again
experienced at T-315 minutes. The
traveling-wave-tube amplifier (TWTA) on
high power, usin_ the repeater anten_m,
did not produce satisfactory results. Tl_e
command to turn off the T'\VTA was n(_t
received by the spacecraft due to com-
mand tramsmission problems caused bv
a low uplink signal. However, a svccess-
fld method for verification of the photo
system operation was devised using high
power on the TWTA and readout from
the spacecnfft van. The delays caused in
finding and correcting the signal rams-
mission problem impacted the sinmlated
rf silence period, but no hold was called
and the spacecraft was permitted to
operate during the simulated rf silent
period.
• At T-60 minutes the same problem was
experienced with Tel-4 concerning data
retransmission. The spacecraft was de-
layed approximately 7 minutes before
beginning internal power checks. From
this point the spacecraft encountered no
further problems 7and followed the clock
to T-O.
After suceessfld completion of the sin;ulated
launch, however, both Atlas airborne command
destruct receivers were changed at the request
of Bange Safety.
The planned launch countdown fin" August 1,
1967, which was the first day of a 3-day launch
period, included two built-in holds, one of 50
minutes duration at T-60 and a second of ?tO
minutes duration at T-7. ttowever, only by
launching on the first day of the period could
the desired photography of the Moon's farside
be achieved.
The spacecraft count picked up on schedule
at T-530 minutes and proceeded without
incident until photo readout at T-320 minutes,
when the rf multipath problem was again en-
countered. The flight configuration used
allowed optimum video for the photo readout.
The spacecraft TWTA was :turned o£f at T-255
minutes just prior to the rf silent period. Space-
1 "1 "craft testing caught up with the scnec, ule at
T-215 minutes.
Meanwhile, at T-261, determination was made
that the A_ena velocity meter required replace-
mont. The count continued, imwever, down to
T-155, at which time a 55-minnte hold was
called fin" completion of testin_ associated with
replacement of the velocity meter.
At 17:20 (;NIT the Pad Safety Office cleared all
personnel from the pad because of lightnina
within 5 miles. Preparations for fueling were
completed prior to clearing the pad, which
allowed the count to be resumed at 17:2.9 (;NIT
(T-155).
At T-119 minutes, the MOD Iti ground station
lost air conditioning, causing temperatures to
exceed the specified operating levels. The
station was returned to operation at T-94 min-
utes with portable air conditioning units.
It was necessary to hold again at T-90 (18:34
GMT) because operations were behind sched-
ule. This hold was initially estimated at 20
minutes; however, severe weather conditions
(heavy rain, lightning, and wind gusts) forced
an extension of the hold and required the service
tower to be returned and positioned around the
vehicle for protection. The count was not re-
sumed until 20:58 GMT giving this hold a
duration of 144 minutes.
After resuming count at T-O0, all operations
progressed normally down to the built-in hold
at T-7 minutes, which began at 22:21 GMT.
This L',;Id, planned for a duration of 10 minutes,
had been shortened to 5 minutes because of the
extensive hold time previously used.
The count was resumed at T-7 minutes
(22:26 (;.NIT). All operations then progressed
normally down to liftoff, which occurred at
22:33:00.338 GMT, with a flight azimuth of
i04.8 degrees.
1.2.3 Weather
Upper wind shears were within acceptable limits.
At liftoff, the following weather parameters were
recorded.
Temperature
Relative humidity
Visibilizy
Dew point
Surface winds
Clouds
Sea-level atmos-
pi:eaic 1), _a tue
75°F
94 %
10 miles, with light rain
73°F
4 knots at 180 degrees
Overcast with 10/10
cloud cover
30.010 inches of
1.2.4TrackingCoverage
The TDS (tracking and data system)for tile
near-Earthphaseof Lunar Orbiter Mission V
included selected resourcesof the Air Force
Eastern Test Range (AFETR), the Manned
SpaceFlight Network(MSFN),the l)eep Space
Network (DSN), and the NASA Colmnunica-
lionsSystem(NASCOM).
Trackingduring the launchphaseconsistedof
C-band tracking of the launch vehicle and
receptionof VIIF and S-bandtelemetryfrom
the launchvehicleandspacecraft,respectively.
Figure 1-1showsAFETR and MSFN uprange
coverage and ground track for Mission V.
Tracking dataprovided to AFETlt during the
launchphaseestablished(I) the Agenaparking
orbit in realtime, (2) theAgenatransferorbit ill
real time, and (3) launchvehicle performance
evaluation.Figure 1-2showstimesof all elec-
tronictrackingduringMissionV.
1.2.5TelemetryCoverage
Real-timedataweretransmittedto the real-time
computersystemalmostcontinuouslyfrom T-7
until spacecraftseparation.Figure 1-3 shows
the extent of telemetry coverage.Tel-4 data
were transmittedto DSS-71beginning at T-7
minutes.The source was switched to Grand
Bahamaat T+3 minutes.Dataquality appeared
to be excellent. At T+7 minutes, the data
source,which alsowasofexcellentquality, was
switchedto Antigua.The switch to ttose Knot
datawas made at T+13 minutes,25 seconds.
Data from this source were only fair, with
severallossesof decommutatorlock until LOS
atapproxinmtelyT+1Sminutes.Ascensiondata
were selectednext and were of goodquality.
The CoastalCrusaderdata were selectedat
T+26 minutesand25seconds,with goodquality
dataagainobserved.Pretoriadata,which also
appearedto be of goodquality, were selected
at T+31 minutesandcontinueduntii spacecraft
separation.
Ground track showing locationsof the near-
Earthnetworkof trackingandtelemetrystations
is shownin Fi/ure 1-4.l:_eal-timedatareceived
from Tananm'iveshowedspacecraftseparation.
Carnarvonreceivedvelocitymeterdatafromtb,e
Agenashowing the retromaneuverand 1)layed
backthedatain realtime. In addition,datafrom
the range ship Sword Knot were available if
llecessary.
1.2.6Optics
This Immchwits supportedby i0 metric cam-
eras,28 en/ineerilg sequentialcameras,and
26 documentationcameras.Two engineering
sequentialcamerasand four of the documenta-
tion cameras did not operate because of the
prevai]in/weather.
1.3 LAUNCIt VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
The launch vehicle first stage consisted of an
SLV-3 (Atlas), Serial Number 5805. All SLV-3
flight objectives were slttisfied. A proper ascent
trajectory wits attained and all SLV-3 systems
performed satisfactorily. Atlas-Agena separation
was properly accomplished and good telemetry
data were obtained i0r Atlas systems anal>sis
The launch vehicle second stage was an Agena-
D, Serial Number (5634. Agena performance
was satisfactory throughout the flight. However,
Shroud Separation Monitor (Measurement
A52) indicated a "pin 2 separated" condition
(3..9 v.d.c) at 't + 104.0 seconds and stepped to a
"shroud separated" condition (4.9 v.d.c) at
T+ 128.8 seconds. Actual shroud separation oc-
curred at T+3!0.3 seconds, as indicated by normal
shroud-separati('n disturbances on the aecel-
erovaeters and, : well, by a reported increase
in spacecrM't si .... ;tl strength at the time shroud
sepamttion w a,, :_, occur. The indications on
Mcast,rcn_cnt :\52 \yore apparently related to
periods of sere:,, vibration, since the first step
occurred sl,wtly ,d'ter the period of lllaxinlunl
g forces a_M the second step was coincident
with booster en/ine cutoff. A velocity meter
cutoff terminated Agena first and second burns.
First burn wits of 153.125 seconds duration and
second burn was 87.49 seconds duration. Agena
telemetry yielded good response for analysis
of the Agcna system.
Si:,_.d'icant ascent trajectory events and times
in seconds relative to initial vehicle 2-inch
motion are covered in Table 1-6.
The configuration of the Atlas-Agena launch
vehicle for Mission V was identical to the Mis-
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Event
ii II I i i ...... ,11 i
Liftoff 22:33:00.352 GMT
Booster Engine Cut()ff (BE(',())
Booster Engine Sta_ing
Start A_ena Auxiliary Restart Timer
Sustainer Emzine Cutoff (SECO)
Start Agena Primary Timer
Vernier Engine Cutoff (VECO)
Uncage Gyros
Jettison Horizon Sensor Fairings
Fire Shroud Ejection Squibs
Fire Atlas-Agena Separation Squit)s
Initiate Agena First-Burn Sequence
Steady-State Thrust 90% Pc
Agena First-Burn Cutoff (VM)*
Stop Primary D-Timer
Restart Primary D-Timer
Initiate Agena Second-Burn Sequence
Steady-State Thrust 90% Pc
Agena Second-Burn Cutoff (VM)**
Fire Ejection Squibs (Spacecraft)
Initiate Yaw Maneuver
Stop Yaw Maneuver
Initiate l:letrofire
l_etr()rocket Burnout
* First-Burn Duration 15);.13 sees
** Second-Burn Duration 87.5 sees
Total Burn Time . . . 240.63 sees
Table 1-6:
Sequence of Significant Flight Events
Nominal
Times
i i
Actual FI! _l_2tTi2_2es (see) __
'1
-0-
128.9 128.6
131.9 131.7
271.85 272.4
287.9 288.6
291.8 296.3 (1)
308.1 307.9
308.1 307.9
308.1 307.9
310.5 310.3
312.5 312.4
364.8 369.3
365.95 370.45
517.6 523.58
651.5
1,865.4
1,879.4
1,880.0 1,880.11
1,966.55 1,967.6
2,132.85 2,133.42
2,135.85 2,136.39
2,1.95.85 2,196.27
2,7:32.85 2,733.5
2,7-18.85 .2:750.5 ....
(1) l'rimary l)-Timer started
ik)ur seconds late.
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lsion IV launch vehicle. The general space
vehicle system configuration is shown in
Figures 1-5, 1-6, and 1-7.
1.3.1 Atlas Performance
The Atlas launch vehicle had three primary
objectives and one secondary objective in
support of Lunar Orbiter Mission V. The primary
goals were:
e Place the upper stage into proper coast
ellipse;
• Initiate or relay commands properly for
separation of the upper-stage vehicle and
start the Agena primary timer;
• Relay commands to the Atlas-Agena inter-
face to jettison the shroud and start the
launch vehicle secondary timer.
The secondary objective was determination of
Atlas performance by using telemetry data.
All objectives were successfully achieved. The
5-Hz longitudinal liftoff oscillation reached a
naaximum peak-to-peak amplitude of 1.i5g
at T + 4 seconds. This was the third time during
the SLV-3 program that the 5-Hz liftoff oscilla-
tion reached an amplitude in excess of lg peak-
to-peak. Anaplitudes of this magnitude, however,
were not considered detrimental to the vehicle
structure. The oscillation was essentially
damped out by T + 22 seconds. Telemetry data
were satisfactory except for two data points.
V2 chamber pressure decreased 10 psi at T+ 164
and at T +168.5 seconds and then abruptly
increased back to its previous steady-state level.
This data characteristic has been observed on
previous SLV-3 flights and has been attributed
to carbonization of the instrmnentation sensing
port. The second unsatisfactory reading was
obtained from the engine fuel tank pressure
and thrust chamber pressure which displayed
data trends characteristic of transducer wiper-
arm liftoff.
1.3.2 Agena Performance
The second-stage Agena vehicle had two pri-
mary objectives and one secondary objective
in support of Lunar Orbiter Mission V. The
primary goals were:
o To inject the spacecraft into a lunar co-
incident transfer (cishmar) trajectory
within prescribed orbit dispersions.
o To perform Agena attitude naaneuvers
mad retromaneuvers following Agena-
spacecraft separation to ensure that the
Agena would not, to the specified prob-
abilities, intercept the spacecraft, pass
within 20 degrees of the center of the
Canopus tracker field of view, or impact
the Moon.
The secondary aim of the Agena vehicle was to
provide tracking and telemetry data for evalu-
ation of Agena performance.
All objectives were satisfied. The only devia-
tions from a nominal flight were the shroud
separation monitor previously discussed and
the fact that the primary sequence timer was
started approximately 4 seconds late with all
timer-controlled propulsion functions corres-
pondingly ',ate.
The Agena vehicle is in a long-lifetime Earth
orbit with apogee and perigee altitudes of
369,831 and 9,380 kilometers, respectively.
The period of this orbit is approximately 10
days. Comparison of the Agena parameters
with those for the spacecraft shows that the
retromaneuver was successful in ensuring that
the Agena would not interfere with the space-
craft or its mission. The Agena missed the
Moon by 25,317 kilometers at its closest ap-
proach.
v,
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Figure 1-5: Lunar Orbiter Space Vehicle
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2.0 Flight Operations
This section describes Lunar Orbiter Missim,
V flight operations from liftoff at Cape Kennedy,
Florida, at 22:33 GMT, August 1, 1967, to the
beginning of the extended mission at 02:00
GMT, August 28, 1967. Included are a compari-
son of the flight plan with the actual mission; a
discussion of operational controls used to con-
trol spacecraft trajectory and performance; and
descriptions of airborne and ground systems
performance.
Mission V was nominal from liftoff through
completion of final readout with one excep-
tion. During the "Bimat cut" sequence a "Bi-
mat clear" indication was obtained 5 minutes
prior to scheduled execution of the '.'Bimat cut"
command. Investigation later revealed that the
actual mnonnt of Bimat was approximately 5
feet short of that normally loaded. During re-
wind of the Goldstone leader after completion
of the readout, the leader broke, thus preclud-
ing any photo readout activity during the ex-
tended mission.
The flight operations team was essentially un-
changed from that used on Mission IV. The
high return rate of experienced personnel con-
tributed in no small measure to the success of
this highly complex mission.
Several areas of the Moon's farside were not
photographed during Mission IV. The first
eight Mission V orbits, during which photo-
graphic coverage of the farside of the Moon was
completed, were similar to Mission IV. The
remainder of the mission was accon_.plished at
lower orbits similar to Missions I and III. The
operational techniques developed in previous
missions were used in conducting Mission V
with little modification.
2.I FLIGHT PLAN AND CONDUCT
This section describes the Lunar Orbite:" Mis-
sion V flight plan and summarizes the nomic,:'!
mission design. It should be noted that the
mission was conducted with very little devia-
tion from the mission design and flight plan.
2.1.I Flight Plan
2.1.1.1 Mission Design
Design of the nominal mission, designated
P-11A, required acquisition of 213 frames of
photography from three different hmar ellip-
ses. In this respect, the design differed from
that of all previous Lunar Orbiter missions. To
accomplish the desired photography, the space-
craft was to be injected into a 6,092-kilometer-
apolune by /00-kilometer-perilune ellipse
from which 17 frames covering areas of the
hmar farside were to be exposed. In addition,
two frames were required to satisfy the film-set
constraint. A transfer maneuver was then pro-
grammed to reduce the perilune altitude to 100
kilometers for intermediate-ellipse photography.
In this ellipse, six additional frames of farside
photography were to be acquired; in addition,
one frame was to be used as a film-set frame. A
second transfer maneuver was then programmed
to result in a final ellipse of 1,500-kilometer-
apohme by 100-kilometer-perilune for the re-
maining photography of 45 selected nearside
targets using the remaining 187 frames. Priority
readout was to be conducted between photo
exposures rq)r mission control purposes accord-
ina to a schedule designed to provide contigu-
ot,s readout periods through Frame 38.
Table 2-1 contains it summary of primary param-
eters of the three ellipses planned for Lunar
Orbiter V together with final-ellipse data for
the other four Lunar Orbiter missions.
After exposure and processing of the 213
plmmed photos, a final readout of all photo
data was planned.
2.1.I.2 Mission Descril)tion
The Lunar Orbiter V flight plain was based on
the objective of photographing scientifically
interesting sites on the nearside of the Moon.
,r 'J-"
_:_ a,t&_mn, the latest mission design provided
f¢;r 23 sites of farside photography to complete
coverage of lunar areas not previously photo-
1 1
g:'ap_cck
' 2t
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Table2-1:PrimaryOrbitalParameters
Orbit period
Orbit inclination (degl
Perilune ahitude (kin)
.-kpohn_e altitude (kin)
Tinle in sunlight (%1
Earth occultation (%)
Initial
Yi hrs. 30 rain, 29.1 see
85.0
200
6,(i92
100
2
8 hrs, 22 rain, 40 seU
85.0
100
6D92
100
0
1,.O. V
Intermediate ] Final
3 hrs, 11 rain, 14 see
85.0
100
1,500
I00
15
L.O. IV L.O. 1II
12 hours 3.5 hours
85.0 21
2,700 60
6,110 1,850
l(X) 75
0 29
L.(). II ] L.O. I
3.5 hours 3.5 hours
12 12
61) 60
1,850 1,850
75 75
29 29
The P-11A mission launch was phmned for
22:03:03 ChiT on August 1, 1967, with a hmnch
azimuth of 102 degrees. A 90-hour cislunar
trajectory was planned with midcourse correc-
tions at 30 hours and 65 hours. A phme change
of 13.79 degrees was planned for injection into
hmar orbit. A waiting period of only 18 hours
was phumed between lunar injection and the
first photo to be taken in the initial ellipse.
Priority readout was scheduled to be performed
as necessary to achieve nmximum data for pre-
cise mission control, even though some read-
out periods were only 4 or 5 minutes' duration.
Including the time necessary to complete a
final readout of all photo data, the total sched-
uled duration of the mission was 26.5 days.
2.1.1.3 Nominal Mission Trajectory and Orbital
Parameters
For planning purposes, the nominal (P-11A)
mission was designed based on a specific launch
time within one of the three windows of the
launch period of August 1 to 4, 1{,}67. Significant
trajectory anti orbit data parameters planned
for the P-11A mission follow.
Launch
o Launch date and time -- Day °13
(August 1, 1967) Z2:03:03 GMT
o Launch azimuth - 16"2 degrees
o Earth parking orbit coast time -- 24
minutes, 16.0 seconds
Cislunar Trajectory
o Injection time -- Day 213 (August I,
1967), 22:37:27.9 GMT
o Injection location - 24.02°S, 29.41°E
o Transit time -90.002 hours
Lunar Arriwd
o Date and time of closest approach --
Day 217 (August 5, 1967), 16:37:37
GMT
o Inclination of approach hyperbola -
86.14 degrees
o Perilune altitude of approach hyperbola
- 666 km
Lunar Orbit Injection
o Injection time - Day 217 (August 5,
1967), 16:19:42 GMT
O Lunar location of injection - 83.50°S,
67.96°E
o Altitude of injection point -- 1,269 km
o Plane change - 13.79 degrees
o aV -- 644.4 meters per second
18
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Initial Lunar Orbit Definition
o Apohme altitude - 6,092 km
i
O Perilune altitude - 200 km
Inclination " 85.00 degrees
o Period - 8 hours, 30 minutes, 29.1
seconds
o Longitude of ascending node at
injection - 118.12°E
o Argument of perihme at injection -
0.98 degree
• Longitude of Sun at injection -
180.90"E
• Sunlight- 100%
• Earth occultations - 2%
First-Orbit Transfer Manenver
o First transfer date and time -
Day 219 (August 7, 1967), 07:10:13
GMT
o Lunar location of transfer --
0.63°S, 83.19°W
o Altitude of transfer point - 6,090 km
o aV - 11.54 meters per second
Intermediate-Ellipse Definition
o Apohme altitude - 6,092 km
o Perihme altitude - 100 km
o Inclination - 85 degrees
o Period -- 8 hours, 22 minutes,
40 seconds
o Longitude of ascending node at
transfer- 96.75°E
o Argument of perilune at transfer -
0.74 degree
o Sunlight - 100%
o Earth occultations -- none
Second-Orlfit Transfer Maneuver
0 Second transfer date and time -
Day 221 (August 9, 1967), 05:15:21
GMT
0 Lunar location of second transfer -
0.47°N, 71.45°E
o Altitude of transfer point - 99 km
o A V - 234.21 meters per second
Final-Ellipse Definition
• Apohme altitude - 1,500 km
® Perilune altitude - 100 km
• Inclination - 85 degrees
• Period - 3 hours, 11 minutes, 14 seconds
o Longitude of ascending node at
transfer- 71.41°E
o Argument of perilune at transfer --
0.46 degree
o Sunlight- 100%
o Earth occultations -- 15%
2.1.2 Flight Conduct
No significant flight plan deviations were
required to complete Mission V as planned.
Small changes to the flight plan were effected
in real time, primarily to ensure adherence to
the planned flight profile. Special workaround
procedures were not required since significant
spacecraft problenas had not developed prior
to completion of final photo data readout.
Throughout the mission, only one significant
anomaly was experienced; this was after com-
pletion of the mission photographic phase
when the leader parted approximately 7 feet
from the splice during film rewind.
The following paragraphs snmmarize flight
conduct in general terms. Additional details
regardin_ flight parameters, spacecraft per-
formance, and flight path control are included
19
iin later sections of this document. The times of
significant mission events are summarized in
Tables 2-2 and 2-3. The actual core map plan is
in Table 2-4.
2.1.2.1 Launch through Lunar Injection
Prelaunch countdown was conducted with all
items normal on Launch Plan 1-A until T-90.
At this time a problem developed that required
replacement of an Agena velocity meter. This
was accomplished and checked out without
delaying the count. At 18:33 GMT, August 1,
a squall line approached Cape Kennedy, caus-
ing a hold in the countdown. After weather
conditions improved, the count was resumed
at 20:58 GMT using Launch Phm 1-K and a
successful liftoff occurred at 22:33 GMT. The
launch azimuth was 104.8 degrees.
The following summary is presented for con-
venience in comparing planned versus actual
occurrence times of significant mission events.
Programmed spacecraft events occurred nor-
really following liftoff. The antennas and solar
panels deployed as planned, and shortly after-
ward the spacecraft was acquired by DSS-41.
A pitch and yaw gyro drift test was performed to
establish drift rates, which were determined to
be well within design limits.
Canopus acquisition procedures were com-
menced at 05:Ol GMT, August 2. The same
glint (reflected sunlight) problems occurred
that were experienced in previous Lunar Or-
biter missions. Initial star mapping was incon-
clusive but a star was in the tracker field of
view and was tracked to establish the roll drift
rate. Arming and bleeding of the propellant
lines was conducted and firing of the fuel and
oxidizer squibs was accomplished. Initial
Calloptls track was obtained at 14:34 GMT,
August 2, after two high-gain-antenna maps
were made to help find and verify Canopus
position.
ii
Event
Table 2-2: Synopsis of Significant Events
ii ii i ,_.
Planned
Date
Time (GMT)
Launch
Cislunar injection
First midcourse maneuver
Second midcourse maneuver
Lunar injection
First photograph
Transfer - intermediate ellipse
Transfer - final ellipse
Complete photography
Complete final readout
(100% of photo data)
Aug. I 22:(/3:03
Aug. 1 22:37:28
Aug. 3 04:00:00
Aug. 4 15:00:00
Aug. 5 16:19:42
Aug. 6 10:58:00
Aug. 7 07:10:13
Aug. 9 05:15:21
Aug. 18 21:50:29
Aug. 28 12:00:00 est.
I II
Actual
Time (GMT)
22:33:00.3
23:05:48
06:00:00
Not Required
16:53:04
11:22:00'
08:43:48
05:11:05
21:40:13
238:01:10:00
(Aug. 26)
20
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Actual Time (CMT)
m
213:22:33:00
213:22:35:8.1
213:22:35:11.8
213:22:37:32.4
213:22:37:48.6
213:22:37:56.4
213:22:38:8.1
213:22:38:10.1
213:22:38:12.5
213:22"39:10.4
213:22:41:43.8
213:23:04:21.0
213:23:05:48.0
213:23:05:35
213:23:05:55
213:23:07:04
213:23:09:05
213:23:10:32
213:23:10:57.8
213:23:18:33
213:23:18:49.7
213:23:18:56
213:23:23:00
213:23:23:17
213:23:25:00
i
Table 2-3: Summary of Significant Events
,-- ...... , ,, mum inn
Event
i jR i. iilll i
Liftoff
Atlas booster engine cutoff (BECO)
Atlas booster jettison
Start Agena secondary timer
Atlas sustainer cutoff (SECO)
Start Agena primary timer
Atlas vernier cutoff (VECO)
Shroud separation
Atlas-Agena separation
ARena first ignition
Agena parking orbit injection
Agena second ignition
Agena cislunar injection
Agena yaw start
Agena-spacecraft separation
DSS-51 one-way
Agena yaw stop
Antenna deployment
Solar panel deployment
Agena retro fired
Agena retro stopped
DSS-41 one-way
Acquire Sun
DSS-41 two-way
Start g_vro_drift test
i ii |
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ActualTime ((;MT)
213:23:32:00
214:01:12:00
214:04:20:00
214:05:00:00
214:C)5:21:00
214:18:34:00
214:18:39:00
214:19:00:00
215:05:46:00
215:06:00:00
215:06:00:26.1
215:06:03:00
215:06:07:00
215:06:20:00
215:20:15:00
_16:0o:lO:O0
216:12:15:00
217:09:36:00
217:12:30:00
217:16:33:00
217:16:48:5,t.4
217:16:57:12.5
217:16:5.9:00
Table2-3 (Continued)
i i
Event
nl
Acquire Sun
Film supply cassette radiation dosage,
DF04, incremented to 0.75 rad
Resu_ne gym drift test
Acquire Sun
Start (2anOl)tts se,tr(.:ll
CZtllO1)tlS located
Antcqma map (rtn_ to verify Canopus location)
Canoims h_cation verified
Start attitude maneuver for midcourse correction
Start en:zine for first midcourse
Engine burn complete; iV = 29.76 meters/second
Start revel'SO lll;.lneuvcq"
Acquire Sun
Cy'ro drift test
Start CT!) test
Be<in drift test
Acquire Sun
Be_in drift test
Drift test comph._te
Start atttitude maneuver of hmar injection
Start c,;._2inc bm'n
Stop engiltc i;_:c:,,
A V = 643.()meters/second
t{egiil reverse nlztl_etIx'er
22
- ,, i ' |,1
Actual Time ((;NIT)
, |
217:17:04:00
217:18:24:00
217:18:44:00
218:11 :()0:00
218:11:11:00
218:11:44:30
219:08:28:00
219:08:43:48.4
219:08:43:59.2
219:08:45:00
219:08:52:00
219:16:02:00
221:04:52
221:05:08:32.7
221 :(/5:11:(/5.6
221:05:13:00
221:05:21:00
230:21:40:13
231:03:19:00
l__
231:04:30:00
238:(/1:10:00
239:05:38:00
240:02:00:00
Table 2-3 (Continued)
• n i
Acquire Sun
IF ii ,,,,, ,, ,, i
Event
Start Goldstone readout
Stop Goldstone readout
Adwmced 12 frames
Mission V photography sta_ed
Fihn supply cassette radiation dosage,
DF04, incremented from 0.75 to 1.00 rads
Begin attitude maneuver for
transfer to intermediate orbit
Begin engine burn
Stop engine burn
Begin reverse maneuver
Acquire Sun
Missioa V readout started
Begin attitude maneuver for transfer to final orbit
Begin engine burn
Stop engine burn
Begin reverse maneuver
Acquire Sun
Complete photography
Bimat-clear indication 5 minutes prior to
execution of "Bimat cut" command
Final readout started
100% readout completed (all data received)
Final rea&mt completed (fihn rewound)
gi ..................iSe ll ex((_li(_l_( l-llll,551()li I.#[iultttltplla
i
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able 2-4:
Core Map Plan Photographic Activity
i
Core
Map
10
I0 update
11
ii update
12
12 update
12 update
t
13
lg update
14
14 update
15
16
Orbit
Loaded
1
3
4
5
6
6
8
8
12
12
15
17
Photo
()rbit
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
S
9
9
10
i1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
[_ V/H wa,; on for all sites designated by V's
Photo [_>
Sites
Fihn advance
A-l, A-2
A-3
A-4, fihnset (A-5)
Orbit transfer
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9, A-10
A-11
A-12
Orbit transfer
A-13
A-14
V-1
V-'2
V-3, A-15
Carryover from
Previous Map
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Table 2-4 (Continued)
iii ul i i
Col'e
Map
17
• 18
i
Orbit
Loaded
19
21
18 update
19
19 Update
2O
20 update
21
22
22 update
23
23 update
24
25
21
25
25
26
27
28
3O
30
32
32
34
36
Photo Photo
Orbit Sites
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
35
36
37
38
3,9
V/H ....... ,......
...... on for a!! ";_'_¢ des,_'g>,ted hv
i,i
V',R
V-4
V-5.1
V-6
A-16
V-8a
V-8b
V-9
A-17
V-10
V-11a
V-lib
V-12
V-13, A-18
V-14
,V-15.1
V-16a
V-16b
A-19
7>- Carryover fromPrevious Map
A- 15, V-4
V-Sb
A-17
V-11a
V-12
A-18, V-14
V-16a
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Table2-4 (Continued)
Core
Map
26
26 update
26
27
28
29
30
30 update
31
32
33
34
Orbit
Loaded
3,9
39
4O
42
44
46
48
49
5O
52
54
57
Photo
Orbit
4O
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
5,S
59
6O
Photo
Sites
V-18
V-19
A-20
V-21
V-22
V-23.1
V-24
V-25, A-21
V-26
V-27a
\1-27l)
V-28
V-29, A-22
V-30
V-31
V-32
V-33
V-34
Carryover from
Previous Map
A-19
V-18, V-19
A-20, V-21
V-23.1
V-25, A-21
V-28
A-22, V-30
Viii was on tk)r all sites desigmtted t)y V's
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Table2-4 (Continued)
; - i i
Core
Map
35
36
37
38
39
39 update
40
40 update
41
i 42
i
t
I
44
Orbit
Loaded
59
61
63
65
67
67
69
70
71
75
77
8O
Photo
Orbit
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
! 80
I
81
82
{
Photo
Sites
V-35
V-36
V-37
A-'23
V-38
A-9.4
V-40
V-41
V-42a
V-42b
V-43.1
V-44
V-45.1
V-46
V-48
V-49
V-50
i i
Carryover from
Previous Map
V-34
V-36
A-23
A-24
V-40
V-41
E:>
V-42b
t 83
V/H was on for all sites designated by V's
m ii i,, ,. i • i
V-51, Fihn advance
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A three-axis gym drift test was conducted and
accurate drift rates were determined. Space-
craft temperatures were carefully monitored;
when tempenttures increased, the camera heat-
ers were turned offto avoid pitching off-Sun.
During the mission, CanolmS was not "ac-
quire(l" but was monitored l)y turnin_ the Can-
opus tracker m_ fin" a few minutes every 3 hours,
and by performing a roll update maneuver when
necessary. This operational technique kept
Canopt|s within the tracker field of view so
that the roll error could be determined periodi-
call.v. Also, b)' operatin_ the tracker only it few
minutes at a time, voltage degradation of the
tracker was minimized.
The first midcourse maneuver was satisfactorily
performed at 06:00 (;,kiT, August 3, with a 26-
second engine burn, which resulted in it A V
of 29.76 meters per second. Throughout the
remainder of the cislunar phase, the Canopus
tracker was cycled fi_r it few minutes every 3
horn's. A test was perflmned to verify satisfac-
tory operation of the camera thermal door. The
very accurate performance of the first midcoursc
maneuver obviated the need for a second cor-
rection so the second midcourse maneuver was
cancelled. Plans fl)r the hmar injection maneu-
ver were completed and the necessary com-
mands loaded into the spacecraft flight pro-
_rammer. Shortly before the scheduled deboost
maneuver, the high-gain antenna was rotated
in preparation for the (;oldstone test film read-
mm Backup injection maneuver commalads were
also prepared and transmitted to the space-
craft, ;Mid alternate mission COlllnlltllds were
prepared and sent to the DSS to be held in
readiness.
The spacecraft was successfidly placed in hmar
orbit using a 498. l-second en!_ine burn to
produce a AV of 643 meters per second. The
deboost burn was terminated at 16:57:12.5
GMT on August 5.
2.1.2.2 Initial and Intermediate Ellipses
The TWTA was turned on shortly after injection
into lunar orbit, and at 18:24 GMT, August 5,
the (;oldstone test film readout was conducted.
All parameters were normal except for unex-
plained momentary loss of video which caused
random drop(rot of seven scan lines, l)hoto_ -
raphy of the first photo site was conducted at
11:22 (;MT, At|_ust 6, and subsequent photog-
raphy wits conducted according to plan. Fihn
processin_ was commanded and all photo sub-
svstem operations appeared to be normal (ex-
cept h_r random scan line dropouts).
A total of four photo sites using 18 exposures
was successfully completed its planned in the
initial ellipse. Actual orbital parameters of
this ellipse were periltme altitude, 202.0 kil-
ometers; apohme altitude, 6,030.3 kilometers;
period, 505 minutes; inclination, 85.1 de_rees.
The first orbit transfer maneuver commands
were prepared and loaded into the spacecraft.
Photo data readout was not conducted in the
initial ellipse.
After four initial orbits were completed, the
first orl)it transfer maneuver was performed at
08:44 GMT, August 7, using it 10.T8-second
engine burn to produce a &V of 15.97 meters
per second. The actual orbital parameters of
the intermediate ellipse were perilune altitude,
100.6 kilometers; apolune altitude, 6,064.3
kilometers; period, 501 minutes; and inclina-
tion, 84.6 degrees.
Intermediate-ellipse photography consisted of
six hmar farside sites, each site bein_ assigned
one exposure. In addition, one of the fihn move-
merit frames was assigned to a historic tele-
photo picture of the Earth. Periodic processin_
and two photo data readout operations were
conducted in this phase according to the plan.
All data continued to indicate good quality
photographs, although sporadic scan line drop-
outs were to be noted in litter readouts. These
had no significant effect on photo quality.
After 5.5 orbits of the intermediate ellipse had
been completed, a second transfer maneuver
was successfidly performed to place the space-
craft into the final ellipse. This maneuver em-
ployed a 152.9-second engine burn and pro-
duced a AV of 233.67 meters per second.
This wits the 24th consecutive successful rocket
engine burn for Lunar Orbiter spacecraft.
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2.1.2.3Fina#EIlipse Activities
l'hotographic Phase - Successfid per£mnance
of the second transfer maneuver resulted in a
final ellipse of ,98.93-kilonmter perihme alti-
tude, 1,4,99.4-kihmmter almlune altitude,
1.tJl.0-minute period, and 84.76-degree inclina-
tion.
The ambitious schedule of mission events as
reflected in the flight plan increased the level
of activities to a peak in the final-ellipse phase
of the mission. This schedule was maintained
snccessfldly only hecause of the thoroughly
experienced operations team and the absence
of any significant system or spacecraft anomaly.
Figure g-i shows a seglnent of four final orl)lts
and depicts some. of the ntn]ierotls activities
required to coordinate the effort necessary to
obtain the desired photography.
Starting with Orbit 11, only 4.5 hours after the
second transfer manenver, site photography
was conducted on almost every orbit of the final-
ellipse phase until all 213 frames had been ex-
posed. In addition to 13 apohme photos needed
to complete the desired farside coverage, 184
fi'ames were exposed to cover 45 scientifically
interesting sites on the nearside of the Moon.
All photos were successfully exposed, the film
processing schedule was maintained, and a
modified priority readout schedule was met.
The readout schedule was modified during
mission operations to eliminate readout of re-
dundant data and those scheduled readout
periods of less than 10-minute duration.
Photography of the last photo site, Site 51, was
completed on Orbit 83 as planned. At this time
it was decided to delay cutting the Bimat until
after readout of some photo data of Sites 48
and 49. Accordingly, the processing and read-
out schedule of the plan was modified to obtain
the additional priority readouts during Orbits
83 and 84. The Bimat-cut seque_'_ce was then
rescheduled for Orbit 85. About 5 mi::v, tes be-
fore Bimat-cut was programmed to occur, a
Bimat-clear signal was received via telemetry.
Indication of Bimat exhaustion prior to the
scheduled Bimat-cut was explained by a s_b-
sequent report that the supply of Bimat loaded
prior to launch wits about 5 feet short of that
required. No particular problem resulted, ex-
cept that Wide-Angle Frame 217 was not pro-
cessed and Wide-Angle Frame 216 was de-
graded. No telephoto frames were lost.
Final Headout Phase - Final readout of all
photo data was commenced in Orbit 85 and
continued normally until the mission was com-
pleted. The schedule called for a readout each
orbit of about 2.5 hours duration. As each read-
out was terminated, the spacecraft attitude ref-
erence was updated and the high-gain antenna
was rotated to maintain optimum signal strength.
Stored-progrmn commands were loaded into
the spacecraft flight programmer every fifth
od)it.
Readout of 100% of the Mission V photo data
was completed at 01:10 GMT, August 26 dur-
ing Orbit 137. Final readout was completed
in Orbit 146 on August 27 at 05:38 GMT with
readout of High-Resolution Frame 5. Film
rewi_,d (readout without video transmission)
was continued, however, to reposition all film
on the fihn supply reel for permanent storage
and to preserve readout capability. It was in
the final stages of fihn rewind in Orbit 149
after final readout had been completed that the
leader parted at approximately 7 feet from the
splice, its noted previously.
During this mission, 213" frames were exposed
and, with the exception of one wide-angle
frame, all photo data were recovered. All 45
nearside sites and 23 farside areas were cov-
ered with good quality photos.
The spacecraft wits configured for its extended
mission during Orbit 152; at 02:00 GMT,
August 28, the comnaand programmer and all
spacecraft subsystems were placed in the ex-
tended-mission configuration.
* Frame index numbers 5-217.
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2.2 FLIGHT CONTROL
2.2.1 Mission Control
Mission control activities are those required to
integrate such operational areas as S PAC, FPAC,
DSS, and data systems into a functional group
that could successfully meet the objectives of
the Mission V flight plan. On-line integration
of these major operational areas wits accom-
plished by the assistant space flight operations
director (ASFOD). This position was actually
staffed hy two individuals, whose call names
are ACE-2 and DEUCE-2, during all mission
activities. Liaison between this position and
the SPAC area was enhanced by the capability
to observe closed-circuit TV monitors of se-
lected 100-wpm printers, and the capability
to colnnmnicate directly with the wtrious sub-
system analysts without using the main control
network. Generally the spacecraft was flown
within a few minutes of the schedule in the
flight operations plan. However, operations
directives provided a tool during the actual
mission with which the flight operations plan
could be rapidly modified in real time. This
capability allowed tim operations team to ef-
fectively meet mission objectives and, as minor
problems occurred, to handle workaround
techniques most expediently. For operational
modifications or for tests to be performed on a
"one-time" basis, operations orders were used
again during Mission V.
The command coordimttor position was occu-
pied only by experienced personnel. Because
of their thorough checkout and experience, no
significant difficulties were encountered in
spite of the complexity of the mission.
Mission event coordinator activities were
performed similar to Mission IV in an efficient,
trouble-free manner. Compared to the earlier
missions, Mission V events adhered more
closely to the flight plan, eliminating the need
for extensive revisions to the sequence of
events (SEAL program). In addition to the
scheduled events, the Mission V sequence
of events included the view periods and tracking
schedules for Lunar Orbiters II and III, which
were aiso in ltilI_.l.r ' "' Tlitcr .......... r.._ ,-I.,,I,)11111.. ktll lllttt J. '..' a t*_
teletype scripts that were sent to the DSS's
remained the same. The use of SEAL charts
given to each analyst wits most effective on
Mission V, primarily because of their increased
accuracy, as well its the greater familiarity with
the charts the users had developed through past
experience. In all, 17 issues of the SEAl, charts,
showing several or}fits' "scheduled" event
times, were prepared during the mission and
distributed to operations personnel.
2.2.2 Spacecraft Control
The following paragraphs describe the command
programming and photo subsystem control
procedures employed to meet the requirements
of the Mission V flight plan (see Section 2.1).
The personnel was substantially unchanged
from Mission IV. This section discusses person-
nel activities involved in implementation of
these controls.
2.2.2.1 Command Programming
As of August 27, at the end of the primary mis-
sion, a total of 4,525 commands had been pre-
pared and transmitted to Lunar Orbiter V and
properly executed by the flight programmer.
Progranmfing of commands followed the core
map l_}:m schedule in the flight operations plan.
Major deviations from the premission plan were
assignment of Photo Sites A-3 and A-9, which
were originally reserved as filmset frames. Site
A-3 covered a section of the moon farside while
Site A-9 covered the earth taken from the moon.
Despite the fact that this mission had the most
demanding photographic assignment and the
largest number of photo maneuvers, all com-
mand preparation activity was completed on a
timely basis. This programming success can
be attributed primarily to the absence of space-
craft anomalies and to a greatly improved sched-
ule for providing updated FPAC command con-
ference data to the command programn]ers. In
addition, the retention of experienced command
programmers contributed to meeting all pro-
gramming requirements.
Premission Activity -- Pren;ission planning
was much the same its for earlier missions. A
core map plan defining the loading schedule of
each map during photography and the photo
,.-1.'_ ,,, 1.o ;,_,,h,A,_rt in oar,h ma]_ was 1)rel)azed
_*1 k*l_, t_* .Iv 1.._ ............... • . =
for overall coordination of command activity.
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(:,l_nt<loxvltand Mode:2comnmndsfor NIissi_n_
V had }wen preparedand sentto the I)SS)_ear
the el_d ()t" ,\lission IV, l,amwh plans and ini-
ti;d core load commands were sent to I)SS-71
d'm'i_l_ .Xlission V training.
.Nlissi¢m Actixity -- Command Iweparation was
c,mdm.'ted b.v three teams of two command
lm)_rammers each. (]ommand prob_rammer work
sclledules we,'e adjusted such that a tcmn art-
tending the preliminary command c(mfcrencc
for a core map would remain on shift through
the fired corn,natal conference for that map and
complete all command prel)aration l)efin'e hand-
ing over to tim next team.
Prelimiv_a, ry co_ll_and confereY_ces co_wel_¢2d
5.5 hem's before scheduled command trams-
mission. Frequently, the command conference
data was given to the commaml pro/rammers by
FPAC well ahead of the conference. A C()GI,
(command generation and program simulation)
run with commands based on this preliminary
data was made and the commands were then
:wailable for transmission to the spacecraft
it" final command conference data (command
updates) were not provided on time. Command
updates were provided by FPAC not later than
1 hour })ehn'e the final command conference
(:2 hours before scheduled command trmlsmis-
siolL). This scheduling, a Ill;.lj()r improvement
()\er earlier missions, enabled the command
1)l'()_rl';.I.llllllel's to revise C()llllll;.tlld se(l/leHoes
l)et'_)re the final command c¢mferel_ce, thcrel)y
redm_'iI_!a the frequency of Mode 1 command
t,pdatcs tra,_smitted to the spacecraft. ()n occa-
sions when command updates were n¢)t ol)tained
on time, the commands based on preliminary
conference data were transmitted and later u!)-
dated by a .Mode 1 command update se(ttLence
to reflect the update. Additional clmnges to
stored commm_ds were made in Mode 3 for
r, mtine h(msekeel)ing tasks such its to colnpen-
sate for roll axis reference or last-minute Cltlllera-
on time changes.
2.2.2.2 Photo_rald_!l Crmtrol
Exposure and photo subsystem colin'el pro-
ce(h,res were basically the stone its those list'(1
in ._Iission III. Site pl,)to:zraphy folh)xvcd the
nlission plan with only at few minor chml_es.
()he scheduled film-set flame (..\-3) was ilscd
for a fro'side photo and another (A-9) was used
for an Earth photo. Minor changes in tar:Cet
loc'atiolls were made for five nearside and four
fro'side sites,
Exposure C,,trol - Exposure e())m'ol for Mis-
si()l_ V ph()t()_raphy was accomplished - its
for previous missi(ms -- by cm'efid selection of
sllutter sl>ecds, ll, ec(mnnended all)odes and
allmdo distributions were a/ain SUpl)lied by
the U,S.(;,S, for each nearside site. These all>edo
values were reduced })y a factor of 1.3 for ill-
put to) the photo <luality prediction program
((.)UAI_). Spacecraft film density predictim)s
()l)taine(l fro)n QUAL were the prime data for
makin:_ shutter speed decisions. The H and D
curve used fl}r QUAI, al}pears in V{}lume II
()f this series ()f documents. Although the loss
d_le to tim f'oldin/mirror in the 61{)-mm ciunera
was not initially entered in QUAL, no deci-
simms were affected tip to the time it wits
chanved. In ,nar_inal cases, discussions with
advisors from U.S.(;.S. and NASA resolved these
decisions by considering the features of inter-
est and type <>fterrain.
The farside photos were all taken at a shutter
speed of 0.04 second due to their proximity
to the terminator and the resultant low lighting
eomlitions.
The availal>ilitv of a "nominal book" and the
fact that the mission was very close to nominal
were of assistance in lookinR ahead durinR the
nHssio_ to determine potentially marginal
CaSeS.
Camc'ra-On Time Bias - For "V/H off" photog-
raplLv, the standard -0.9-second bias for cament-
(m til;_t_' was used to correct for normal camera
actuation delays. As data were received from
priority readout, c()nll)arison of actual versus
predicted exposure times indicated a bias of
-1.() seceded would result in a more exact ex-
l)osurc time. This change was implemented
starting witi, Site V-25.
F'(n "'V/It ()n" phot(),_ral)hy, a bias was intro-
(luted to obtain a uniform distribution of actual
CXl)Osure times about the desired times. The
3:2
bias wits adjusted to minimize the camera-on
time uncertaintycausedI)y the V/H cycle,and
calculatedusin_the predictedV/H ratio in the
followingequation:
c.amera-.n bia_ = =O,080/(V/tI)
Observed deviations from scheduled times are
recorded in Volume II of this document series.
As photos were received during priority read-
out, a comparison of predicted versus actual
photo coverage indicated a significant down-
track error. To compensate for this apparent
error, a -3.(I second bias was introduced begin-
ning with site V-26.1. This -3.0 seconds was
added to the bias required by the photo-sub-
system operation to obtain a corrected camera-
on time for the flight programmer.
2.2.3 Flight Path Control
From launch through completion ofplmtograph-
ic readout, maintaining control of the space-
eraft trajectory (or flight path) was the respon-
sibility of Flight Path Analysis and Command
(FPAC). Responsibility for control of the mis-
sion from prelaunch checkout through about
launch plus 6 hours belonged to the DSN FPAC.
After the spacecraft had been acquired and was
supplying good tracking data to the SFOF,
the DSN FPAC team was relieved by the proj-
ect FPAC team. At this point the project FPAC
team assumed responsibility for flight path
control for the remainder of the mission. Within
both teams the tracking data analysis fimction
was carried out by a JPL analyst. A description
of the two FPAC teams is contained in NASA
Document Linear Orbiter I Final 1Rel)ort -
Photogral)hic Mission Summary, Volume I.
Flight path control by the FPAC team entailed
execution of the following n,,,c_ons.",..... " •
/1Trackin_ Data Analysis - t*) Monitoring
and passing judgement on the quaiity of the
incoming radar tracking data (doppler and
range), which is the sole link between the
spacecraft and FPAC, and the basis for
determination of the current position and
velocity of the vehicle; (2) Preparation of
tracking predicts to sul;l)oit _,,ts _..oo ..
spacecraft tracking.
Orbit Determination - A process of find-
ing a trajectory that "best fits" the tracking
data, which includes the tasks of editing
the raw tracking data into a form acceptable
to the. orbit determination computer pro-
gl°ifiVi (OI)P), lind i,iub,,,icqlttanl: ol_¢r;ltloii tJf
this l)rO_l'il.lll to obtain that trajectory best
fitting the data - usually a lengthy task
that consnmes large blocks of computer
time.
Flight Path Control - When the orbit
determination process yields a trajectory,
the flight path control function is initiated
to determine the need for a corrective
maneuver or the design of a planned maneu-
ver. Thus, this function is principally one
of guidance, control and prediction.
FPAC executes these functions to design
maneuvers which will best achieve the objec-
tives of the nominal flight 1)lan. The computer
programs, or FPAC software system, used for
naaneuver designs were identical to that used
during Mission I with the exception of some
internal naodifications to individual programs.
A description of the FPAC software system is
contained in NASA Document CR 66324 Lunar
Orbiter I Fiv_al Belfort - Mission System Per-
f ornl(l nge.
From a trajectory point of view, the mission can
be subdivided into the following phases:
Countdown, Launch, and Acquisition
Phase - Covers the period from FPAC
entry into the countdown through DSN
acquisition of the spacecraft and subse-
quent handover from DSN FPAC team to
Project FPAC team.
Injection through Midcourse - From coin-
pletion of the second Agena burn through
completion of the midcourse maneuver.
This phase overlaps the acquisition por-
tion of the previous phase.
Midcourse through Deboost - From end
of :p.idca,,r_e burn through completion of
the deboost maneuver.
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l,,itial I qllipse - From e_(l (.f(h.i_(,ost l,_i;_J
tmtil tlL_ first trma._lcr lll3.1i(_q.lV( 1.
'ntermedicm' Ellipse - From end ,_f first
transfer burn until the sec¢nld transfer
lllilllell vL.q:,
Fi.al FJlipse - From end (_isec_nM t,ans-
['¢ r imn_ until c'o_npletimJ of reatdo_t
"I';dqe 2-5 lists 1)rilmil)al I:I)A(; c\'c_Is a,.l t!..iv
tim.:s cf occurr,_mc.c ((;NIT) witl_i_, tI,c_.c plm,_cs.
Th;* omit determimttiml mM fli_l_t patl_ c,n_:r()l
fmwti,,n.,, executed in these pliaS('S will 1)_' (_is-
cussed m tl_c following subsections.
2.2.3.1 C,mntdown, Launch, andAc(luisitio_
l'erformmlce by the DSN durin_ coul_tdoven,
lml_cl:, mM acquisition ill terms of t!_c _,upport
requir(.d at tile SF()F and tlm !{'I'(:S (rea.l-titlt(,
c_mll;utcr SUplmrt) facility are ilMh'ah'd below.
SF()2; -- NF()F computer SUpl)ort rc(tuirtqnc_jts
iuct,l,qed:
o lltmnin_ DSN and project prclm_twt_
ch(..-i-':), _tcases;
o Pr(_ssing ETB and ,MSFN static points;
0 llunl:,nff, expected and actual liftoff time
pr_ oict cases;
o prc,ves:;inv MSFN, IZTR, mtd I)SN raw
tra,_ki_,g data, and d_'tcr,a_i,_i_g oi!_i/s
bas,':l on this data (()rl,its l l()l, 1103,
1105, :rod 1107).
o B.u mi,_g DSN predicts lmsed o_ tl,ese
orbits.
All these ;tm:_s were rua in a.:co.dm_cc with the
l,tmar Or'.),ter Network count&,x_n. Tl_c Lu_mr
Orl)ite_ DSN FI'AC team was not able to deter-
mine a._ orbi: based on Pretoria (i3.!(:)tracking
da'a since "v_l} six points o_ 'z(_,._ d tta were
availtl)le (Orbit 1101). All other itc_,_s were
cm'aplcted successfully.
BTCS - I:I'I'CS requiremea_t,_ i,_ch,(led:
o llefn'mat MSFN and ETI; static points;
llefi)rmat MSFN and ETR r._w C-l)and
r;td.tr track in g data;
o _rccess MSFN and ETI:I tracking data
to determine parking orlfit eleme_ts,
ivjcctio_ (:<)_ditim_s, and i_Aerrange
v('('t(_r (Ill.V);
¢ Tl,corelicat transfer orbit and IRV based
()_ the parking orl)it and nominal Agena
second-burn performance;
_, 1)SII: i)r(.'(lic'is for DSS-51 and -41 based
()_ l):aki_!£ _)rl)it and nominal ARena sec-
(n M-t),_r_ l)crformance;
ca l)r()ccssi_g MSFN and ETl{ tracking
(tat.t t,, d(,t(,rminc tl,c first actual transfer
()r},it _'!('_,_c'_ts m_d injeeti{m conditions
;t_d ltiV (first ETB. orbit);
,_ I)SI!: pr¢.dicts for DSS-51 and -41 based
()_ lhc ,t,:t,ml transfer orl)it;
t9 X]:t[) the first actual transfer orbit to lunar
(!I i('()1 i ll[('l';
e i'r()cess I)SN tracking, data to determine
a second act,ml transfer orbit (second
hTl'tl orbit);
¢" S_:.t I) the ._e_'_)nd actual transfer orbit to
l_II!ttl" (_iI(")l!II'_(21 ",
All tl_cse itcn'.s \xcrc stwcessfully run on time
I)\ tia, I_'1"(2S facilit,', plus it third actual transfer
o,l_it l)as('(t ()n I)SN tracking data which was
also _n,q)p('d to lunar c_w(mnter third ETR or-
bit).
Other ltcm.s' qflS'_ppor.;
/)SS 71 -- Tiffs station provided prehmnch
t're<tucncy ret)o_ts at L-S0, L-30, and L-6
Illicit;itS, alid [',(?(ill('l;('} ' p3.1"_llllet(2rs were
provided to li_: IiT(;S at L-60 and L-e0
ltdnutcs t;_:" _,.:_ i,i I)SIF predict genera°
tio_. An tqMat,_.d frequency report was
als() r,'c(,iv(.d !)- xcicc froln DSS-71 during
tlm l_,,hi period.
Mark 7"imc,_' -- N_qni,ud prelaunch mark
time.,, wc:,. rc_ cix.'cd from the launch oper-
:ttio:,s ('('_:_'r f(,r l),)tl_ the IA and 1K hmnch
I)la;_s. 'l'h_ a_ct'ml wark time reports were
rcc,,iv,,d from the >ISFN and ETR telem-
cl;'v stati(_s (scc Table 2-6).
l"li_ht t'ath :\_.al!l.;is - Mark times and all
tr,_jccl(,ry data r_.ccivcd from ETR and gen-
eraWd at tiw SI'OF were evaluated in real
ti,nc to &tcr,vi._e mission status. This
CVadUatim_ Wa:' lerformed at the Mission
()l)cratiop.., Cc,_tcr in Hangar AO at ETR
and at the SFOF.
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• AuK. 1, 16-00
• Aug. 1, 22:33
• Aug. 1, 22:42
• Aug. 2, 23:06
• Aug. 2, 23:4(I
• Attg. 2, (12:(KI
• Aug. 2, 04:00
• Aug. 2, (17:15
• Aug. 2, 19:30
• Aug. 3, 06:00
• Aug. 3, 11:20
• Aug. 5, (14:(X)
• Aug. 5, 16:49
• Aug. 5, 18:52
• Aug. 6, 11.22
• Aug. 7, 03:(}0
• Aug. 7, I)8:44
• Aug. 7, 1(1:36
• Aug. 8, 12:00
• Aug. .9, 05:09
• Aug. 9, (17:31
• Avg. 18, 21:40
• Au/.. '27_ (15:38
m
Table 2-5: Principal FPAC Events
......... i
Launch and Acquisition
FPA(" begins prelaunch t'hecktmt of software system
l,atlnCh
Agex+a first burn COml)lete. Start 578-sec. coast
Ag, ena second })urn complete. Cishmar injeetion
First DSS-41 two-way doppler data
DSN FPAC hands over control to Project FI'AC
Injection through Mideourse
Discovered no necessity fi)r early midcoursc correction
Mideourse maneuver time of August 3, 06:00 (;MT selected
Calculated 30 m/see mideourse _ V
Start midcourse hum
Midcourse through Deboost
Determined sectmd midcourse not required
Completed design of deboost ma;leuver
Start injection Imrn
Initial Ellipse
Obtain first post dehoost orbit determim_tion (O11 41021
Start of plmt_)graphy
Completed design of first tnmsfcr mm_euver
Start first transfer burn
Intermediate Ellipse
Obtained first posttransfer orbit determimttion (OD 53 02)
Completed design of second transfer maneuw±r
Start seeoml transfer imrn
Final Ellii_se
()btai,_ed first lmsttrausfer orhit detcrmmation (OI) 6302)
End of ph0to_zraphy
Terminatim_ of readout (film rewom_d)
l. |H i i i i
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Mark
0
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
Table 2-6: Powered Flight Trajectory Events
Event
i i
Liftoff
Atlas booster engine cutoff (BECO)
Atlas booster engine jettison
Start Agena secondary timer
Atlas sustainer engine cutoff (SECO)
Start Agena primary timer
Atlas vernier engine cutoff (VECO)
Shroud separation
Atlas-Agena sel)aration
ARena first i_znition
Agcna shutdown (parking m'l)it il@ction)
Agemi second ignition
Agena sec<>nd shtR(h)xvn (cislunar injection)
Aaena-sl)acecraft separation
Begin Agena yaw
End Agena yaw
ARena retro
Stop retro
ii .
Actual Time (GMT)
Aug. 1, 22:33:00:00
22: 35:08. ,90
22:35:11.76
22:37:32.36
22:37:48.56
22:37:56.36
22:38:08.06
22:38:10.26
22:38:12.46
22:39:10.36
22:41:43.46
23:04:20.66
23:05:47.66
23:08:33.46
23:08:36.56
23:09:36:56
23:18:33,46
23:18:49.66
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2.2.3.2hOection Through Midcourse
Orbit Determination - The following table
shows the chronological sequence of the lunar
encounter paranaeters obtained from the seven
Project orbit determinations performed before
midcourse.
J ml , |11 i
Orbit Solution B-T B.R Time of Closest Approach Data Arc
Solution Type_ (kin) (kin) (GMT Day 217) Length (hrs:min)
i i i
1202 B 6,128.2 3,534.6 18:25 00:27
1304 A 6,928.6 3,63!.6 18:29:05.9 01:48
1306 A 6,888.2 3,479.5 18:28:3.92 06:06
1108" A 6,881.4 3,473.8 18:28:01.29 09:51
1210"* A 6,883.0 3,481.2 18:28:04.6 16:39
1212"** A 6,883.0 3,482.4 18:28:05.8 20:30
1314 A (invalid encounter conditions 26:30
obtained)
1099 A 6,887.7 3,478.2 18:28:06.2 30:18
J J II
* Used for preliminary command conference.
** Used for final command conference.
*** Used to check final command conference.
I" Type A is two-way doppler data only. Type B is two- and three-way doppler and angle
data.
Final design of the midcourse maneuver used
OD 1210, which was based on 16 hours, 39
minutes of two-way lock doppler data from
DSS's-12, -41, and -62. Doppler data fit by the
orbit estimate was excellent for all three sta-
tions. Mark 1A range unit data and three-way
doppler data were available in tiffs data span
but were used only as a check on the solution
and were not allowed to influence the solu-
tion. The range unit residuals were small (on
the order of 60 meters and smaller) and the
three-way doppler residuals were very con-
stant at the expected doppler bias levels.
A "best estimate" determination (OD 1099)
done after the midcourse maneuver using all
data up to the maneuver, indicated that OD 1210
,.. _ ..-v ..,;_,,, a 7 lcm B-R within 3.0
at/ at vv A_*****l)rect_t..tcci ..... ,
km, and time of closest approach (TCA) within
1.6 seconds. (One-sigma uncertainty in B'T
was 11.0 kin, B'R was 15.4 kin, and TCA was 7.1
seconds for OD 1210.)
Appendix B, Vol. VI of this document series
contains the inflight orbit determination sum-
mary reports. Figure 2-2 shows the aim point
dispersions in B-T, B.R, and TCA.
3lidcourse Design and Execution -- Within 2
hours after cishmar injection, projected hmar
encounter parameters (see Figure 2-2) indicated
that the second Agena burn had resulted in a
trajectory well within the midcourse capability
of the spacecraft. It also became apparent that,
although a midcourse maneuver would be re-
quired, the midcourse execution time would
not be critical and an early midcourse would
not be necessary.
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The guidelines normally used in considoring
possible midcourse maneuvers were:
• Delay the maneuver as ]on_ as prac-
ticable to minimize the effect of mid-
course execution errors on lunar ellcoull-
ter conditions;
• Perform the first midcourse maneuver at
least 50 hours before orbit injection to
allow time for a second midcourse;
• Minimize the A V required for lunar
ellipse injection (dehoost), transfer, and
midcourse with a maneuver at the se-
lected midcourse time.
OD 1304, based on 1.8 hours of tracking data,
became available within 5 hours after cislunar
injection. This OD solution was used for a study
of midcourse execution time, correcting both
the time of flight to the nominal encounter
time (August .5, 17:10 GMT), and the miss
parameters (i_';I _ and B.R) to those computed in
the midcourse targt,tin!z program. Figure 2-3
shows the results of this study. The midcourse
maneuver could have l)een delayed until 40
],ours after cishmar injection without requiring
excessive A V for the maneuver. Optimization
of del)oost A V is done automatically by the
FPAC software programs for a given lnidcourse
execution time anti a specified lunar encounter
time. By varying the arrival time for a selected
mideourse execution time, it is possible to select
the arrival time yielding lowest A V among
these solutions. The results of this analysis are
shown in Figure 2-4 for a midcourse executed 30
hours after cishmar injection.
Design of the photographic coverage for Mis-
sion V was indexed to the coverage of Site V-8a,
which required that the spacecraft be at a speci-
fied latitude and longitude at a specified time
regardless of arriwd conditions. (Ordinarily, a
change to arrival time would also affect each
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Figure 2-4: A V vs Arrival Time
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photo time.) Thus, as arrival time wits wlried in
the midcourse design, initial orbit period -
via apolune ahitude - was also varied enough
to result in identical spacecraft ground traces
in final orbit.
The mininmm A V in this case could have
been obtained 1)y correcting the arriwd time to
August 5, 18:2(} GMT. The desire for tirol con-
servation, however, was overridden by the need
for some additional two-station viewing time
after deboost. Therefore, an arrival time eor-
respmMing to the nominal preflight plan, 17:10
(;MT, was arbitrarily selected. Midcourse
execution time, August 3, 06:00 GMT, was
chosen on the basis of desirable two-station
viewing during and after the burn. DSS-62
viewing began 50 minutes before engine igni-
tion to overlap with DSS-41. Two backup mid-
course maneuvers were also designed against
a possible abort situation. One was 5 hours
litter, during DSS-62 only viewing, the other
8 hours latter, after DSS-12 rose, in case 62
l)ecame inoperative.
The midcourse maneuver specified by FPAC
was:
o sunline roll, 42.07 degrees;
pitch, 29.09 degrees;
o A V, 29.76m/sec.
o Ignition time, August 3, 06:00:00 GMT
This attitud: maneuver wits selected from
amon_ 19 possible two-axis maneuvers on the
hasis of (1) maintaining sun lock as long as pos-
sible, (:2) viewing DSS line-of-sight vector not
passing through any antenna null regions, and
(3) mi_,imizing total an_dar rotation. OD 1210
was used for the midcomse final design.
Midcourse targetina resulted in the following
set of encounter parameters, which are pre-
sented vraphieally in Figure 2-5.
Nominal
(Preflight Design)
Pre-M idcom'se
(Actual)
Post-Midcourse
(Maneuver Design)
B'T (kin) 380 6,888 385
B'R (kin) 5,700 3,.178 5,701
TCA (GMT) August 5, 17:10 August 5, 18:o8 August 5, 17:10
A V (kin/see) 0.935 0.9183 0.9396
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Figure 2-6: Midcourse Geometry
Figure 2-6 shows Earth-Moon-spacecraft geom-
etry at the time of the midcourse maneuver and
the direction of the desired velocity change.
Engine ignition occurred at August 3, 06:00
(GMT) and the engine burned for 26 seconds,
resulting in a doppler shift of 430 Hz. The dop-
pler data observed during the burn indicated
a nominal burn as shown in Figure 2-7.
Doppler Data Monitoring during Midcourse
Maneuver - Several hours before the midcourse
maneuver, a set of engine burn doppler predicts
was computed that used the OD 1212 state
vector, and nominal maneuver angles and en-
gine performance parameters to predict doppler
shift frequencies before, during, and after the
maneuver. These predicted doppler frequen-
cies were then plotted in the region of the burn
and the actual doppler shift data plotted on the
same curve as it was received in the SFOF.
The resulting plot, Figure 2-7, shows that the
maneuver was nominal to the accuracy of the
4i
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06:01
plot. ,More detailed analysis of the 1-second
DSS-12 doppler data indicated that the follow-
ing engine 5urn characteristics were actually
achieved:
Ignition time
(spacecraft GMT)
Comnaanded
215:06:00:00
Actual (from Doppler Data)
ii
215:05:59:59.94 _+0.1 sec.
Burn time (see) * 26.16 +0.1
Doppler shift (Hz) 429.5 429.0 +0.1
* Not applicable because the velocity control subsystena shuts down after application of
progralnmed A V.
2.2.3.3 Midcourse Through Deboost
Orbit Determination - Post-lnidcourse orbit
determination procedures used for the first
time during Mission IV were used again for
this mission, and were instituted to resolve the
difficulties associated with the prediction of
time of closest approach to the Moon encoun-
tered in previous missions. Briefly, two dif-
ferent techniques were used:
Method 1: Solve for state vector only, using
doppler and ranging data;
Method 2: Solve for state vector, Earth gravi-
tational constraint, and station lo-
cations using an a priori covari-
ante matrix and doppler data only.
These two procedures give compatible results
and togetl_cr prodttce small dispersions in time-
of-closest-approach predictions. These disper-
sions are: Mission II, 40 seconds; Mission III,
3(1 seconds; Mission IV, 10 seconds; and Mis-
sion V, 19 seconds.
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Dispersions in other approach parameters,
B'T and B'I_, were similar to those experi-
enced for Missions I, II, and III.
Table 2-7 is a chronological sequence of the
hmar encounter parameters obtained from the
15 Project orbit determinations performed after
midcourse. Final design of the deboost maneuv-
er used OD 2228, which was based on 42 hours
of two-way doppler data. A "best estimate"
m i
determination done after the deboost maneuv-
er using the last 10 hours of data before deboost
indicated that OD 2228 predicted t3--R within
5.0 kilometers, B'T within 1.0 kilometer, and
time of closest approach within 4.5 seconds. As
noted above, range unit data were used in the
Method 1 fits but not in the Method 2. The
Method 2 fits gave ranging residuals on the
order of 50 meters. Figure 2-8 shows the aim
point dispersions in B'T, B'R, and TCA.
i i
Orbit
Solution
2102
2104
2106
2108
2210
2212
2214
2216
2318
2320
2322
2324
2126"
2228**
2199"**
Solution
Type)
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
Table 2-7: Lunar Encounter Parameters
i ii
Time of Closest Approach
B-T B.R (GMT) Data
(kin) (kin) Day 217 hr:min :sec Arc Length (hrs:min)
380.5 5,716.4 17:09:34.3 3:18
354.4 5,718.1 17:10:21.2 3:18
371.9 5,736.0 17:10:02.5 6:23
354.6 5,719.0 17:10:21.6 6:24
356.8 5,699.1 17:10:04.7 12:0
351.8 5,702.0 17:10:15.5 12:0
356.6 5,700.2 17:10:05.7 15:30
351.4 5,702.8 17:10:16.7 15:30
354.5 5,698.8 17:10:08.5 22:18
352.2 5,699.7 17:10:13.4 22:18
350.9 5,699.6 17:10:15.6 27:17
352.8 5,699.9 17:10:12.5 27:17
351.6 5,701.0 17:10:15.1 35:57
350.9 5,701.0 17:10:17.1 42:09
352.2 5,6.q6.0 17:10:12.6 10:00
* Used for deboost maneuver preliminary command conference.
** Used for deboost maneuver final command conference.
*** "Best estimate" determination - used data up to deboost maneuver.
q; Solution Type 1 used ranging and two-way doppler data; Solution Type 2 used
two-way doppler data with an a priori covariance matrix obtained from the pre-
midcourse data.
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TCA = 217:17:10:17.121 CMT
B'T = 351.0 km L"=86.5
B'R = 5701.0 km ,0 = 323.7
RCA = 2413.1km _2 = 104.68
V c_ = 0.940 kin/see
hyperbola conic elements
Deboost Design and Execution - Injection into
the initial lunar ellipse was accomplished on
August 5, 16:48:54.4 GMT, concluding the cis-
hmar phase of Mission V. Final design of the
deboost maneuver was achieved with OD 2228
(containing a 42-hour data arc). The above
lunar encounter parameters were predicted.
The deboost design had a requirement that the
spacecraft satisfy a erosstraek tilt constraint for
a given Apollo target site (Site V-8a). Thus, the
spacecraft had to be placed over a given ldngi-
tude and latitude at a particular time in the orbit.
The design was made with nominal values for
inclination ( L ), time of illumination, semi-major
axis (a), and longitude of ascending node (_2).
The parameters that were permitted to vary to
achieve mission requirements were argument
of perilune (60) and perilune radius (rp). Be-
cause of the highly successful midcourse, a
near-nominal design of the initial ellipse was
possible, as illustrated in the table below.
Execution of the deboost required a two-axis
spacecraft attitude maneuver to align the engine
thrust vector in the proper direction. Some of the
criteria in choosing the particular maneuver
(where there are 12 to choose from) were:
(1) maintaining maximum sun lock, (2) DSS
vector outside of any antenna null regions, (3)
minimmn total angular rotation, and (4) mini-
mum angular errors. The maneuvers chosen
were sunline roll, 20.24 degrees; and pitch,
76.91 degrees.
The engine was ignited at Day 217, 16:48:54.4
GMT after the attitude maneuver had been
successfully accomplished. Total burn time
Element
Epoch
Nominal (Desired)
217:17:10:00GMT
Design
16:52:18.4 GMT
r a
7,788.1 km 7,788.1 km
rp 1,938.1 km
85.0 degrees
1,939.8 km
85.05 degrees
1.37 degrees 1.35 degrees
_2 117.76 degrees 117.76 degrees
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|Epoch 217:16:52:15.562 GMT
r a 7,766.4 km
rp , 1,932.6 km
85.01 degrees
_0 1.55 degrees
f_ 117.77 degrees
4
21.7 km low
7.2 km low
0.04-degree low
0.20-degree high
0. M-degree low
was 498.1 seconds, yielding a A V of 643.04
n_eters per second. As a result of this near-
nmninal deboost, the orbital parameters of the
initial ellipse its computed by OD 4106 (5-hour,
30-ntinute data arc) are, and differ from the
design as shown above.
In the event of engine failure at deboost, a
backup fly-by phase was considered. Two
distinctly different modes of picture taking were
exmnined. First was a sequence of nine single-
frame photos. The first photo would have the
camera axis pointed by a three-axis maneuver
at the center of the Moon. The attitude of the
spacecraft remains fixed while the other eight
photos are taken. Litter, the can]era would sinai-
larly be pointed with another three-axis
maneuver at the center of the Moon and three
sets of four-frame sequences taken at pre-
determined times.
Doppler Data Monitoring during Deboost
Maneuver - Several hours before the deboost
maneuver, it set of engine-burn doppler predicts
was computed. This computation used the OD
2228 state vector and the nominal maneuver
angles and engine performance parameters to
predict the doppler shift frequencies before,
during, and after the maneuver. These predicted
doppler frequencies were then plotted in the
region of the bum and the actual doppler shift
data plotted on the slmae curve as the data were
received in the SFOF. The resulting plot
(Figure 2-9) shows that the maneuver was nomi-
nal to the accuracy of the plot. More detailed
analysis of the 1-second Station 12 doppler data
indicated that the following engine-burn
characteristics were actually achieved.
Event Commanded
Ignition tilne 217:16:48:54.4
(S/C GMT)
Burn time (see) *
Doppler shift (H z ) 1,850.0
Observed
(Doppler Estimate)
217:16:48:54.43 _+0.1 sec.
* Not applicable because vch)city control subsystem shuts down after application of
program,ned A V.
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Figure 2-9: Predicted Doppler Shift During Deboost
2.2.3.4 Initial Ellipse
Orbit Determination - Comparison of predicted
and observed deboost doppler tracking data
indicated that the deboost maneuver was near
nominal. The first orbit determination after
deboost (OD 4102 - 30 minutes of data) and
two subsequent determinations confirmed this
estimate. The following table shows the de-
sired and obtained orbit elements.
| ,,11
Orbital Element
Perilune altitude (km)
Apolune altitude (kln)
Inclination (degrees)
Longitude of ascending node
(degrees)
Argument of pericenter (degrees)
i i|
Deboost Design
201.7
6,050.0
85.05
117.9
, , i i
First OD Best OD
Estimate (OD 4102) Estimate (OD 4106)
195.3 194.5
6,059.7 6,028.3
85.03 85.01
117.8 117.8
1.35 1.47 1.55
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Orbit determination work during this phase
wits scheduled to permit command conference
ilight path control computations to be supported
with determinations based on two orbit data
arcs (approximately 16 hours of data). Table 9-8
shows w'hid_ d_t_rminations were used for
each command conference and the correspond-
ing photo site. The basic procedure used for
each determination wits:
• Use two orbits of two-way doppler track-
ing data;
• Use the LRC 7/28B hmar harmonics;
• Solve for the state vector and tailor the
basic hmar model by solving for higher
order harmonics C32, caa, C42, C43, c44,
sa.o,saa, s4e, S43, and S44;
• Place solution epoch at 190 degrees true
anomaly.
The LRC 7/28B lunar model was chosen in a
premission study from five models its the model
that best represented the Moon's gravitational
field. All state vector mappings to maneuver
times were done using the "tailored" set of
harmonics.
No ranging data were obtained during this or
subsequent mission phases due to a suspected
anomaly in the ranging transponder and/or
flight 1)rogramnaer. l_reflight procedures had
called for use of ranging data only as it check on
each solution. The loss of this data did some-
what lower the degree of confidence in the
determinations but did not affect solution
accuracy. Three-way doppler tracking data
were used for checking the solution (it was
essentially weighted out of the fit) and were
very helpful in detection of erroneous DSS
transmitter frequency inputs to the orbit data
generation computer program (ODGX).
The executed transfer nlaneuver computations
were based on OD 4118, which used a two-orbit
data arc. The transfer execution time was 10
hours, 29 minutes from the last data point.
Appendix B, Volume VI of this document series
contains detailed summaries of each 10-orbit
determination done during this nlission phase.
I_hotography -- Four farside plaoto sites, expos-
ing 18 frames, were photographed in the initial
ellipse, All camera pointing maneuvers were
two-axis (hroll-pitch) and were chosen
such that the camera window was in the shade
during the photo _equmlcca, A flame ¢axpostlrca
summary for the initial ellipse is given in the
following table.
Photo Orbit Frame
Site Number Numbers
i
A-1 2 5 to 12
A-2 2 13 to 20
A-3 3 21
A-4 4 22
A-5 4 23 (Blank film set)
i :=.,
ttigh-resolution coverage of these photo sites
is shown in Figure 2-11.
Transfer D :silzn and Execution - Another
task of the flight path control group during the
initial-ellipse phase of Mission V was design
of an appropriate first-transfer maneuver. The
transfer from initial to intermediate ellipse
wits executed("stop engine burn")on August 7,
1967, at 08:43:59.2 GMT and resulted in an
intermediate ellipse nearly identical to that
designed. This event concluded 40 hours in
tim initial orbit. The following ground rules
were used in design of the first transfer.
• Site V-8a to be photographed in Orbit 26
with 5 degrees of crosstrack tilt;
• Final ellipse (immediately after second
transfer) to have apolune altitude of 1,500
kilometers and perilune altitude of 100
kilometers;
• Reference target for first transfer is time
and location of second transfer;
o Second transfer will occur at the perihme
of Orbit 10 and will adjust apohme alti-
tude only (i.e., Hohmann transfer);
• First transfer will occur near the apolune
l)etween Orbits 4 and 5 and will adjust
the ellipse to meet the above conditions.
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fMission ,
Phase
Initial
ellipse
Intermediate
ellipse
Final
ellipse
Table 2-8: Orbit Determinations Used For
Photo Command Conferences
iii i i
Photo Site P.C.C. F.C.C.
Number
i
A-1 (a) 4,106
A-2 (a) 4,106
A-3 (a) 4,106
A-4 4,312 4,314
a-6 (b) (c)
• A-7.1 (c) '" (c)
A-8 (c) (c)
A-9 (c) (c)
A-10 (c) (c)
A-11.2 5,214 5,318
A-12 5,214 5,318
h-13 (d) (e)
A-14 (e) 6,204
V-1 (e) 6,204
V-2.1 6,308 6,312
V-3.1 6,312 6,114
A-15 6,312 6,114
V-4 6,312 6,114
V-5.1 6,114 6,116
V-6 6,116 6,218
A-16.1 6,116 6,218
V-Sa 6,116 6,320
V-Sb 6,116 6,320
i
Update
i
Q.
°.
.o
!
6,122"
6,122"
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Mission
Phase
Final
ellipse
Table 2-8 (Continued)
Photo Site
Number
i im
V-9,1
A-17.1
V-I0
V-1 ia
V-ilb
V-12
V-13
V-14
A-18.1
V-15.1
V-16a
V-16b
A-19
V-18
V-19
A-20
V-21
V-22
V-23.2
V-24
V-25
A-21
V-26.1
P.C.C.
6,218
6,218
6,32O
6,320
6,122
6,122
6,124
6,124
6,124
6,226
6,226
6,328
6,328
6,132
6,132
6,132
6,132
6,236
6,236
6,34O
6,34O
6,340
6,142
F.C.C.
6,122
6,122
6,124
6,124
6,226
6,226
6,328
6,328
6,328
6,33O
6,33O
6,132
6,132
6,236
6,236
6,340
6,340
6,142
6,142
6,144
6,144
6,144
6,246
Update
6,124"
.o
6,226*
6,328
6,328
6,330
6,330*
6,330*
6,132
6,134
6,134"
6,338*
6,340*
6,142
6,144
6,144
6,246
6,246
.o
6,348
5O
,t
Mission
Phase
Final
ellipse
Table 2-8 (Continued)
Photo Site
P.C.C. F.C.C.Number
V-27a 6,142 6,246
V-27b 6,144 6,348
V-28 6,144 6,348
V-29 6,246 6,350
A-22 6,246 6,35t)
V-30 6,246 6,350
V-31 6,152 6,254
V-32 6,152 6,254
V-33 6,356 6,358*
V-34 6,356 6,358*
V-35 6,358 6,360
V-36 6,358 6,360
V-37 6,360 6,162
A-23 6,360 --
V-38 6,358 6,162
A-24 6,360 6,264
V-40 6,162 6,266
V-41 6,162 6,266
V-42a 6,264 6,368R
V-42b 6,264 6,368R
V-43.2 6,266 6,170
A-25 6,266 6,170
V-45.1 6,368R 6,274
i m i nl
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Update
6,348
6,350
6,35(}
6,152"
..
6,152"
6,348
6,348
6,350
6,350
6,152
6,152
6,256
6,256
6,264
6,368R*
6,368R
6,170
6,170
6,172
6,378
'I"/R
i i
Mission
Phase
ii
Final ellipse
Table 2-8 (Continued)
i i ill
Photo Site P.C.C. F.C.C. Update
Number
i i I I
V-48 6,172 6,378 6,380
V-49 6,172 6378 6,18"2
V-50 6,378 6,182 6,184
V-51 6,378 6,182 6,286
(a) Nominal post-deboost state vector.
(b) Nominal post (first) transfer state vector--design based on OD 4312.
(c) Nominal post (first) transfer state vector--design based on OD 4314.
(d) Nominal post (second) transfer state vector--design based on OD 5214.
(e) Nominal post (second) transfer state vector--design based on OD 5122.
* Need for an update was studied, but it was decided not to send it to the spacecraft.
A set of lunar harmonic coefficients generated
by Boeing, designated Boeing S-5 harmonics,
were used during the transfer design. The final
maneuver design was based on a state vector
from Orbit Determination 4118.
As a precaution, a backup maneuver was also
designed. This maneuver was to be executed
only in the event that the prime-transfer maneu-
ver could not be performed. The backup
maneuver would have been executed one orbit
revolution (about 8.3 hours) later than the
prime transfer.
Tile transfer maneuver was designed by target-
ing to the three parameters, (1) perilune radius
(Rp), (2) longitude of the ascending node (f_),
ancl (3) orbit inclination (i). The desired
values for these targeting parameters were
specified at the fifth perihme following the
first-transfer maneuver. This also established
the location of the second-transfer point. Tile
desired perilune radius, 1,838.0,9 kilometers, is
specified by mission design. The desired longi-
tude of the ascending node, 71.41 degrees, and
orbit inclination, 84.75 degrees, adjusts the
orbit plane such that the second-orbit adjust-
ment can be a tIohmann transfer. The transfer
true anomaly of 200 degrees wits chosen to
maintain a nominal period.
The attitude maneuvers required to perform
this transfer were sunline roll, -63.10 degrees;
pitch, 71.29 degrees.
Selection of this attitude maneuver sequence
was based on maintaining sun lock as long its
possible and compliance with antenna con-
straints with a mininmm of angular rotation. A
A V of 15.97 meters per second wits required.
This wits well below the budgeted A V of 41
meters per second.
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2f
Element
Prctransfer
Prediction
Apolune radius 7,805.05 km
Perilune radius 1,838.(1, t) km
Inclination
Argument of perihme
84.75 degrees
0.82 degrees
Longitude of ascending
node
71.41 degrees
Predicted conic elements at the time of second
transfer maneuver, Orbit 10, are given above
with the desired nominal values from pre-
lnission design.
All elements above are given for August 9,
05:09:30.6 GMT.
The predicted conic elements befi_re and after
the impulsive transfer maneuver are given
below to indicate tim change in each caused by
the maneuver. All elements are given for August
7, 08:43:54.15 GMT.
Prior to acceptance of this final design of the
transfer maneuver, various alternative sets of
search parameters were investigated: Rp;
iii m
l_re.iqi¢ht
Nominal
7,788.00 km
1,838.(19 km
85.08 degrees
0.46 degrees
71.41 degrees
Selenographic
of date
coordinates
R._, period, i ; Rp, f2; In each case, some conic
eltement was allowea to deviate to satisfy the
search parameters gave results as satisfactory
as the set used in the final design - Bp, f_ , i
Dopper Data Monitoring during First Transfer
Maneuver - Several hours before the transfer
maneuver, a set of nominal transfer maneuver
doppler predicts was computed. This computa-
tion used the OD 4118 state vector and the
designed nominal maneuver to predict the
doppler shift frequencies before, during, and
after the maneuver. These predicted doppler
frequencies were then plotted in the region of
the burn and the actual doppler shift data plotted
on the same curve as it was received in the
SFOF. The resulting plot, Figure 2-10, shows
i
Element Pretransfer
R a(km) 7,763.14
1R p(km) 1,938.81
i (degrees) 84.55
(degrees) 1.22
fl (degrees) ,95.87
Posttransfer
7,8O3.73
1,839.42
84.62 }
1.38
95.90
Selenographic
of date
coordinates
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"_" Burn At
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08:42:20 08:43:00 08:43:40 08:44:20 08:45:00 08:45:40
Time
Doppler Predicts During Transfer into Second Orbit
the n'10.neuver very near nomina]. More detailed
analysis of the 1-second DSS-41 two-way dop-
pier data indicated that the following engine-
burn characteristics were actually achieved.
Ignition time
(S/C GMT)
Burn time (see)
Doppler shift (Hz)
,i ,i
Commanded
i
21,9:08:43:48.7
Actual (from doppler data)
219:08:43:48.15 _+ 0.01
* 11.4 _+ 0.25
73.0 75.0 _+ O. 1
i i ,,
* Not applicable because velocity control sul)system shuts down after application of
programmed _V.
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i i , i
Transfer Design
i i • ii ii i
Perilunealtitude(km) 101.33
Apolune altitude (kin)
i. ii
First ()D Estimate Best OD Estimate
(OD 5302) (OD 5214)
i ill i i I i
118.9 100.4
Inclination (degrees)
6,065.64 6,075.2 6,066.8
84.62 84.66 84.61
Argmnent of perilune 1.38
(degrees)
Longitude of ascending 95.90
node (degrees)
ml |1
2.2.&5 Intermediate Ellipse
Orbit Determination - Comparison of predict-
ed and observed transfer doppler tracking data
indicated that the first-transfer maneuver was
near nominal. The first orbit determination
after transfer to the intermediate ellipse (OD
5302 based on 1 hour, 20 minutes of data) con-
firmed this estimate. The above table shows
the desired and obtained orbital elements after
transfer.
The orbit parameters for this second ellipse
were similar to those of the first ellipse and the
orbit determination procedures were identical.
No orbit determination anomalies or tmusua]
events occured during this phase. Twelve orbit
determinations were completed; Table 2-8
shows which orbit determination was used for
each command conference and the correspond-
ing photo site.
The final transfer nmneuver computations were
based on OD 5122, which used a 2.25-orbit data
arc, The transfer execution time was 12 hours,
15 minutes from the last data point.
Appendix B, Volmne VI of this document con-
tains the detailed summaries of each of the 12
orbit determinations done during this phase.
Photography - Plaotographic activity in the
intermediate ellipse consisted of six farside
photos and one Earth photo, all single-frame
exposures. ,,: ..... c _.......... ,_,.r,ft for the
first photo taken in the intermediate ellipse
0.903 1.34
95.91 95 90
iii iiii ||1
(Site A-6) was based on a nominal-transfer
maneuver. Spacecraft orientation for all others
was based on intermediate-ellipse orbit determi-
nations. As in the initial ellipse, the camera
was pointed by using two-axis (hroll-piteh)
maneuvers. The camera window for all farside
lfimtographs was in the shade during the photo
sequence; for the Earth photo, the cmnera
window was on the shaded side of tim space-
craft. The following table summarizes the frame
exposures in the intermediate ellipse.
i
Photo Orbit Frame
Site Number Number
A-6 5 24
A-7 6 25
A-8 7 26
A-9 (Earth) 8 27
A-10 8 28
A-I1.2 9 29
A-12 10 30
i|l ii i
Farside coverage is shown in Figure 2-11.
Earth Photo - An Earth photo was not original-
ly phmned for Mission V. There was, however,
a blank fihn-set frame scheduled near the
55
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L
almlune between Orhits 7 and 8. At that time,
the Earth, as seen fi'om the Moon, would be
nearly fidly illmninated. It was decided,
therefin'e, to use this otherwise blank fi'ame for
an Earth photo. Mission and operations direc-
tives were issued on Day 218 (August 6, 1967)
implernen_J.ng; this phm. The directives called
for it two-axis maneuver to point the camera
axis tit the center of the Earth, with time of
1)hotograt)hy no litter than 8 hours after the
previous photo, since fihn movement require-
ments were still to be met. The Earth photo wits
identified as Photo A-9. Although not specifically
stated, it was implied that this photo would not
include any of the Moon as in Mission I. First,
due to orbit geometry, the Earth never "set"
(occulted), making it difficult to include both
tlm Earth and Moon in the same photo. Second,
it was designed to expose the fihn for the Earth
alone to obtain the best resolution.
The Earth photo design resulted in the follow-
ing commands.
• Photo time, Day 220, 09:05:00 GMT;
• Roll, -166.62 degrees;
• Pitch, -38.49 degrees.
This photo time wits 7 hours, 23 minutes after
the previous photo (A-S), satisfying the film
naovement constraint. The relative positions of
the Earth, Sun, Moon and spacecraft tit time of
photography are indicated in Figure 2-12, which
also shows it view of the Earth indicating the
camera-axis intercept, subsotar point, termina-
tor longitude, and edge-of-Earth longitude.
At the time the photo wits taken, the spacecraft
was 5,870.8 kilometers above the Moon and 10.2
degrees past the apolune beginning Orbit 8.
The Earth was 361,730 kilometers away and
subtended an angle of 1.985 degrees. The
southern tip of India was at the subspacecraft
point.
Second Transfer Design and Execution - Trans-
fer from the intermediate to final ellipse took
place on August 9, 1967, at 05:11:05.6 GMT.
This event concluded nearly 2 days in the
intermediate ellipse.
The ground rules billowed for design of the
second transfer maneuver were to photograph
Site V-8a fi'om the perilune of Orbit 26 with 5
degrees of crosstrack tilt, and to have apohme
altitude of 1,500 kilometers and perilune
altitude of 100 kilometers for final ellipse
(immediately after second transfer).
The Boeing S-5 hmar harmonic coefficients
were used in the second-transfer design. The
final design was hased on the state vector from
Orbit Determination 5122.
Because of the execution accuracy of the first-
transfer maneuver, a Hohmann second transfer
satisfied all ground rules. The maneuver was
designed by targeting to a semi-major axis of
2,537.09 kilometers at the next apolune and
constraining engine burn to occur at perilune.
This maneuver would reduce apolune altitude
from 6,080 to 1,499 kilometers, assuming an
impulsive burn. However, due to the long
engine burn time required to perform this
maneuver, finite burn effects modified the
resuhing apohme altitude to 1,500 kilometers
as required for final photo design. The attitude
maneuvers required were sunline roll, -84.02
degrees; and pitch, -96.79 degrees. Maneuver
selection was based on the same criteria used
for the first transfer.
The orbit change required a A V of 233.67 m/see
out of a budgeted 292 m/see and took 152.9
seconds to complete.
Predicted conic elements before and after the
burn follow, indicating the change in each caused
by the maneuver.
Elements Pretransfer Posttransfer
i
Epoch, Aug. 9,
1967 GMT 05:08:32.65 05:11:03.81
R a (kin) 7,821.07 3,239.97
Rp (kin) 1,837.22 1,837.20
i (degrees) 84.75 84.76
(degrees) 0.90 1.61
_2 (degrees) 71.40 71.40
i
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longitude
_, 13.6°W
N
Term inator
Longitude
•_ 135°E
S/C Nadir
(Camera
Intercept)
S/C Longitude --76.4°E
S/C Latitude ": 8.5 ° N
Sun Longitude = 44.9 ° E
Sun Latitude = 16.4°N
Orbit 8 S/C at a True Anomaly
Camera-On Time 8 Aug 1967_ 09: 05:00 of 190 Degrees ....-_..._.,/'_
Roll =- 166.62 Deg
Pitch =- 38.49Deg / /
Off-Sun Angle 38.5 Deg <,c_/I _ _ ,
N ,_r Camera ,
" _ _'x'i's_interc ept I "
arth
Moon
Figure 2-12: Site A-9 Earth Photo Geometry
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i i
Pretransfer
Element Prediction
I IBm] I ] ]i
Epoch (GMT) 223:08:10:13.87
i
Preflight
Nominal Actual
I ] I ] ] ] ] J ] I
223:08:15:21.0 223:08:08:12.8
Apohme radiu,_ (kin) 3,239,41 3,238,5 3,239,7
Perilune radius (kin) 1,836.87 1,837.6 1,835.2
Orbit inclination (degrees) 85.13 85.11 85.00
Longitude of ascending node
(degrees)
43.28 44.19 43.27
Argument of perilune (degrees) 1.01 0.07 1.23
Spacecraft longitude (degrees) 43.36 43.32 43.37
Spacecnfft latitude (degrees) 1.01 0.06 1.23
Grosstrack tilt to longitude 4.62
of Site V-8a
ill
A comparison of predicted and nominal orbital
elements and spacecraft position at the perilune
of Orbit 26 is given above.
The comparison gives an indication of the
accuracy of design of this and execution of all
previous velocity nlaneuvers.
A backup second-transfer maneuver was also
designed in the event the prime maneuver could
not be performed. This backup maneuver would
have been executed one orbit revolution (about
8.3 hours) later than the prime transfer,
5.00 4.47
i i
vector and the designed nominal maneuver to
predict the doppler shift frequencies before,
during, and after the maneuver. These predicted
doppler frequencies were then plotted in the
region of the burn and the actual doppler shift
data plotted on the same curve as it was received
in the SFOF. The resulting plot (Figure 2-13)
shows that the maneuver was near nominal.
More detailed analysis of the 1-second DSS-4I
two-way doppler tracking data indicated that
the engine burn characteristics shown below
were actually achieved.
Doppler Data Monitoring during Second Trans-
fer- Several hours before the transfer maneuver,
a set of nominal transfer maneuver doppler
predicts was computed using the OD 5122 state
2.2.3.6 Final-Ellipse Phase
The final-ellipse phase extended from end of
second-transfer burn through termination of
final readout.
Conamanded
II Ill
Actual (from Doppler Data)
Ignition time (S/C GMT)
Burn time (see)
Dopo!er shift (Hz)
i :1 J
221:05:08:32.7
50(/.0
_]ll I
221:05:08:32.58 _.+0.1
152.9 + 0.1
524.5 + 0.1
i
*Not applicable; VCS shuts down after application of programmed AV.
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Figure 2-13: Second Transfer Doppler Shift - Station 41
The principal FPAC tasks in this phase in-
cluded a high-quality orbit determination
1)rior to each primary photo event, design of
camera pointing maneuvers and camera-on
times, and trajectory predictions, including
station rise and set time.
The basic schedule of FPAC tasks, broken down
among the three general groups above, is shown
in Figure 2-14.
Orbit Number
N N+I N+2 N+3 N+4 N+5 N+6
I I ' I I I'" L ' I
Apol unes
H
©
Final Command Conf
@ Photo Time (Near Perilune)
N+7 N+8 N+9 N+10 N+11
J l I ....... [ [ I
i-
k Data Arc -- ] 0D
;_,.oo ::i2
, _:=- ..... I_ --
Prel im Command Conf ;-- -- -- ---_.-_-- -- ._
Figure 2-14. Schedule of FPAC Tasks
J u m _l_m
6O
.,,._
Orbit Determination - Comparison of predict-
ed and observed transfer doppler tracking data
indicated that the transfer was near nominal.
The first orbit determination after transfer (OD
6202 based on 1 hour, 16 minutes of data)
confirmed this estimate. The following tahle
shows the desired and obtained orbit elements
after transfer.
• Place solution epoch 40 minutes after
apohme (220-degree true anomaly).
This is essentially the same procedure used in
the first two phases, with the exception of data
arc length. All state vector mappings were done
with the "tailored" harmonics.
Orbit determination work during this phase was
scheduled so that command conference flight
path control computations could be supported
with determinations based on four orbit data arcs
(13 hours of data). Table 2-8 shows which deter-
minations were used for each command
conference and the corresponding photo site.
Figures 2-15 through 2-18 show the history of
the orbital elements, as determined by ODPL
from deboost to end of readout.
The basic procedure used for each determina-
tion was:
• Use four orbits of two-way doppler
tracking data;
• Use the LRC 7/28B lunar harmonies as
the basic hmar model;
• Solve for state vector and "tailor" the
basic hmar model by solving for higher-
order harmonics C32, C33, C42, C43, C44,
S32, $33, $42, S43, and $44;
Forty-four determinations were done during
the photo-taking part of this mission phase.
Detailed summaries of each of these determina-
tions may be found in Appendix B, Volume VI
of this document series.
During the final orbit phase, "crash" updates
were frequently used to redefine the camera-on
time specified at the final command conference.
These updates were supported by a last possible
OD solution (Table 2-8); scheduling of the crash
updates is indicated in Figure 2-14.
Photo Design - Nearside and farside photo-
graphic coverage was obtained during the final-
ellipse portion of Mission V. Forty-one nearside
sites were covered in 50 different passes, with
five cases of multiple-pass coverage of the same
site (two-, three-, and four-pass combinations).
The nearside sites were identified by a V-prefix.
In addition, 12 farside pictures were taken from
near apolune of the final orbit. These sites were
identified by an A-prefix.
Orbital Elements Transfer Design
First OD Estimate
(OD 6202) Best OD Estimate
Perilune altitude (km) 99.1 98.51 98.93
Apolune altitude (kin) 1,501.9 1,499.0 1,499.4
Inclination (degrees) 84.76 84.74 84.76
Longitude of ascending
node (degrees)
71.40 71.39 71.38
Argument of pericenter 1.61
(degrees)
1.80 1.88
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A total of 174 photo t_'ames was exposed h)r
nearside coverage and, 12 frames for farside
coverage. The site ntuhber/orbit number cor-
respondence for final-ellipse photography is
given in Table 2-9, which also lists coordinates
of each site photographed, the priority, nmnber
of tYames, and type of coverage. This is the basic
specification FPAC used for the photo design.
\Vith one exception, design of the attitude rota-
tions was based on the following ground rule:
Aim camera axis so that it points directly at the
specified target at the midpoint of the series of
exposures; provide for image motion compensa-
tion hy causin_ the short axis of the picture
frame to be in the same direction as the image
motion. (The exception was Site V-25, the
Alpine Valley picture. In this case, the cmnera
axis was pointed as specified above, but the
picture frame orientation was designed so the
hmg axis of the frmne was parallel to the valley.)
Camera aiming types were classified in the
following manner.
• Near-vertical - Site was within one orbit
spacing of the spacecraft nadir.
• Conventional oblique - Site was more
than one orbit spacing remote from the
spacecraft nadir.
• Westerly oblique - Site was three to
seven orhit spacings remote from the
spacecraft nadir.
• Convergent telephoto stereo (stone def-
inition as near-vertical or conventional
oblique, with the qualification that cover-
age wits of the slmae area as a previous
Mission V photo).
Photo
ways.
tinting wits constrained in the following
For all except V-25 and the westerly
oblique sites, the spacecraft at photo time
wits at the point of closest ground trltce
approach to target.
For V-25, the photo was taken at the time
when the spacecraft wits directly over an
extension of the valley centerline.
For the Westerly obliques, the photo wits
taken when the spacecraft wits at the same
latitude as the point target.
The farside photos, which had A-prefixes, were
roll-pitch maneuvers designed to aim the cmnera
at a specified point on the Moon, generally west
of the spacecraft nadir, at a time when the lati-
tude wits a specified value. Medium- and high-
resolution coverage of the farside photos taken
in the final ellipse is shown in Figure 2-11.
Resultant attitude rotations and camera-on
times recommended by FPAC are listed in
Appendix B, Vohnne VI of this document.
Lunar harmonics influenced photo maneuver
design by affecting the mapping forward from
OD epoch to several minutes before camera-on
time. The harmonics used were the set solved
for in the particular OD solution: LRC 7/28B,
tailored. The LRC 11/11 set was used during
the several minutes before camera-on time.
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ISite
N umber
A-13
?,- 14
V-1
V-2,1
V-3. i
A-15
\'-4
V-5.1
V-6
A-16.1
V-Sa
V-Sb
V-9.1
A-17.1
V-10
V-llb
V-lla
V-12
V-13
A-18.1
V-14
V-15.1
V-16a
V-16b
A- 19
III
Table 2-9: Final-Ellipse Photography
Site Data
()rbit
Number Latitude Longitude
11 28 ° 31' N 135 ° 46' W
13 24 ° 28' N 137 ° 38' W
15 25 ° 10' S 60 ° 40' E
17 19° 25' S 57 ° 05' E
19 1° 00' S 42 ° 56' E
19 39 ° 02' 159 ° 26' W
20 31 ° 50' S 51 ° 50' E
21 2* 10" S 47 ° 16' E
23 1" 00" S 42 ° 56' E
25 47* 44" S 151 ° 14' W
26 _ 1" 00" S 42 ° 56' E
27
28 2.67 ° N 35.76 ° E
29 48 ° 59' N 175 ° 48' W
3¢) 28 ° 00' S 27 ° 45' E
31 _ 2° 40' N 34 ° 14' E
32
33 0° 26' S 32 ° 43' E
34 0 °45"N 23 °51,E
35 47 ° 23' S 170 ° 10' W
35 22 ° 12' N 29 ° 20' E
36 17 ° 12' N 26 ° 20' E
37 t 0 ° 45' N 23 ° 51' E
38
39 38 ° 50' N 168 ° 04' E
Name
Farside
Farside
Petavius
Petavius B
!P-1
Farside
Stevinus A
Messier
IP-I
Farside
IP-I
IIP-2
Farside
Altai Scarp
IIP-2
Censorinus
IIP-6
Farside
Littrow
Dawes
IIP-6
Farside
I
Coverage
1
1
F4
1
1
1
l
1
1
1
F4
F4
1
1
1
F4
F4
1
I
1
F4
1
F4
F4
l
I
_pta _,
Table 2-9 (Continued)
,m ,n
Site Orbit
Number Number Latitude
I II
V-18 41 2 ° 42' N
V-19 42 14" 50' S
A-20 44 38 ° 43' N
V-21 45 38 ° 30' N
ii I
Longitude
I I
18 ° 00' E
14" 00' E
150 ° 50' E
13 ° 30' E
9 ° 20' E
6 ° 0' E
4 ° 05' E
3° 00' E
V-22 46 21°C)0'N
V-23.2 47 8 ° 03' N
V-24 48 4 ° 45' S
V-25 49 48 ° 55' N
A-21 49 38 ° 35' N
V-26.1 50 25 ° 52' N
V-27a 51 t 0 ° 25' N
V-27b 52
V-28 53 13 ° 40' S
V-29 54 12° 50' N
A-22 54 38 ° 27' N
V-30 55 41 ° 45' S
V-31 56 49°30' N
151 ° 45' E
3 ° 00' E
1° 06' W
4 ° 10' W
4 ° 00' W
143 ° 37' E
11° 30' W
2° 40' W
V-32 57 13° 25' N
V-33 59 6 ° o '
.5 N
10 ° 35' W
14 ° 45' W
V-34 60 7 ° 12' S
V-35 61 14° 40' N
[_ , __
16° 45' W
16° _,_ W
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i • i
Name Coverage
i I I nl
Dionysius F4
Abulfeda i
Farside 1
South of F4
Alexander
Sulpicius F4
Gallas rilles
Hyginus F4
rilles
Hipparchus F4
Alpine 1
Valley
Farside 1
Hadley rille
F4
IIP-8
F4
Alphonsus F4
Rima Bode II F4
Farside 1
Tycho F4
Sinuous rille $4
east of Plato
Eratosthenes $4
Area of
Copernicus CD 1
Crater FRA Mauro F4
Copernicus $4
Secondaries
|Site
Number
V-36
V-37
A-23
V-38
A-24
V4(}
V,41
V-42a
V42b
V-43.2
A-25
V-45.1
V-46
V-48
V-49
V-50
V-51
! I
Orbit
Number
62
63
64
65
67
69
Table 2-9 (Continued)
• I
Latitude Longitude
II I
6* 52' N 18° 15' W
10. 25' N 20 ° 18' W
38* 11' N 127 ° 04' E
32* 40' N 22 ° 00' W
38* 08' N 122 ° 12' E
13" 10' N 30* 55' W
70 30* 25' S 37 ° 25' W
,a 172 " 3* 30' S 36* 11' W
73 16" 52' S 40 ° 00' W
74 41 ° 51' N 109 ° 59' E
76 35* 55' N 41 ° 30' W
77 27 ° 15' N 43 ° 38' W
79 23 ° 15' N 47 ° 25' W
80 25* 09' N 49 ° 30' W
82 28 ° 00' N 52* 45' W
83 13° 45' N 56 ° 00' W
I
Name Coverage
II I
Copernicus H F4
Copernicus F8
Farside 1
Imbrium flows F4
Farside 1
Tobias Mayer F4
dome
Vitello 1
F4
IIIP-11 F4
Gassendi $4
Farside 1
Jura domes F4
Harbinger Mts F8
Aristarchus F8
cobra Head F4
Aristarchus F4
Plateau
Marius Hills F8
II I
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Performances Of the individual subsystenas
aboard Lunar Orbiter V are summarized below.
A brief description of each subsystem is also
presented. For more detailed configuration and
flmctional information on each subsystem,
NASA Document CR 66342 Lunar Orbiter I
Final Report - Mission Stjstem Performance,
should be consulted.
Spacecraft Performance
apolune altitude of 6,028.27 kilometers, a peri-
lune altitude of 194.55 kilometers and an
inclination of 85.01 degrees to the hmar equator.
The key events of the primary mission are
tabulated in Table 2-3.
Launch through Cislunar Injection - Launch
vehicle liftoff occurred at 22:33:00.338 GMT on
Day 213 (August 1, 1967). First- and second-
stage •booster performance was as programmed
and Lunar Orbiter V was injgcted into cislunar
trajectory at the end of the Agena second burn
at approximately 33 minutes after liftoff. Separa-
tion from the Agena followed approximately 3
minutes later.
Cislunar Injection through Lunar Injection -
DSS-51 (Johannesburg) acquired the vehicle in
one-way lock 34.1 minutes after liftoff. DSs-41
(Woomera) acquired the spacecraft in one-way
lock 46 minutes after launch" and two-way
lock 4 minutes later. The first good data after
DSS-41 acquired one-way lock verified antenna
and solar panel deployment. The first track of
Canopus for roll reference was obtained approxi-
mately 7 hours after liftoff. The propellant line
bleed and propellant squib valve firing events
were conducted successfully at approximately
16 hours after liftoff to prepare the velocity
control system for the midcourse correction
maneuver.
The mideourse maneuver was successfully
accomplished 31 hours, 27 minutes after launch
with a velocity change of 29.75 meters per
second.
Spacecraft injection into lunar orbit was per-
formed at 90 hours, 16 minutes after liftoff.
The velocity control rocket engine operated
for 498.1 seconds, producing a velocity change
of 643.04 meters per second, as programmed.
The spacecraft was put into an orbit with an
Initial-Ellipse Orbits - To verify photo sub-
system operation, the Goldstone fihn was read
out approximately 1 hour, 30 minutes after lunar
injection. The initial film advance and first
photographs were taken in Orbit 2.
Transfer to the i_n_termediate ellipse was per-
formed in Orbit 5. The velocity control rocket
engine operated for 10.78 seconds, producing a
velocity change of 15.97 meters per second, as
programmed.
Intermediate-Ellipse Orbits - Sites .4.-6 through
A-12 were photographed in the intermediate-
ellipse orbits. The first priority readout occurred
in Orbit 6.
Transfer to final-ellipse orbits was performed in
Orbit 10 with a velocity change of 233.66 meters
per second, and a velocity control rocket engine
operating time of 152.9 seconds.
Final-Ellipse Photography - To keep space-
craft temperatures at nominal values and
decrease the rate of thermal paint degradation,
tim spacecraft was pitched off sunline from 38
to 41 degrees during most of tim final-ellipse
photography. The normal procedure was to
acquire the Sun from the thermal pitch off
attitude just prior to the lunar South Pole. The
roll attitude was then measured by cycling the
Canopus tracker on and off, and the roll ma-
neuver for photography was adjusted by the
roll error plus the expected gyro drift between
the measurement time and the time for the roll
maneuver, which was always the first photo-
graphic maneuver. Following photograplay,
the final pitch maneuver was programmed to
place the spacecraft at the desired thermal
pitch-off attitude.
All spacecraft systems performed nominally
from liftoff through final-ellipse photography,
and all frames through 217 were exposed per
the mission plan.
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Final Readout - The Bimat-cut sequence was
initiated in a nornml manner by starting process-
ing and loading a "Bimat cut" command in the
programnmr to be executed 34 minutes later.
"Bimat clear" wits indicated 5 minutes before
Bimat-eut was executed, due to Bimat ex-
haustion.
Very little data were lost its a resuh of the short
Bimat since only one wide-angle frame out of
an eight-frame sequence was lost (7.3% of the
ground coverage of the last site) due to not
being processed.
Final readout wits started in Orbit 85 with
Frame 217 and proceeded normally through all
photographic data to Frmne 5.
After readout, rewind of the fihn was continued
to place the splice on supply spool and cover it
with two wraps of leader to take it out of tension.
Before rewind was completed, the leader ap-
parently parted in or near the readout gate. This
failure eliminated the possibility of re-reading
out the film but had no effect on the success of
the mission.
3.1 PHOTO SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE
3.1.1 Description
The photo subsystem is designed to photograph
the lunar surface, process the exposed fihn, scan
the processed film with a flying-spot scanner,
and provide video signals to the comnmnica-
tions sul)system for transmission to Earth. A
detailed description of the photo subsystem is
contained in NASA Document CR-847, Lunar
Orbiter I Final tteport-Photograld_y. The photo
subsystem parameters used for Mission V are:
610-ram lens and hflding mirror trans-
mission - 66%
bi0-mm lens transmission -- 91%
_;0-mm filter density = 0.18
610-m_a shutter speeds.
1/25 exposure time -0.036 see.
1/50 exposure time -0.019 sec.
1/100 exposure time -0.010 see.
80-ram shutter speeds: Assumed nominal
Yl.,se parameters were used with the all)edos
as _[iscussed in the s'eetion on exposure control
contained i,A Volu,ne II of this document series.
3.1.2 Subsystem Performance
The photo subsystem performed in an entirely
satisfactory manner, in terms of mission ob-
jectives. With two exceptions, problems
encountered during the photographic mad final
readout phases of the mission were minor in
nature and caused only minimal data loss. Al-
though the apparent short Bimat condition and
the leader break during rewind were potentially
very serious, they had ahnost no effect on the
photo mission. These and other aspects of photo
subsystem performmace are discussed below.
Thermal ftistory - Photographic subsystem
(PS) temperatures during the prelaunch count-
down were kept 10°F higher than previous
missions to allow for the anticipated drop in all
spacecraft temperatures, after liftoff, due to the
additional spacecraft mirrors. Temperatures at
liftoff were between 55 and 58°F. The mininmm
temperatures after liftoff occurred 9 hours later
when the 610-ram-lens window temperature
was 43.9°F and the Thermal Fin Temperature
(PT06) was 46.9°F. Then the "night heaters"
were enabled. The heaters were inhibited at
Day 214, 23:12 GMT, released again at Day 215,
04:10 GMT, and were left enabled for the rest
of the mission (except during photography).
During cishmar cruise, the temperatures fol-
lowed a slightly higher profile than prior
missions, ranging around 58°F. After photog-
raphy started, the PS temperatures began a
gradual rise from 68 to 76°F at the time of Bimat
cut. At the end of final readout, the temperature
wits 81°F. Temperature fluctuations were
smaller during Mission V than during previous
missions.
Camera Thermal Door Test - Because of the
thermal door prot_lems encountered on Mission
IV, test of the camera thermal door was con-
dueted during cislunar cruise starting at Day
215, 21):15 (;NIT, to test the door's operation.
The door was opened three times, for 1 minute
each time, usin_z the normal door operation
sequence. Window temperature, "camera door
open" discrete, and "camera door close" dis-
crete telemetry channels were monitored fi)r
proDer operation. The camera thermal door
operated normally fl)r this test and all sub-
sequent photo passes, h_r a total of 77 actuations.
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Bimat Clear - The Bimat-cut sequence was
initiated in a normal manner. Processing was
started and, after 99 minutes, a Bimat-clear
signal appeared on the telemetry. This was 5
minutes before the Bimat cut was scheduled to
occur. It was concluded that the Bimat supply
was less than expected and that the end of the
Bimat had passed through the processor. This
fact was confirmed during readout when a
pattern caused by the knurled Bimat supply
core was observed. Based on prelaunch data, it
was expected that there were 4 or 5 feet more
Bimat, which would have allowed several wraps
on the supply spool at Bimat cut. Very little
data was lost as a result of the short Bimat. One
wide-angle frame was not processed and an-
other was degraded by the knurl marks on the
Bimat. These two wide-angle frames were part
of an eight-frame sequence. Neglecting the
knurl marks, 6.8% of the ground coverage o: the
last side was missed.
Lost Data - Two framelets of Frame 217 ere
not recovered during final readout. Re_ tout
Sequence 088, the first sequence of final
readout, was terminated by a stored-prq gram
command, but the readout did not completely
terminate. The optical-mechanical scanner
stopped in the focus-stop position but scatming
and readout electronics did not shut down. In
this situation, readout is terminated by a stored-
program backup "readout drive on" command.
Two framelets are then scanned and readout
stops when the optical-mechanical scanner
reaches the spot-stop position.
The high-gain antenna was correctly pointed
for maximum signal strength for an off-Sun
readout, hnmediately following the stored-
program "readout drive on" command was a
stored-program "acquire Sun" command. In
this ease, after the "acquire Sun" command
had been initiated, the high-gain antenna would
no longer point at the DSS. Under these condi-
tions, noisy data and even loss of lock could
occur if video modulation (Mode 2) was on.
Therefore it was necessary to execute "Mode 2
off" prior to tlm stored-program "readout drive
on." Two framelets were scanned after "readout
drive an," but the information was not trans-
mitted to the DSS because Mode 2 was ott.
Prior to the next readout, a decision was made
to continue readout without retrieving the two
lost frames.
Video Dropout - During Mission V, a phenome-
non was observed during readout that had not
occurred during previous missions. The problem
manifested itself as three to six GRE scan lines
with no video on them. Another three to five lines
were required for the video to return to normal,
often with an associated "S" pattern. No (;RE
sync loss was evident and everything else ap-
peared normal. This phenomenon was first
observed during readout of the Goldstone test
films. The first occurrence during active scan of
a lunar scene was during Sequence 009. The
video dropouts appeared as a thin white line on
the GRE films and obscured very little data.
Even when several dropouts occurred per frame-
let, the amount of data lost was not significant,
compared with 17,000 scan lines per framelet.
Although several framelets read out late in
final readout had over 50 dropouts, these frame-
lets were recorded in priority readout with no
dropouts. During final readout there were 52
ffamelets read out, with 10 or more dropouts
per framelet. Of these, 32 were read out in
priority readout with no dropouts. All framelets
with more than 20 dropouts were previously
read out without dropouts. Seven frame pairs
had 50 or more dropouts but again six of these
were readout in priority readout without drop-
outs. Frame 84 was not previously read out but
had less than 15 dropouts in any one framelet.
Rewind Anomaly - After final readout was
completed, the fihn was to be wound on the
supply spool so that only leader would be left
in the camera. This was done to avoid film set
and enable further readout, if necessary. Before
rewind was completed the leader apparently
parted in or near the readout gate. This con-
clusion was reached after the readout looper
abruptly went to naechanical full and the video
output voltage went to its maximum value,
indicating no fihn in the readout gate. Twenty
frames were then advanced into the camera
storage looper fi'om the supply reel. The looper
did not dump into the readout looper, which it
would have done imd the , • , ........ a- ....
retlglotLt Ioop_A _ttuA,.,t-
7I
tion heen in error. It was concluded that the
leader had torn. There wits no immediate in-
dication of the cause for the failure, t)hoto
sul)s)'stem operations were then terminated.
3.2 COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
The communications subsystem perfi)rnaed
satisfactorily throughout the mission. All video
and telemetry data were successfidly trans-
mitted during the mission.
The gain margins fi_r both the high- and low-gain
modes of operation were in accord with the link
analysis (Boeing Specification 10-70060) and
varied as predicted with antenna pointing and
spacecraft attitude.
The transponder was operated in an "off-set
fi'equency" mode for most of the mission to
avoid possible interference with Lunar Orbiters
II and III, both ofwhicla were still being tracked.
The TWTA was left on during most of the mis-
sion. It was turned off only when operation
might have resulted in damage to the tul)e
(vibration or low bus voltage). Tiffs occurred
when the spacecraft was maneuvered for
velocity change sequences. At the conclusion
of the prime mission, the TWTA had been
turned on and off six times with a total operati,lg
time of 46.9.63 h(mrs.
3.2.1 Launch through Injection (Cislunar)
Launch vehicle liftoff occurred at l)ay 213,
22:33:00.338 (;,NIT with an azinmth heading of
104.8 degrees and the subsystem performing
normally. Telemetry data received via the Agena
inter£_ce provided real-time data at the SFOF
from liftoff to 35.56 minutes after launch. Cis-
lunar injection occurred 32.79 minutes after
launch and the communications subsystem wits
functioning normally in Modulation Mode 3.
3.2.2 Cislunar Injection to Injection (Lunar)
Cislun;tr injection occnrl'cd 32.79 minutes after
launcla and 1.21 minutes prior to the first S-band
aeqttisition by I)SS-51 (Joham_esl)urg). Aeqttisi-
tion reports show that DSS-41 acquired the
spacecraft one-way 46 mitmtes after launch at
at Mgna] strength of-131 dbm on the SAA
_S-band acquisition aid) antenna. This acquisi-
q
tion occurred 11.02 minutes after Agena-
spacecraft separation, 9.05 minutes after start
of spacecraft antenna deployment, and 11.2
minutes prior to the initiation of Sun acquisition.
DSS-41 acquired the spacecraft two-way 50.1
minutes from launch at a signal level of -94.0
dbm. Mode 4 was in effect 45 minutes from
launch by SPC and turned off by RTC at 1 hour
and 29 mimttes after hmnch.
Good data from DSS-41 at 49 minutes after
humch indicated that the high-and-low-gain
antennas and all solar palaels were properly
deployed. The spacecraft-received signal
strength (AGC) and static phase error (SPE)
were within the expected conamand limits.
The ranging receiver was turlmd on apl_roxi-
mately 58 minutes after DSS-41 acquired two-
way; 26 minutes later the ranging modulation
was turned on and ranging continued for 4.7
hours. At 4 hours, 2 minutes after launch, DSS-51
acquired the spacecraft three-way and contin-
ued to track for 4 hours, 27 minutes. DSS-62
acquired three-way at 6 hours, 13 minutes after
launch. Station handover from DSS-41 to DSS-
62 occurred 1 hour, 14 minutes later with no
prol)lems.
The spacecraft began the plus 360-degree roll
maneuver 50.3 mimltes after launch and con>
pleted the maneuver al)proximately 12 minutes
litter, immediately prior to Sun acquisition. No
problems were experienced with the receiver
maintai ning rf lock during tim maneuvers.
During the cishmar flight, two high-gain-
antenna maps were obtained during 360-degree
roll maneuvers fi_r star mapping operations. The
antenna maps showed that the spacecraft roll
position determined by the attitude control
suhsystem (ACS) and by antenna boresight
agree within 2 degrees.
3.2.3 Lunar Injection Through Final Readout
3,2,3.1 lank Performance
Telemetrll Link - Downlink telemetry opera-
tion was satisfactory throughout the mission.
The downlink power level varied with t,'aus-
1)onder temperature changes its expected,
, P
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although the temperature excursions did not
vary over a wide range. Since the TWTA was
on for a major part of the mission, the average
signal strength margin for telemetry reception
was in excess of 40 db above the nominal link
design,
Video Link - Video link performance was
satisfactory throughout the mission. Signal
levels recorded at the Deep Space Stations
during readout varied fi'om -90.6 to -98.9 dl)m,
which corresponds respectively to video margins
of 6.9 db above and i.4 db below the nominal
link design. No readout periods were degraded
due to low signal levels from the spacecraft.
3.2.3.2 ComPuter Program Performance
Both the TItBL program used to determine
high-gain,antenna position, and the SGNL
program used to determine signal margin, were
used successfully throughout the mission.
3.2.3.3 Component Performance
Transl_onder - Transponder performance was
satisfactory throughout the mission. The trans-
ponder power output (Telemetry Channel
CE10) varied inversely with transponder
temperature (Telemetry Channel CT02) as
expected.
The range of power and temperature variations
was 460.5 mw at 61.7°F (just after launch) to
417.8 lnw at 86.9°F (during the final orbit of the
prime mission). The transponder high tempera-
ture occurred during readout on Orbit 141 when
it reached 87.7°F. The transponder power output
at this time was 417.8 row. Typical operation
was in the range of 424 to 453 mw at a tempera-
ture of 74 to 82°F.
The transponder AGC (Telemetry Channel
CE08) indicated normal effect of increasing
range on the uplink signal strength during cis-
lunar flight as well as changes in ground trans-
mitter power levels. Command modulation
could be observed on CE08 by one tone causing
a decrease of approximately 2 db and two tones
causing a decrease of approximately 4 db as
expected.
During ranging modulation, the uplink carrier
power decreased 8 to 10 db as expected.
The transponder static phase error (SPE),
Telemetry Channel CE06, displayed a normal
siuu_oidal _yvl_ variatiml durint_ th_ misfire l,
Since the transponder frequency wits biased
(generally in the negative direction) to avoid
interference with the other orbiting spacecraft,
the SPE remained positive throughout the most
of the mission. During the first part of the cis-
hmar phase and during velocity nmneuvers, the
transponder was adjusted to best lock frequency
and the SPE was effectively at 0 degree.
During DSS handover, if the rising station lost
phase lock on the spacecraft signal, they re-
acquired lock at the predicted spacecraft best-
lock frequency, so that SPE would be effectively
at 0 degree. Following acquisition, the trans-
mitter was adjusted to the requested offset
frequency. This procedure was required only
once during the mission. While operating at the
offset frequency, the SPE varied from +2.81 to
+7.72 degrees. The variations in SPE were
attributed to changes in spacecraft received
frequency due to doppler and transponder
temperature changes. No problems with SPE
were noted throughout the mission.
Prior to deboost, DSS-12 turned off ranging in
the spacecraft and immediately lost two-way
lock. It was reacquired approximately 5 minutes
later. This occurrence was not investigated
fi_rther its ranging was normally discontinued
during the photo mission. (During the extended
mission it was determined that the ranging
loop, was operating properly.)
Multiplexer Encoder - The multiplexer en-
coder performed satisfactorily throughout the
mission. There were no indications of failures
or anomalies in the telemetry. All telemetry
channels performed satisfactorily, indicatir_g
that all channel gates operated properly. The
nmltiplexer encoder zero reference voltage
(Telemetry Channel CE01) varied from 0 to
+20 my. The allowable excursion was + 40 mv;
since CE01 was within the expected voltage
limits, this indicated that the ground studs were
properly grounded.
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The cmmnand verification word (Telemetry
Channel CC(}3), spacecraft identification (Tele-
metry Channel CO01), and the external/internal
clock indication (Telemetry Channel CC06)
were correct throughout tim mission,
It was noted that occasionally a random number
of consecutive "ones" preceded by a 1010-bit
pattern occurred in the command word verifica-
tion time slot CC03. This is a normal equipment
fimbtion that occurs when a command is trans-
mitted, if certain other tinting events are
satisfied.
Command Decoder - The command decoder
operated satisfactorily throughout the mission.
There were no errors in any of the verified
words that were executed into the flight pro-
grammer.
Modulation Selector - No problelns were
experienced in the operation of the modulation
selector throughout the mission.
Signal Conditioner - The operation of the
signal conditioner throughout the mission was
satisfactory. The signal conditioner reference
voltage (telemetry channel CE09) varied from
4.72 to 4.78 wilts which is within the + 1%
required.
tligh- and Low-Gain Antennas - Both the high-
and low-gain antennas operated satisfactorily
throughout the mission. The antennas were both
deployed by stored-program commands follow-
ing Agena separation. Verification of successfnl
deploynmnt was obtained from discrete
Telemetry Channel Measurements CC04
(high-_ain antenna) and CC05 (low-gain
antenna).
The gains of both antennas were nominal.
Based on DSS-received signal levels and the
commuuications system link analysis, the
average gain of the high-gain antenna was
approximately 24.5 db. and the low gain antenna
c'xhil,itcd at gain pattern similar to that expe-
rienced in previous missions and during antenna
development.
The high-gain antenna responded successfully
to all rotation commands as verified by the tele-
metered rotation angle (Telemetry Channel
CD01). The antenna rotated 20 degrees left
and 299 degrees right during the mission. Total
antenna nlovements (including repetition
movmnont.) wer_ 36 degree_ left and 317 de-
grees right.
Traveling-Wave-Tube Amplifier - During the
mission, the TWTA was commanded on and off
six times with a total operating time of 469.63
hours. The TWTA collector temperature, Tele-
metry Measurement CT01, averaged 164 *F.
The maximum temperature reached on CT01
wits 171.0°F for a short period of time.
The TWTA power output, Telemetry Measure-
ment CE02, was satisfactory during the entire
mission. The power output varied from 11.2 to'
11.5 watts, depending on the temperature of
CT01.
The TWTA helix current, Telemetry Measure-
ment CE04, was satisfactory throughout the
mission. The minimum operating current was
8.04 ma and the maximum was 8.21 ma.
The TWTA collector current, Telemetry Meas-
urement CE05, closely followed CE04, except
that its variations were opposite those of CE04
its expected. The values of CE05 were from 42.8
to 43.1 ma.
The TWTA collector voltage, Telemetry Voltage
CE03, was normal throughout the mission. The
vohage varied between 1,2£3 volts and 1,228
w)Its, depending on collector temperature.
3.3 POWER SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Power sul)system perfimnance was entirely
slttisfactory throughout Mission V. All compo-
nents operated within their design requirements
and no constraints were imposed on flight
operations beyond the requirement that array
illumination he sufficient to meet the demands
imposed by energy balance requirements.
3.3.1 Power Subsystem Configuration
The power sul)system configuration described
in preceding reports applies to that used in
Mission V, except that a booster regulator was
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provided in Mission V to maintain30.5volts
(nominal)to the photo subsystemregardlessof
the degreeof solar panel illumination. Thus,
two qualities of bus voltage (in addition to squib
bus voltage) were provided; (1) spacecraft bus
voltage, which was limited to 30.56 volts by the
shunt regulator, but decreased to the level of
battery voltage during absence of solar panel
illumination; and (9.) camera bus voltage, which
was maintained at 30.5 volts continuously. The
input to the booster regulator is the spacecraft
bus voltage; its output is the camera bus voltage.
The booster regulator load is the photo sub-
system, including its heaters. This configuration
enabled operation of the photo subsystem in
the "camera" mode on nominal 30.5 volts re-
gardless of the magnitude of the total angle
between spacecraft roll axis and the Sun vector.
Mission V design called for large total angles for
each photo maneuver, 1 13 of which were over
90 degrees.
3.3.2 Launch to Acquisition
At 6 minutes prior to liftoff, the spacecraft was
put on internal power. From this time until Sun
acquisition, all electrical loads were supported
by the spacecraft battery. During the 49. minutes
of discharge visible to Station 71, the average
load was 4.37 amps and battery voltage had
decreased to 9.5.19. volts. It is estimated that the
battery discharged to a depth of 25%. When
Station 41 rose, panels had deployed and the
battery was charging at the maximnm rate of
1.35 amps. The solar array was supplying 19..47
mnps at 30.56 volts.
3.3.3 Cislunar Flight to Lunar Injection
During this period, the on-Sun array current
remained constant at 19..43 amps. Battery charge
was reduced as a function of voltage and temper-
ature. Early in the cislunar phase, battery
tempenlture was 55 to 60°F and charge reduction
(taper) started when battery voltage increased to
g0 volts. Later in the cislunar flight, with battery
temperature at ,q5°F, taper started at '28,5 volts,
At injection, battery temperature had reached
101°F and voltage did not get high enough to
initiate taper charge.
At the midcourse maneuver, the heavy engine
solenoid load was supported by the array with
no inapact on bus voltage. Other significant
load profile increments occurred August 2
when heater power and the TWTA were turned
on, and August 3 when the TWTA was turned
off. Table 3-1 shows electrical load values.
Spacecraft attitude during the injection altitude
maneuver enabled 9. amps of assistance from the
array during the engine burn, so that the mini-
mum bus voltage was 24.16 volts and the battery
was discharged only to a depth of approximately
10%.
e_ ,-_ _ _'_:t- ! 1_,11 : ....
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This period provided the first Mission V inflight
tests of several power subsystem components.
During photo maneuvers, the load was support-
ed entirely by the battery, and the camera bus
voltage was held at 30.50. volts by the booster
regulator. Readout and processing were accom-
plished at spacecraft attitudes that allowed less
than 1 amp of shunt regulator current, with
spacecraft bus voltage held constant at 30.86
volts.
The constant-voltage mode of charge controller
operation was demonstrated after photo ma-
neuvers when the battery-cooling effect of the
discharge combined with the increasing battery
wfitage to initiate a reduced charge rate.
During this period, the heavier photo subsystem
loads associated with readout and processing
(see Table 3-1) were first supported.
At the time of maneuver for first-orbit transfer,
battery temperature had increased to 104°F.
During the maneuver, the electrical load was
shared between the array and battery, so that
discharge depth was shallow (8%) and taper
charge was initiated only 21 minutes after the
maneuver.
3.3.5 Intermediate Ellipse
Photo maneuvers performed during this period
(and prior to Site A-14) required that the battery
sw_port the photo environmental heater load
when "heater power on" was commanded
• immediately after the camera exposure. With
the spacecraft cooling during the off-Sun
maneuver, photo heater thermostats were call-
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Table3-1:ElectricalLoads
Operational
Mode
Photo
Heaters
ii
"v O O
Spacecraft
Loads
EE07 (amps)
Min Nora Max
Cislunar X 3.43 3.62 3.68
Cislunar X
i
TWTA on X
m i
Engine burn X
Photo standby and TWTA
Processing and TWTA
Readout X
I
Engine burn X
3.68 4.25 4.49
-- 5.29 --
-- 9.01 --
X 6.68 6.86 7.10
X 5.96 7.75 8.05
Photo maneuver and TWTA X
6.86 6.92 7.10
8.17 8.59 8.83
Power
Source
Photo sequence and TWTA X
5.29
5.96
Power
Array Supplying
Battery Charging
5.90 6.02 Battery
Supplying
6.02 7.22 Power
ing fi)r heat as soon as enabled. Thus, battery
loads were initially high and bus wdtage de-
creased to 23.84 wilts in one case (Site A-7.1).
Load current approached 8 amps. This situation
was later remedied by changing tim time re-
lationship of beater commands with maneuver
conamands (see "Final Ellipse"). Except for
about 5 horn's during this period when tim
spacecraft was pitched 39 degrees off the Sun,
it was operated on-Sun and battery temperatures
reached 108°F at times.
The transfer maneuver to final ellipse dis-
charged the battery approximately 1(1% and the
8 amp load during engine burn reduced bus
voltage to 23.68 wilts.
3.3.6 Final Ellipse through Photography
Durin_ this period, mininmm bus voltage dur-
ing plmtography was increased by disabling
photo heaters before misorienting the array from
the sunline and enabling the heaters after re-
orienting. With this system, the minimum bus
voltage observed was 24.32 volts, and the aver-
age minimum for all photo maneuvers was 25.22
writs.
l:_eadout and processing was supported at off-
Sun angles u 1) to 41 degrees. The mininmm
shunt regulator current observed wits 0.63 amp.
3.3.7 Final Readout
The remainder of the power subsystem mission
was used to support photo readout. Tim nominal
mode of operation was with tim spacecraft
operating 40 degrees off Sun, load current 6.98
amps, array current 9.49 amps, shunt regulator
current 1.05 amps, and battery charge rate 1.35
limps,
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3.3.8 Component Performance
Solar panel performance was entirely nominal
and has been d_umented in preceding reports.
It varied from preceding missions only as a
result of solar environment unique to Mission
V. As in Mission IV, the spacecraft was constant-
ly illuminated. Unlike Mission IV, the solar
intensity increased approximately 1% during
the mission, thus tending to conceal array
degradation during this period. Temperature
instrumentation was limited to two panels (1 and
4). Electrical performance, as indicated by
• .1 • ._
telemetry, was _,vltnlll me design reqniren'_ents
of the array current was approximately 200 ma
less than predicted attributed to Telemetry
Channel Eg03 calibration. This channel was
apparently near its lower limit of tolerance,
because the'sum of all spacecr, fft electrical
loads and losses totaled approximately 200 ma
greater than the indicated array current; this,
relationship prevailed throughout the mission,
Indicated array current with the panels normal
to the solar vector varied only from 12.49 amps
at initial acquisition to 12.37 on August 28 at
completion of photographic mission. This
decrease, combined with the previously men-
tioned increase in solar intensity, indicates
array degradation of approximately 2%.
Battery and Charge Controller - The maximum
charge current for Mission V was set at 1.35
amps. This constant-current mode of operation
was predominant throughout the mission. The
constant voltage mode (overcharge) was initiat-
ed in accordance with the voltage-temperature
characteristic shown as Figure 3-1. The charge
rate never dropped below 1.0 amp when this
mode was used. Battery temperature never
exceeded 112.9°F, so the trickle charge lnode
(initiated by the charge controller at 125°F)
was never used.
Mission design was such that during each photo
maneuver, the battery was either sharing the
electrical load with the array or supplying the
total power requirement. During these maneu-
vers, the minimum observed bus w)ltage was
23.84 volts and the maximum depth of discharge
was 11.5% at Photo Site A-7. Bus voltage and
battery current are shown plotted in Figure 3-2
for Photo Site A-22, selected as representative.
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Figure 3-1:
Battery Overcharge Voltage vs Temperature
Maximum depth of discharge during the mission
was approximately 25%, occurring at initial Sun
acquisition; mininmm bus voltage for the mis-
sion was 23.68 volts during the second-ellipse
transfer.
l'erformance of both battery and charge control-
ler were entirely nominal throughout the
mission.
Slmnt Regulator - This unit limited the space-
craft bus w)Itage to 30.56 writs throughout tl_e
mission. Included within the unit is circuitry
associated with providing voltage, current, and
temperature telemetry. All performed without
difficulty.
Booster Regulator - This unit provided a con-
stant potential of 30.52 + 0.16 volts to the camera
bus throughout the mission. Input voltage
varied fi'om 23.68 to 30.56 volts. The conversion
efficiency of this regulator was 75 to 80%; thus,
the cost of operating it in terms of load current
was approximately 0.25 to 0.35 amp during cam-
era, processing, or readout activity.
3.4 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
PERFORMANCE
3.4.1 Attitude Control Subsystem Configuration
The attitude control subsystem maintains
spacecraft attitude control with respect to
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4 inertial and celestial references. Control with
respect to celestial references (celestial hold) is
accomplished ushlg sun sensors in the pitch and
yaw axes and a Canopus tracker in the roll axes
fi)r position reference. Rate damping is provided
by a single axis floated gyro in the rate mode on
each axis. Spacecraft control with respect to
inertial reference (inertial hold) is by means of
the gyros in the rate integrating mode for all
three axes. Lead-lag networks on the output of
the byros are used for rate dumping. Maneuvers
are performed with the gyms in the rate mode.
Integration of rate ,..node output is used to meas-
ure and control maneuver angles. Control
torques are generated by nitrogen thrusters
located on the engine mount deck. Control of
pitch and yaw attitude during engine burns is by
means of actuators that vector the engine in
response to rate integrating mode output of the
gyros. Throughout the mission, the attitude
control subsystem maintained stable operation
for both reaction control and thrust vector control.
The Lunar Orbiter V atiittlde control subsystem
performed with sufficient accuracy to satisfy all
m is s io n obj ect ives. S pace craft c on trol tech ni qn es
that were developed during the previous
missions were used successfully during Mission
V. Thermal constraints and degradation of the
thermal coating on the equipment mounting
deck required an off-Sun attitude for approxi-
mately 66% of the mission. The Canopus tracker
was used in an open-loop mode throughout the
mission. Nitrogen gas was conserved by biasing
initial roll maneuvers to cancel any Canopus
reference error and by biasing final pitch ma-
neuvers to place the spacecraft in a pitched-off
attitude to meet thermal constraints.
3.4.2 Attitude Control Subsystem Performance
During Mission V, the attitude control sub-
system (ACS) performed its many design tasks
within specification. The ACS performed 472
maneuvers during the photo mission, which
ended at Day 240, 02:00:00 GMT. Attitude
maneuver rates for all axes were within the
design limits of 0.55 __+0.05 degree per second
for maneuver in narrow deadband. The ma-
neuver rate in the wide deadzone was 0.063
degrees per second in pitch (only one pitch
maneuver was performed in the wide deadzone).
The ACS maintained spacecraft orientation with
respect to the Sun and Canopus on command
within 4- 0.2 and ___2.0 degrees, depending on
the selected deadband. Deadband accuracies
were within telemetry resolution for narrow and
wide deadzones.
Attitude control was maintained with the space-
craft pitched from 30 to 54 degrees away from
the Sun for approximately 66% of the mission.
The pitched-off attitude was required to main-
rain spacecraft thermal balance and delay
paint degradation. Drifts in inertial reference
were within design limits, which reduced the
frequency of updating this reference.
Stable thrust vector control of spacecraft attitude
was maintained through four velocity control
engine burns. Based on telemetry data, engine-
burn termination was performed by the accel-
erometer within design tolerance.
Due to glint problems associated with the
Canopus tracker, the roll axis was never put into
the conventional limit cycle mode using
Canopus roll error in closed loop.
Operational methods used to control spacecraft
attitudes by mission phases to meet mission
requirements are presented below.
Cislunar Coast - Throughout the cislunar coast
phase the spacecraft remained on-Sun except for
the midcourse maneuver and drift tests. Canopus
was not acquired in a closed loop during the
cislunar phase of the mission to prevent possible
loss of the reference star due to tracker glint.
Canopus reference was maintained by rolling
the spacecraft to place Canopus in the tracker
field of view.
Velocit!l Change Maneuvers - Attitude ma-
neuvers for midcourse correction, hmar orbit
injection, and the two orbit transfers were
started from a closed-loop Sun reference in the
pitch and yaw axes. The roll reference for the
attitude maneuvers was obtained by calculating
the expected angle between Canopus and the
gyro mdl position at the time the roll maneuver
for the bum was executed. The stored roll
maneuver was then adjusted by the amount of
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the expected roll error at tile time of the ma-
neuver. Tile roll axis remained in inertial hold
throughout the mission. Estimated roll errors
for tlle start of the velocity change attitude
maneuvers were +0.01, -0.004, -0.08, and
+0.12 degree for first midcourse, lunar orbit
injection, first transfer, and second transfer,
respectively.
Photo Maneut;ers - Maneuvers for all photo-
graphs were started from a closed-h)op reference
on tile Sun in pitch and yaw. The roll reference
was updated l)y overstoring the prognmmaer its
dciscrilied above. The roll error was usually
measm'ed near the hmar South Pole. Just prior
to tlle hmar South Pole, the spacecraft acquired
tile Sun from tile thermal pitch-off attitude and
the roll error wits measured hy cycling the Cano-
pus tracker on and Off. Tile roll Inaneuver for
photography was adjusted by tile roll error at
the measurement plus the expected gyro drift
between the measurement and tile time for the
roll maneuver. The spacecraft remained on the
Sun until the photographic maneuvers were
begun for photos on the perihme side of the
M()on. _Vhen the photos were on tile apolune
side of the Moon, a thermal pitch-off Sma
maneuver and a Sun ac(luisition were performed
between the measurement of roll error and the
start of tile photo maneuvers.
All photographs on tile perilune side of tile
Moon were taken usin_ three-axis maneuvers.
The first fiirward maneuver wlts always a roll
maneuver so that roll error could be corrected.
The last return maneuver was always a pitch
maneuver, which was hiased to return the space-
craft to a pitched-off-Sun attitude.
l>h()t() inluielivers ()ll the apoluue side ()f the
M()()_) were usually two-axis maneuvers. A
tliernml pitch-()ff Inaneuver was usually per-
t()l'llied following I'etllrll frollt tile photographic
attitude.
tl(:adout - Tlle final readout phase of tlle
ndssion was perhmned in a pitched-off-Sun
attitude. Pitch and yaw aititudes were monitored
usi_ solar array era'rent and yaw coarse Sun
SellSiirs its ill l)rcvious niissiolls. Tile roll attitude
was nionitored I))' cycling the tracker (in and off
once per orl)it. Ulldate maneuvers were per-
formed its needed to mainhtin spacecraft attitude
within thermal, power, m)d mttenna pointing
constraints. For final readout, the spacecraft
remained in the off-Sun attitude for 8 dltys, 10.5
hours.
3.4.3 Component Performance
Caiiolms Star Tracker - The Canopus tracker
was first turned on at Day 214, 05:21 GMT,
approximately 7 hours into cislunar flight. In-
itially, it wlts in the track mode indicating a roll
(:rror hill/its 3.2 degrees and a map signal of 1.12
to 1 18 volts. This star was later identified its
Acrux (a Cruets). The star was tracked for
approximately 2 minntes, at which time the roll
error went to positive saturation due to glint.
At l)ay 214, 05:30 (;NIT, a plus-360-degree roll
maneuver was performed to ol)tain a star map.
Star map voltage remained relatively constant
thr(mghout the maneuver, with the tracker
locked on positive glint. The map contained no
significant information.
While waiting to make an antenna map, a roll
drift test was performed using Acrux as a
reference star. It wlts difficult to maintain track
on Acrux because the star was near the edge of
the tracker field of view. Successful tracks were
obtained about half the time. At Day 214, 10:14
(;NIT, a minus-357-degree roll maneuver was
performed to place Acrux in the center of the
field of view to improve the chances of tracking
the star when the tracker was cycled. The nega-
tive direction was selected to pull the tracker off
Acrux into negative rather than positive satura-
tion so that a star map could be obtained. In this
map, two small pips occurred, that were later
shown to correspond with Canopus and Mars.
at Day 214, 14:52 (,NIT, the TWTA was turned
on and it roll-nfinus-360-degree maneuver was
performed, restllting in a third star map and
first antennl), map. The DSS indicated peak
signal strength occurred at Day 214, 15:03:50
(;NIT at a roll angle of -352.5 degrees. TRBL
sh()wed a roll plus 49.5 degrees from Canopus to
maximmn signal strength. This led to the con-
clusi())l that Acrux wlts the star being tracked
and tile spacecraft should be rolled minus 42
degrees to Cimopus. Calculations fronl the star
8O
map data using the blip at 52.5 degrees its
Canopus and accounting for the 9-degree error
due to lookup on negative glint indicated about
43.5 degrees would 1)e a better angle. The
a priori confirmed this angle between Acrux
and Canopus.
At Day 214, 18:24 GMT, the spacecraft was
rolled minus 43.5 degrees and Canopus wits
tracked. The map signal wits 2.3 to 2.4 volts and
the roll error wits minus 0.150 degree. This was
followed by a second antenna mall which
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degrees from Canopus. This agreed with the
TRBL run for Day 214, 18:30 GMT. Since it
was a roll plus, the tracker,went to positive roll
error saturation and locked on glint so there
was no useful informaion in the map. At the
completion of the plus-360-degree roll, the roll
error was minus 0.165 degree.
Canopus was tracked without acquisition for
approximately 4 hours prior to both midcourse
and injection. For the remainder of the photo
mission, the basic operaional procedure was to
turn the tracker on without acquisition once or
twice an orbit to obtain a roll referenceand
update prior to a photo sequence. On those
occasions when the tracker was locked on glint,
track was usually regained by performing an off-
on cycle.
Approximately 9 hours pi'ior to the end of the
basic Lunar Orbiter V mission (Day 239,
17:14 GMT), the deadzone wits opened and
drift tests in pitch, roll, and yaw were started.
On three occasions thereafter (Day 239, 17:44,
18:18, and 20:25) the tracker was turned on and
the bright-object shutter was closed. Analysis
of this data revealed that this was caused by
the tracker's extreme sensitivity to glint as it
function of yaw attitude. Each time the space-
craft was on the negative side of-0.75 degree
from the Sun, the BOS closed, which corres-
ponds to the tracker centerline moving from 84
degrees (Sun angle) to an angle of Sa.2s degrees.
The star map signal was initially 2.4 volts, de-
cayed to 2.1 volts and recovered to approxinaately
o t_ ,,,_1_ I,,, _ho ond nfth_ mission.
Through l)ay 240, 02:00 (;MT, the tracker had
been on for it total of 34 hours, 10 minutes. It
had been cycled on and off 198 times, seven of
which were required because of glint problems.
Flil_ht Programmer -- Flight prograntmer per-
formance during Mission V wits nominal. As of
August 27, 1_)67, the programmer had processed
1,703 real-time commands, stored in memory
2,822 stored-program commands, and executed
approximately 14,000 connnands from its stored-
prognma routine. Total clock error wlts +0.66
second, reflecting a 1.23-millisecond-per-hour
drift rate.
Sun Sensors -- The sun sensors perforlned
without difficulty for Mission V, providing a
celestial reference for a variety of situations.
Initial Sun acquisition took place automatically
within the required 60 minutes from launch.
During the initial Sun acquisition, as soon as
the telemetry data was "good" (50 minutes after
launch), it was observed that the Sun had
already been acquired in pitch and yaw. The
exact time of acquisition could not be deter-
mined. Reacquisition of the Sun after San
occulation or attitude maneuvers was performed
approximately 91 times; 89 of these acquisitions
were done in the narrow deadband and two
were done in the wide deadband. Every acquisi-
tion went as expected.
The capability of switching between fine,
coarse and fine, and coarse-only sun sensors
proved invaluable for off-Sun operation (66%
of mission time was spent off-Sun). The ability
to stay off-Still for extended periods of time
using the coarse sun sensors greatly reduced
nitrogen consmnption. Yaw sun sensor degrada-
tion due to a large pitch attitude was approxi-
mately the same its observed for previous
missions. This degradation at a pitch angle of
40 degrees is approximately 0.58. Moonlight
on the coarse sun sensors caused shifts in error
output h)r various portions of the orbit as on
previous missions; these shifts had no effect on
the mission.
Closed-Loop Electronics - The closed-loop
electronics which performed without difficulty
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throughoutthemission_iselected- (mcommand
from the flight programn_er,the inertial ref-
erenceunit, the sun sensors,and the Canopus'
star tracker - loop closure between sensor
outputs and vehicle dynamics. As in past
missions, the _,nd) mlgl¢ _0n_or mode,_ were
not used in conjuncthm with the attitude control
subsystem.
There was no opportunity to check yaw sun
sensor limits or the pitch minus sun sensor limit
because the photo maneuvers were performed
with only the fine sun sensors on. The pitch
plus sun sensor had a "hard" limit at 30 degrees.
The minimum-impulse circuit appeared to be
operating between 11 (nominal) and 14 milli-
seconds. Approximate single pulses were
experienced 30, 70, and 50% of the time during
limit cycle operation for the roll, pitch, and yaw
axes, respectively. Additional pulsing data are
contained in the reaction-control section of this
report.
Compensation networks h)r the thrust vector
control subsystem and inertial reference unit
compensation network (lead-lag) was used to
obtain pseudorate whenever the gyros were in
the inertial hold mode. Performance by this
network during attitud¢_ holding Ol)¢ratltm_ w_N
very similar to that obtained with the gyros in
the rate mode.
Reaction Control Subsystem - The reaction
control subsystem thrusters performed satisfac-
torily during the mission. The nunlber of thruster
operations for the 1)hotographic mission was
estimated by reviewing vehicle telemetry data
for the mission, and are tabulated below.
Individual thruster perfimnanee was evaluated
fi)r as many of the spacecraft maneuvers as pos-
sible. Actual, predicted, and specification
values for each axis are tabulated below.
Thruster Operations
Axis
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
ill i
Mode Roll Pitch Yaw Total
Limit Cycle 4,100 5,740 6,150 15,990
Maneuvers 344 491 291 1,126
4,444 6,231 6,441 17,116
Thruster Performance
Actual Thrust
(lbs)
0.070 _ 0.004
No Data
0.069 + 0.007
Predicted
(lbs)
0.061 + C).003
0.058 + 0.003
0.054 __+0.003
Specification Value
(lbs)
0.051 to 0.070
0.045 to 0.062
0.045 to 0.062
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The observed thrusts are higher than the predict
values. The yaw and roll thrust values are within
specification tolerance but do tend to the high
side. These slightly high thrust values in no way
degraded the mission. Also, lnaneuver accuracy
was not degraded and nitrogen consumption
was not increased.
axis was not operated in the rate mode except
during Inaneuvers.
Lab and space drift wdues are tabulated below.
Sign reversals from laboratory to space values
have been explained in earlier inputs.
(9
Slight cross coupling was observed during (_
maneuvers and limit cycle; however, in view of
the data observed, it is impossible to estimate (_)
cross-coupling magnitude or even to determine (9
if it is caused by thruster misalignment or gyro
cross coupling.
Thrust Vector ContrOl - Control of the space-
craft attitude during the four engine burns was
perfonned within specification by the thrust
vector control system. Residual spacecraft rates
after each burn were lower than predicted
maximus for stable TVG limit cycle operation.
Two-axis test prior to star map
Three-axis test
Roll test only; pitch and yaw in CLC
Three-axis test; insufficient data for roll.
Except for G) , all drift tests were performed
with all three axes in inertial hold. With all three
spacecraft axes open loop, there is some drift
coupling between axes. Therefore, the drift
rates determined cannot be compared directly
with the gyro drifts obtained in the laboratory.
Also, the drift rates in the laboratory have an
opposite Sign from those taken in space due to
the test methods employed.
Lateral travel of the e.g. was low for this space-
craft, as indicated by actuator travel. Maxinmm
actuator excursion for the burns was 0.21 degree
fi)r pitch (during injection) and 0.43 degree for
yaw (during midcourse).
Inertial Reference Unit Summary -- The inertial
reference unit (IRU), Serial Number 110, was
installed on Spacecraft 3 for Mission V. This IRU
contained Sperry SYG-1000 gyros, as did the
IRU's fi)r Missions I and II. Low and stable drift
rates again contributed to efficient gas usage and
ease of attitude maintenance during the large
' portion of time in which all three axes were in
inertial hold. As on the last mission, the roll
Maneuver accuracy data is available for the roll
axis only. The maneuver error includes both
gyro and flight programnmr errors.
Day 214 - 18 (roll +360 degrees) -0.065%
Day 214 - 14 (roll -360 degrees) -0.029%
These maneuver errors are well within the mis-
sion tolerance of + 0.32%.
3.4.4 Nitrogen Consumption
Nitrogen consumption for tim attitude control
subsystena for Mission V is presented in Figure
3-3.
i| i i ii
Rate-Integrate Mode Drift at Null
AXIS
ml i
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
ml
LAB VALUES
-0.015 deg/hr [ -0.031 deg/hr
-0.065 deg/hr [ -0.093 deg/hr
-0.043 deg/hr t -0.038 deLz/hr
m
+0.075 deg/hr
+0.071 deg,/hr
i
i
+0.045 de_dhr
+0.078 de_hr
+0.093 deffhr
i
SPACE VALUES
II
+0.038 deg]hr
+0.094 deg]hr
+0.09t) deg/hr
i t I
+0.064 deg./hr
#..
ii
sl_/6r ®
+0.094 de K/hr
+0.117 deg/hr
i
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,Missio_ V exhil)ited the following characteristics
that led to low nitr<)gen usage, as on previous
missions.
• No ma.ior prolflems with the star tracker
ill locating Ca,mires.
• The ,q)eratio,ml methods used to fly off
the Sun eliminated a large number of
pitch mmmuvers.
• No leakage prol)lems occurred in the VCS
as in Mission I.
o I_ower gyro drift rates minimized the
mmd;er of ul)date l|l_tllellV(,l'.S.
At Day 24i), the amount of unaccounted-fl)r
nitrogen since lau'nch at Day 213 was approxi-
mately 11.2{}lb (this is 0.007 lb per day).
The nominal mission predict for N 2 usage was
approximatel.v 4. I lbs. above actual usage at the
end of the mission on Day 240. The reasons for
this differenee follow.
• The use of worst-case values for Sun
acquisition in the predict.
• There were fewer attitude updates and
tht, rmal l)itch-off maneuvers than pre-
dict('(l.
o Sli;_htly smaller gas usage for maneuvers
in the end burn condition than predicted.
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The total nitrogenusedfor LunarOrbiter photo
missionsfollows.
||i •
Mission I
( lb N 2)
Attitude control subsystem 7.80
Mission II
( I b N 2)
i
5.5O
3.14
0.0
Velocity control subsystem 3.38
Leakage 1.13
Total 12.31 8.64
Initial N 2 at lammh 15.10 15.15
N 2 for extended mission 2.79 6.51
i III I I I I | iiii
The maneuvers perfomaed on Mission V for
launch through Day 240, 02:00 GMT, are given
below.
i I JJ i illl iii iJ J li _ i lil Hi i
ROLL PITCH
i i
NDZ WDZ NDZ WDZ
Purpose of Maneuver
Star map & other 6 0 4 0
Attitude update 11 0 10 0
Tlaermal pitch-off 0 0 22 1
Velocity change 8 0 8 0
Photo maneuver 147 0 155 0
Subtotal 172 0 199 1
Total 172 200
i | i in
Mission III Mission IV Mission V
(lbN 2) (lbN 2) (]bN 2)
|l
7.00 10.50 8.10
2.70 2.65 3.29
0.0 0.0 0.0
,9.70 i3. i5 1i.39
15.17 16.70 16.80
5.47 3.55 5.41
ii I I
i I . i I I I ! I
YAW TOTA LS
i
NDZ WDZ Predicted
1 0 11 9
6 0 27 43
0 0 23 62
0 0 16 16
93 0 395 402
100 0 472 532
1O0 472 532
Celestial Acquisitions NDZ
Canopus acquisitions 0
Sun acquisitions 89
Deadband closures 4
WI)Z = wide deadzone
WDZ
0
2
NDZ = narrow deadzone
lluJ .
TOTAL
0
91
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3.4.5 Non-Nominal Operations
Conditions were encountered during Mission V
that resulted in non-nominal ol)erati(m of the
attitude control subsystem; these are smn-
marized below.
Thermal Conditions - Again on Mission V,
spacecraft heating was encountered that re-
(luired operating the spacecraft in a "pitch-off-
Sun" attitude for approximately 66% of the
mission. As a resuh ()f the l)itch-offSun require-
ment, 39 maneuvers were required for thernml
pitch-off and updates of the inertial reference as
compared to 151, 25, 73, and 78 maneuvers for
Missions I, II, III, and IV, respectively.
Tracker "(Hint" - Tracker glint was again
experienced on Mission V. ()n seven occasions
during Mission V, Can01ms track eouhl not I)e
obtained until the tracker wits cycled off and on.
During a wide-deadzone drift test after final
readout, the l)right-ohjeet-sensor shutter re-
mained closed when the yaw position exceeded
-0.75 degree in the negative direction with
respect to the Stm, which illustrates how
sensitive the tracker is to yaw position. The
1)right-ohject-sensor shutter closure did not
effect mission l)erformance.
3.5 VELOCITY CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The velocity control subsystem is a liquid-
I)il)ropellant, pressure-fed, hladder-expulsi(m
propulsion system employing a single 100-
1)ound-thrust, radiation-cooled, giml)al-m(mnted
rocket engine for all inflight veh)city change
maneuvers. The propellants are nitrogen tetrox-
ide and a 50-50 mixture of hydrazine and
UI)MIi; nitrogen gas is the pressurizing
medium.
3.5.1 Operation and Performance Summary
()l)crati()n and l)erformance of the velocity
control subsystem during Nlissiml V was (.xccl-
lent. Four propulsive maneuvers w(,r(, ('()_,tnctcd
in support of the pri_nary mission; these w(,w
29.75qnt)s mi(lcotlrse maneuver, 6-t3.(),t-ml)S
il0ccti_m maneuver, a 15.97-n_l)S l)eriluxw tams-
fer, all_l it 233.(i6-ml)S apolune tran,,,i\.r, l're-
missi¢,t platlning required implelnelJtati(m of
two tn'ansfer naalJeuvt,rs, plmtc_gral)hv was
at'c(,_,qdislwd in the il_itial, il_t(,ru_cdiate, real
fizml orbits.
l'relaunch l)ropelhmt and nitrogen servicing
operations were accomplished without difficulty.
There were 276.24 pounds of propellant h)aded,
as were 16.8 pounds of nitrogen; the spacecraft
launch weight was determined to be 864.56
lmnmlu, lta_od on tho_e wolght data, tl_e nominal
veh)city increment capal)ility of the VCS was
determined to 1)e 1,015.8 naps with a 3-sigma
tolerance of ___ 29 naps. This estimate reflects
a .9.9% expulsion efficiency.
Flight data performance analysis indicates that,
during the injection maneuver, the most typical,
th(- average delivered thrust was 100.1 pounds.
The engille specific impulse was (letermined to
1)e apl)roximately 276 seconds durinK all ma-
neuvers. A total veh)city change of 922.42 raps
has been iml)arted to the spacecraft with a total
engine operating time ,)f 687.9 seconds.
System temperatures were generally in the
region of 50 to 75°F - a satisfactory operating
regime. Temperature values were in general
a_reement with those observed during Mission
IV, though slightly higher as a result of closer
proximity to the lunar sm'face.
lh'ol)ellant and nitrogen isolation s(luib valves
were actuated without incident. Prior to actuat-
in_ the propellant squib valves, the "propellant
line l)lee(l" event was suceessfidly conducted.
There were no rectuirements for propellant
heater operation during the mission.
(;iml)a] actuators performed according to
expectations. During maneuvers, the pitch
actuator varied l)etween -0.06 and -0.25 de-
gree, while the yaw actuator was generally
+0.25 to +0.45. degree. All performance was
consistent with l)revious mission resnhs.
All VCS tests conducted during sinmlated and
actual c()mmh)wns were accomplished without
incident. Each test consisted of a sinmlated 240-
fps maneuver to deflect the gimbal actuators,
folh)wed l)y a 120-fps maneuver to reeenter
them.
The I'_lh)winff section,s present the various
aspects of the velocity control subsystem's
operation during the fli_cht of Lunar Orbiter V
:
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Spacecraft its supported by SPAC at the
SF()F. This includes discussion of countdown
and flight events, with particular emphasis
placed on flight operations and performance of
the VCS during propulsive maneuvers. Table
3-2 briefly summarizes the results of the four
propulsive maneuvers.
ESA Spacecraft Fuelilig Operations - After
completing all Hangar S checkout tests, Space-
craft was transferred to the Explosive Safe
i I
Midcourse
Area (ESA) for fueling, pressurization, fin'ther
testing, and encapsulation into the nose sim)ud.
The propellant and nitrogen servicing AGE
fimctioned without difficulty. Table 3-3 sum-
marizes the servicing operations that took place
on July 15, 1967. It will be noted that the amount
of nitrogen is cmlsistent with Mission IV and
_reater than that on the initial three missions;
this follows from the extra alllOllllt Of _itS re-
quired for attitude maneuvering for additional
photographic activity.
iii ii
Table 3-2: Maneuver Performance Velocity Control Subsystem
i i iii i
Velocity Burn
Change Time Thrust
(mr_s) (see) (lbs)
, I II I II
Specific
hnpulse
(see)
i i i
Predict 29.76 26.4 __+0.08 99
Actual 29.75 26.1 99.9
276
276
Inaction
Predict 643.04 501.1 _+ 8.5 99.5
Actual 643.04 498.1 100.1
276
276
Perihme Transfer
Predict 15.97 1{}.,95 + 0.6 100
Actual 15.97 10.78 1(} 1.6
Apolune Transfer
276
276
Predict 233.67 151.1 + 4 101
Actual 233.66 152.9 99.9 276
iii
Table 3-3: Propellant and Nitrogen Servicing Summary - -
Fuel
On-board, lhs. 94.30
Ullage volume, cu in 70.52
Pressure, psi_ 45
Temperature, °F 58
Velocity Control Subsystem
i
Oxidizer Nitrogen
181:94 16.8
126.8 - -
45 3990
56 58
i i i
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Aftereo_lq_lc'tionof the\'CS servicing,tlle com-
plete t]i_ht-c'onfi_uratioi_spacecraftwasweigh-
edandbalanced;lau;lchweightwasdetermined
to be 864.56pounds.Calculationswere per-
fen'reedto ascertain the velocity increment
eapal)ilityof the spacecraftbasedon the afore-
mentionedweightsandavailal)lerocket engine
t)erformanee. The "Delta V" cap;d)ility was
retold to 1)e 1,015.8 + 2.t) meters per second.
Operational llcadinc'.v,v 7"_'st - - The formal Ol)-
erational readiness test (()RT-1) was initiatt'd
on July o8 (Day 20,c)); with first teh'metry at
14:11 (;,kiT all V(;S paralneters were normal
_nd in a "go" e_mdition. The VCS countdown
test was initiated at 17:9.2 (;MT, the first ma-
neuver deflecting the pitch actuator to -0.YiS, _)
de_ree and the yaw actuator to +0.245 degree.
The actuators were recentered at 17:27 (;,kiT;
maximum engine valve tcmp('rature was 74.3°F.
All events proceeded satisfactorily to a simu-
lated liftoffat 21:30 (;NIT.
Launch and (;('ncral 5Iission Events -- Launch
cotmt(lown was ildtiated Oil Atlgust 1, 1,t)67
(Day 213) with first telemetry at 12:07 (;`kiT;
all V(;S lmrameters were normal. The VCS
countdown test was successfully conducted
at 15:1.0 (;,\IT, rt, sultin!_ in Ditch and yaw actu-
ator deflections of-()..t)12 and +0.245 (le_ree,
rt'sl)t.etively; nmxim_n_ c_l_ine valve te_q)t'ra-
ture was 82.()°F. Vehicle liftoff occtLrre(1 at
22:33:00.,33b; (;`kit on Day 213 after apDroxi-
matc.l.v a 1-11our "l,dd" for inclement weather
itt ETIL Real-time telelnetry loss was mil,imal
until acquisition of the spacecraft l)y I)SS--tl
at 2:3:22 (;`kl'F; the spacecraft separated from
tlJe A_t,tm at 23:(18::5:3.8 (;MT.
t;l)ol_ _tc, tl,isitioll l)v I)SS-ql, it was x'erific'd
tl_,d li_t' lmq)ella;It t;tz_k [_;td 1)t'('_ l)rc'ss_rizt'd
tlizt,r, r¢'sl)t'c'tively. Tl,is was a little h}xver than
tl_e first tl_ree missio:_s, lint consistent with tl_e
r(.;ul;d_,r cl_aracteristics m_d Mission IV val_(rs.
"l'i,_' _('xt si_nifi_'m_t \'CS evet_t c()nccw_('d
t,l_'c(li,,_ tl,_ I)r()l)(dlaa_t li_es ;tnd arn_i_ag tlat,
sxstt';_. "1'1_(' "l_l('t'd" ex,c_t t_c'ct_rrc'd at 1.1:2:3
(,N1T _,_ ..\_'.z_,st :2 (1),ty :21.t); the entire" x,Mv,.s
wt,rt' _)i)c'_ for iq)l)r()ximatt'ly :_() sc.(:()_l(ls, th(.re-
1)v increasi_g the valve te_nl)eratt_r(: ])y 10.5°F.
This activity was followed l)y l)rol)ellm_t squib
valve actuation at 14:28 (;MT; 1)rol)ellant tank
pressures decayed 2 i)si, providin_ positive
confirmation of valve actuation.
The mi(lcourse maneuver for trajectory adjust-
merit was designed h)r engine ignition to occur
at ()6:()0:00.0 (;,kit on August 3 (Day 215) with
a desired velocity ehan_e of 29.76 ml)S. The
,n;meuver was c()nducted without incident, a
veh)city cl_ange ()f 2.0.75 ml)S l)ei_g achieved
with m_ en._ine ol)eratin_ time of26.1 sec(n_ds.
The (n'l)it injection maneuver was progr;tmmed
for engi_e i_iti()n t() ()c'c'ur at 16:48:54.4 (;NIT
on August 5 (Day 217); the desired velocity
change was 643.04 ml)S. The maneuver produced
orbital elements very close t() the desired
wdues, l'2n_ine ol)erating time was determined
to l)e 4.08.1 seconds; engine valve temperature
was 68 to 71°F during engine operation, and
reached a nmxinmm value of 10.0.8°F apl)roxi-
mately 53 minutes following the maneuver.
The mission was designed on the basis of con-
(luctin_ two orbit transfer maneuvers: the first
was a perilune transfer maneuver to h)wer the
I)erilm_e t<) al)l)roximately 10(1 kilometers,
and tl_e second was an at)ohme tril.nsfer mlttleu-
vet to lower the iq)oltil_e t() approximately
1,500 kilomet(,rs. The 1)eriltme transfer manett-
vet was initiated at 08:4,):48. i (;SIT on August
7 (1)ay 21,t)) with a l)r()grmnmed velocity change
of 15.i17 ml)S; the desired velocity change was
atc'hieved with m_ engine operating time of
10.78 seconds. The perihme of the resulting
orbit missed the desired value l)y less than 0.5
kilometer, an error of less than 0.5%. The apo-
hme tr;msfer mane_tvt,r was l)rogrammed for
an (,n_ine i_nition at ()5:()8:32.7 GMT on Au-
gust !i (!)_ty 221) with a ¢!(.sired AV of 233.67
ml)s..\=,:i_, the maneux, : was ('onch_cted with-
• or..
out i_('icic, nt, a velocity , :_(, of _o3.66 raps
1)ei_ _¢'i_ieve(l with an ,. ...... ' ()l)_'ratin_ time
of 152.!1 seconds. From tr,,, ,.;,:._ data, the error
in the' acl_i¢.ved al)olui_t_ _..... ,_de was less than
().0.|%.
At i_itiation of exten(led-missi(_l_ <)l)eration on
A_t_ust 25 (1)ay 240), Spa('ecraft had a remain-
8b;
2"it¢
in_ velocity change capability of approximate-
ly 93 raps, and'_;apl_roxinmtely 5.6 pounds of
nitrogen fbr affttude control purposes. The
nitrogen shutoff _quib valve was actuated at
22:38 GMT on August 27 (Day 239).
Subsystem Time-History Data -- Figure 3-4
presents the quantity of nitrogen gas remaininK
in the storage vessel as a function of time
throughout the mission. The data points are
plotted at 6-hour intervals and represent a 6-
hour average value. For reference, a nominal
mission Imdget and a significant-events code
are included in the plot. It will l)e observed
that actual nitrogen consumption wits quite
close to the predict for initial mission phases,
but then began to deviate (in a faw>rable direc-
tion) during the photographic phase. The devi-
ation is explained its h_llows.
*The budget included allowances for
update roll attitude errors. In actual fact,
no physical roll maneuvers were con-
ducted; rather, the roll error was over-
stored into the initial attitude maneuver
for th e photographic site.
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• A tzreater-than-actual allowance was
made for "acquire Sun" maneuvers. The
gyro drift rates were minimal to the de-
gree that Sun acquisition was essentially
just a pitch naaneuver (from an off-Sun
attitude) rather than a pitch and yaw
maneuver.
• Nitrogen consumption for attitude maneu-
vers was calculated on the basis of a
heavier spacecraft than was actually the
case..
All factors comlfined to reduce the nitrogen
consumption rate during final-orhit photog-
raphy to an uverall average of 0.584 pound per
day rather than the predicted value of approxi-
mately I).85 pound per day. During 8 dltys of
final readout, the average consunaption rate
was found to be 0.053 pound per day its com-
pared to a predicted value of 0.05 pound per
day.
Figure 3-5 shows the variations in subsystem
pressures during flight. The lack of Sun occul-
tation periods produced the essentially constant
propellant tank pressure trend, the slight in-
crease matching tile slow temperature rise
shown in Figure 3-6. No system leakage was
apparent.
Figure 3-6 plots subsystem temperature trends
in a similar manner (tlmugh at only 12-hour
intervals). As noted, h)cal temperatures were
generally in the region of 50 to 75°F; the tran-
sients in engine valve temperature (AT03) are
the result of propulsive maneuvers. The tem-
perature characteristics are similar to those
observed during Mission IV.
,'ffmiettt:er Perfi_rma_we -- During the p:'i.:..,rv
1)]ioto_rat)ific mission of Lunar Orl)iter V, .iie
vcloc'itv " 'conm)_ subsystem provided f(mr pro-
p_,lsivc nmneuvers. These consisted of a mid-
course manc,lver, an initial orbit injeckion
lllalleltv(.r, it 1)crilm_e transfer maneuver to
:)l_,ce the sp,,cccraft m an interim orbit, and an
,i;,;_m,c tra::sfer m,mcuvcr to achicve the final
or.,_: for hi_h-res(_lution ptmtography (initial
;.l,,! interim orbits were used for survey 1)itot,)!z-
;'.,t:)l,.x _. Thc sell,system l)erforn)allce Sllll_:ll,,:')"
t, i)l'k',_ClltC'(l iil "i'.ble _'o -z. The maneuvt,rs i_:(li-
cate that the system had it delivered thrust of
approxinmtely l(10 pounds at a specific impulse
of 276 seconds. For comparison, the engine on
Spacecraft demonstrated the following per-
formance characteristics during the four 5-
second steady-state acceptance test runs."
Thrust, lbs 98.6
Specific impulse, sec 277.7
Mixture ratio, ()If 2.013
Engine accel)tance data are normalized to a
standard propellant teml)erature of 70°F; an
average wdue of propellant temperature (ST04)
at the time of tile maneuvers was on the order
of 50 to 52°F.
Figures 3-7 and 3-8 present VCS telemetry
data obtained during the orbit injection maneu-
ver; Figure 3-7 shows pressure and tempera-
ture data, while Figure 3-8 plots dynamic data
in the form of gimbal actuator positions and
accelerometer output. Gimbal actuator move-
ment was minimal as on previous flights, and
the characteristics of velocity change were
nominal.
Engine valve temperature during and following
each maneuver was normal. A brief summation
of maximunl valve temperature (AT03), result-
ing from fl_ermal s0ak-back, is presented in
Table 3-4.
i ii ii
Table L--t.: Engine Valve Temperature
Maximum Soak-Back
I IIII
Midcourse ... 100.1°F
Injection .............. 109.8
Periltmc trans.\ ....... 94.8
Al)().u;',c ':rm.sfcr ....... 107.7
The gimhal actuator movements presented in
Figure 3-7 are typical of this, and previous,
missions. Table 3-5 summarizes actuator posi-
tions before ;',rid after each maneuver.
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Figure 3-6: Velocity Control Subsystem Temperature-Time Histories - Spacecraft Flight Data
LiLllnc:h
Midc(mrse
Injection
l'erihme transfer
Apohme transfer
ni II I
Slight discrepancies between the
Table 3-5: Gimbal Actuator Position
of (me maneuver and the beginnin_ of the next
Pitch (degL _Yaw_LdeA__
Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
-0.062 -0.062 0.040 0.040
-0.039 -0.062 0.063 0.496
-0.085 -0.085 0.473 0.314
-0.085 -0.03, C) 0.336 0.268
-0.03, t) -0.131 (I.268 0.473
i
conclusion are reflections
tics.
of data resolution characteris-
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3.6 STI_UCTURES AND MECHANISMS
SUP, SYSTEM
Presented here is a I)rief discussi(m of i.tctors
;c!ativ, g_ tc_ t_,_e structures and mechanisms of
2,a,mr Orbiter V. This inw)lves it presentatioa
o'." vil,ration data observed dm'ing lmmch, dc-
l)],,yi:_ent and squib actuation sequencing, ..:x!
ca:_lera thermal door operational history. O:;e
_i,ic:'o_,aeteoroid impact was observed during
the primary mission.
3.6.1 Launch Vibration Enviromnent
Figures ,3-9 through 3-26 present vibration data
(as recorded from Agena telemetry) from liftoff
Day 2!3, _-:oo:00.338 GMT to Agena second
cutolT at 23:05:48.0 GMT. For comparison, the
uppc-" e,_vclope of spacecraft vibration testing is
inclt,cLxi. Ti_ese data are comparable to that
observed during previous flights.
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3.6.2 Deployment and Squib Actuation
Following spacecraft separation from tile Agena
at 23:08:33.8 GMT, the deployment sequence
was initiated. Based on the stored program com-
mands, antenna deployment was initiated at
23:10:32,0 GMT, solar panel del)loyment con>
menced at 23:10:57.8 GMT, and the nitrogen
isolation squib valve was actuated at 23:11:4,9.4
GMT. Upon receipt of first good data from DSS-
41 at 23:22 GN,IT, it was verified that all events
had been successfully accomplished. The VCS
propellant isolation squib valves were success-
fully actuated on Day 214, at 14:28:28 GMT.
Just prior to the conclusion of the primary mis-
sion, the nitrogen shutoff squib valve was ac-
tuated at 22:38 GMT on Day 239.
3.6.3 Camera Thermal Door
During Mission V, the camera thermal door
operated without incident. On Day g15, during
the cislunar phase, the unit was cycled three
times as part of a special test. For lunar photog-
raphy, the came,ra door was cycled on 74 occa-
sions; the overall mission total was 77 cycles.
3.6.4 Thermal Control
The thermal control subsystem of the Lunar
Orbiter spacecraft is a passive system with the
equipment mounted on a Sun-oriented equip-
ment mounting deck (EMD). tteat generated by
equipment is conducted to the EMD where it is
radiated to the space environment. The EMD is
covered with paint (B1056 with an overcoat of
S13G) having a low solar absorptance. A uni-
form, 20% distribution of mirrors (optical solar
reflectors) is bonded to the paint on the ENID,
with an additional 10% concentration of mirrors
placed in sections of the EMD where additional
heat rejection is needed. Thermal control is
acifieved by varying the attitude of the EMD
with respect to the Sun. The equipment is en-
closed in multilayer blanket insulation, and
supl)lenaental heating is supplied, as needed,
to the propellant and photo subsystenas by elec-
tric heaters.
Spacecraft temperatures were maintained with-
in prescribed temperature limits throughout the
mission. In general, Mission V was the most
successful of any mission and was devoid of
thermal anomalies.
Equipnaent mount deck thermal coating (paint)
degradation occurred, similar to that experi-
enced with Spacecraft 7. However, degradation
of the thermal coating caused no inapairment
of the spacecraft mission objectives, because its
effect on the spacecraft was offset by pitching
the spacecraft off the sunline at a predetermined
angle. These maneuvers maintained tenapera-
tures at the desired levels.
3.6.4.1 Thermal Problems
The only ttmrmal problem experienced with
Spacecraft 3 was thermal paint degradation
similar to Mission IV.
Figure 3-27 compares the absorptivity of the
thermal control coating of Spacecraft 3 with that
of Spacecraft 5. The effective absorptivity of the
paint-mirror cmubination on Spacecraft 5 is
compared to the absorptivity of the paint alone
on Spacecraft 3.
The low altitude of L/O V makes the ENID sub-
ject to heat radiated from Moon and sunlight
reflected from the Moon. This fact, along with
the photo maneuvers, made the orbit data value-
less in computing degradation data. The only
usable data was obtained late in the mission,
when the spacecraft was put on Sun for approxi-
mately 4 hours in Orbits 150 through 151.
The degradation rates were sufficiently low so
that ENID temperatnres were not a major prob-
lena during the mission. The spacecraft was
pitched off the Sun during readout to reduce
the E M D and component temperatures, particu-
larly the EMD under the camera and TWTA
temperature. The nmximum off-Sun angle used
was 41 degrees,
3.6.4.2 Thermal Paint Experiment
An experiment involving four types of thermal
paints was included onboard the Mission V
Lunar Orbiter spacecraft. The purpose of this
experiment was to evaluate the stability of these
paints when exposed to solar radiation for long
periods in a deep space environment. The paint
samples included in this experiment were S I3G
overcoat on B 1056, Hughes organic white paint,
McDonnell Z-93 white paint, and a silicone
overcoat on aluminum foil.
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Figure 3-27: Comparison of Spacecraft 3 and 5 Solar Absorptivity
TILe radiation stability of these paints is meas-
ured in terms of the solar absorptance and infra-
red emissivity coefficients. The ratio of solar
absorptanee to infi'ared emissivity coefficients
for each paint sample is obtained through the
_elationship
a S a (T PAINT) 4 COI_RECTEI)
S
S = solar constant
a = Stephan-B,_ltzlnan constltllt
(T paint corrected) = mcastned
paint sample temperature by S/C
telemetry and corrected for extrane-
ous energy sources
a S = solar absorptanee coefficient
elR = infrared emissivity coefficient
"f',_,. ratio of solar abs,n'ptance coefficient to tlw
irl e_nissix'it.v coufficiex_t is sho\vn it_ l"i¼',tre
,3-28 for the thernml coatings included in this
experin;el_t. Tire data rel)reselltt'd im'l_,k's ,)l,lv
the tin:e duration eovt, rt,d during: t[_e i)rimm'v
mission; extended Inissioll alma will l)e reported
elsewhere.
3.6.5 Thermal Design Difference Between
31issions IV and V
*lission V presented a similar thermal situatiol_
to Mission I\;, except tlw lower orbit introduced
areater heating from cntittcd axed reiqectcd
thunnal radiation from tl,v l_lna" surf, Lee. As with
Nlissi_._ i\'. tt_e lfi_h-i_,cli,.ttio|_ orbit prcclt.k'd
the. spacecraft enteri a the Xh)on's shadow. "l'tw
al)seiwu _I" at coolinfd period \vl_ih, ti.' sp:tcccr.dt
is in the dark would raise the spacecraft temper-
atm'cs to unaccet}tal)le levels. Also. mission
retit,irc:,_utlts dictMcd orieiRati,)la of tilt' space-
er;tf{ _i S_,;_, o:" lwarly so, l)etxvt, c;l ph,_to sites
ixl _}tc._:.i,,:' {)rJ)xt t() co_as(.rve l_itro_c_. Ix, addi-
tio,_, _',,(, i,l.,t,_grapI_ic portion of the mission
\Vats ]OllVur than Missions I to Ill, inclusive;
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hence,the paint degradationwould eauseun-
acceptablyhigh photosubsystem teml)eratures
and Bimat degradation. A thermal cmm-ol paint
that would have sufficiently low solar absorp-
tahoe or a suffieientl.v low degradation rate to
allow the mission to be flown as phmned could
m_t be identified. The wwy low solar absorp-
tahoe of optical solar reflectors (()SR) COmlmrcd
to paint ( a ,_ 0.06 versus 0.20 to 0.30) mad(, it
al_parent that sul)stantia] reductions in space-
craft temperatures cmdd be achieved through
their use.
In Spacecraft, used in Mission IX', the ()SP_
were arranged in a uniform pattern of 20% ()SI_
and 80% paint, which was equivalent to usin_ a
paint with a lower solar absorptance. The lower
orl)ita] altitude for ,Mission V, the addition of a
booster regulator, and an increase in battery
charge current from 1.05 to 1.35 amps, re(tuired
additional cooling. Based on Mission IV experi-
ence, this was achieved by increasing the con-
centration of ()SR from 20 to 30% in the vicinity
of the photo subsystem and the TWTA.
3.6.6 Thermal Performance
A history of Spacecraft 3 thermal activities is
included in Table 3-6 for convenient reference.
Temperature Histort3 - The flight temperature
history of Spacecraft 3 was generally similar to
that experienced in previous missions. The
temperatures for selected telemetry channels for
the early cislunar phase of the mission are
shown in Table 3-7, Typical temperatures en-
ecmntered during other phases of the flight are
shown in Figures 3-2(,) through -32,
3.6.7 Thermal Paint Experiment
l,unar ()d_iters IV and V Thermal Paint Experi-
ment.s' -- Thermal eoatin_ experiments involving
sex'en different paints were included on-board
the Xlissim_ IV and V I,unar Orbiter spa(.e-
crafts, l)csi:cnation of these coatings, along with
a Izm_era] description of the coating, in given in
Table. 3-8.
Uz_e of a thermal paillt ili deep space was a
fundan:ental aspect of spacecraft thern_:d
control, providing the necessary radiation
charaet:_,;'istics to maintain adequate tempera-
tures, both on the painted surfaces and within
the spacecraft.
The purpose of these experime_ts was t()
ev.'duate the stahility of thermal eoatin,_ radiation
chm'acteristies in a dcop-sp:tce environment for
long-tilne durations. The radiation characteris-
tics ,ff the paintet.l surtaces are measured in
terms of a sola.r radiation al)s()rl)tmlcc coefficient
(a s ) and an infi'ared emissivity coefficient
(tll I). The _¢,l_eralized relationshil) l_etw('en
tcml)t'rature and tl_e solar al)sorptalwe and
i,d'rare(1 elnissivit.v coefficients for an insulated
flat plate with its normal directed ahm_ the
solar vector is _iven b.v
;,](11S a sT= o
t
where: S = s()lar constant
o = Stephm_-Boltzman constant
a S
Ill
T
= solar al)sorptance coefficient
= infrared emissivity c_wffieient
= C(luililn-imn temperature of an
atlial)atic t]at plate viewin_ the Sun.
lit'ace, unstable thermal coatin_ ra(liati(m
characteristics caused/)x" the radiati(m enx, irol_-
ment in deep space will cause trustable temper-
at,re conditions on the Sm_-cxposed sm'l, tc'es.
Comlmri.s'on of Flight Test l)ata and Laborator!l
Measurements -- Initial radiation characteris-
tics of each thermal coating were correlated
between hfl)()ratory-measured data and flight
test data, This correlation M" data is illustrated
in Figure 3-33. llence, it can be s(.en that ini-
tial laboratory and flight test data compare
i',voral)ly, cm_sideri_ '.z the litany xari;d)les en-
c(mntered in tile Iaborator.v aim flight data
measm'ements and interpretatively, The maxi-
mum deviation in aS] ei11 was apln'oximately
+ 0.02 fin" twn of the paint samples, while the
l"_'lllaillillg paint sltmplt,s had a mean deviation
of apln'Oximately + 0.01 in the ilfitial ratio of
aS/t lit" This correlation in a me;u_s hv which
the absolute value M' as/tll _ t'or each paint can
be interpreted in terms _t" cmffidence level,
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I,
(day : hr • min)
213:22:33
214:08:04
214:14:34
214:23:13
215:04:10
215:05:21
215:06:00
217:16:37
217:17:46
217:17:50
217:18:01
218:07:55
218:10:30
218:11:14
21.9:06:-10
21.9:08:32
21,9:08:46
219:13:,t3
;, 21.% 13:58
219:15:47
219:23:14
,' 221 :(14:5(i
221:05:1(1
Table 3-6"
History of S/C 3 Thermal Activities
i
Thermal Activity
i i
Pitch to Sun
Remarks
P/S heaters on
TWTA on
PIS heaters off
PIS heater inhibit off
TWTA off
Engine burn
Pitch 96 degrees
TWTA on
Pitch to +40 degrees
Solar eclipse off
Acquire Sun
TWTA off
Pitch - 176.,9 degrees
Solar eclipse on
Pitch +71 degrees
Pitch to Sun
Pitch to +171 degrees
Pitch to Sun
TWTA on
TWTA off
Pitch to bun
i
S/C Liftoff from ('ape
Kennedy
Maintain P/S temperature
during ciMunar cruise
Mideourse correction
Orbit injection
(Day heaters on)
Site A-1 photo
First orbital transfer
Site A-6 photo
Secmld orl)ital trmlsfer
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(day:hr: rain)
221:09:44
ThernmlActivity
TWTA on
Table 3-6(Continued)
i
Remarks
221:09:50 l'itch +38 degrees
221:15:51 Site A-14 ph()t(_
221:16:03 Pitch +38 degrees S/C pitched +38 de_rees between photo
mal_euvers for cooling
229:07:38 Pitch +41 degrees S/C pitched to +41 degrees I_etwcen
photo maneuvers for additional
cooling due to paint degradation.
231:02:43 Pitch to 30 degrees To ensure sufficient elec-
trical Dower for Bimat cut
231:04:20 Pitch to +38 degrees 38 degrees pitch angle" for readout
239:()6:45 TWTA off
23,9:07:44 Pitch to +52 degrees Cool S/C for period ol_ Sma
during _yro drift test
239:16:40 Pitch to Sm_ for gym drift test
23,_1:21 : 12 Pitch to +52 ¢h,.t:,rces l,.;xtendcd-missim_ pitch
attitude
L+O L*2
GM'I 213: 214:
2.2:33:
00 00:33
STOI E.M D,"I_,'T A 54.4 42.9
STO2 EM D/bat_er;e_, 56.7 56.3
b 1_-)3 EMD/IBU 56.8 62.7
• NT(M tank det k 55.,q 49.6
CTO2 ¢ranr, ln_tbder 61.7 63.4
ETO2 bdtter_, i 68,0 65.3
" }"l'(_ lo,,,vt-r e._jronment I_6.3 59,0
i'_t)/_ ,|_;_'¢ ¢n','ironmeot 57,1 54,1
( )rlel_[,_tl**o h,,m 5,_J L_unch On Sun
Table 3-7: Thermal Status Report
Temperature_ *F
L'I'4 I..+6 L+8 L* 111 L÷I2 L+I4 L+I6 L+I8 L_ _0 L÷ 22
02:33 04:33 06.33 08:33 10:33 12:33 14:33 16:33 18:33 20:33
43.3 43.8 45.1 46.0 47.3 47.8 47.8 70.7 731 74.0
55.0 61.7 66.7 69.0 69.9 70._, 7(I.8 72.2 73.2 74.1
64.0 64.9 66.8 67.7 68.6 69.9 70.4 70,9 71.3 71 .h
48.2 47.8 4_.2 48.7 , 48.7 49.1 49.1 50,0 50.9 54).9
63.9 67.3 72.0 74.5 75.4 76.2 76.6 77.1 78.3 79.6
64.1 79.8 88.5 91.9 93.3 94.0 9,4.3 B4,7 95.4 '06.4
50,0 48.8 4_'/. 1 4h.8 51.0 53.4 54.4 ,_S.1 5fi,6 57.8
52.2 51.g 50.5 51,1) 53.6 56.1 57,1 ,.5,q,2 60.0 61,4
15_,5 158.3 157.3
On Sun On Sun On Sun On Sun On Suw, On Sun On Sun On Sun On Sun On Su=,
i! COMMENTS. }'h,,t(, s_.stem he.aer_on at Da_. 214 08:04 CMT
i -I'XV'i'A on _l Da:, 214.14:34 GMT.
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Figure 3-33: Comparison of Laboratory and
Flight Data for Initial Thermal Coating
Coupon ( a S/e IR) Ratio
Flight Test Data -- The experimental flight test
apparatus has previously been descril)ed in
the Lunar Orbiter IV mission report. Briefly,
this apparatus consists of surfaces coated with
the thermal paints of interest; each coated sur-
lace is instrumented with a therlnistor that
will allow measurement of the surface temper-
ature.
The measured surface temperature data for
each thermal coating must be corrected for
extraneous energy sources, such as incident
radiant energy from the nearby viewed space-
craft solar ;.tl'r_tys, a more complete clescription
of these correction factors is described in the
I,unar Orbiter IV mission report. B_th measured
m_d corrected thermal coating temperatures
are plotted iu Figures 3-34 and 3-35 a_ainst
equiwdent fidl-Sun exposure time. The cor-
rected temperature data given in Fi_m'e 3-35
inelucte both extraneous energy source correc-
tions and seasonal solar flux intensity correc-
tions.
The temperature rise of eacla thermal coating
coupm_ due t.'; degr'..:d:.:tian in the thermal coat-
ing radiation characteristics is given in Figure
3-36. Several pertinent conchlsicms can be
drawn from the data shown in this figure: (1)
tim various types of thernml coatings examined
in these experiments exhibit a wide variation
in degradation rates (e.g., the temperature rise
of one thermal coating at 600 hours equivalent
fidl-Sma exposure was 70°F, while another
thermal coating at the same time period slmwect
at temperature rise of only 24°F); (2) the inor-
ganic-type thermal coatings appear to l)e more
stable than their organic counterparts.
Measured Coati?_g Radiation Properties in
Flight -- The ratio of solar absorptance coeffi-
cient to infrared emissivity coefficient (a_/t IR)
for each of the thermal coatings included in the
I,.O. V experiment is given in Figure 3-37. The
data indicate that Z-,q3 thermal coatin_ was
more stable than all of the other thermal coat-
ings tested, including the L.O. IV experimental
coatings.
The instantaneous degradation rate of each
thermal coating is shown in Figure 3-38, The
data indicate that the degradation rate of the
or_zanic coatings is still high at 700 equiwdent
full-Sun exposure hotlrs, while the inor_z;mic
type coatings had a very low degradation rate
at 'the same time period. Initially, the ratio of
degradation rates for the organic coatings com-
pared to the inorganic coatings was approxi-
mately 2.1, while this ratio had increased to
approximately 7.0 after 700 equivalent full-Sun
exposure hours.
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Coatingl)t'si_natim_
S-13(:Overcoaton
B1O56
S-13(;
B1O6O
I Iughes'Inorganic
White
i lughes' Organic
White
Silicone over
.]umimlm foil
Z-93
ii i i i ii ii |1 i
Table 3-8: Coating Descriptions
I Ill
S/C Test Bed (;c.neral l>aint l)escription
I,.(). IV & V S 13(; is described lwl,,w.
BI056 is Zn() (New Jer-
se.v Zn SP500) in a Silicone
resin (I_TV-6(}2).
1,.0. IV Zn() (modified with potas-
siren silicate) pigment in at
silicone (RTV-602)resin.
L.O. IV ZnO (modified with potas-
sium silicate) in a silicone
resin (RTV-602). Boein_
prol_rit, tary catalyst incor-
porated.
I,.0. IV Ti() 2 pivmcnt in a potas-
sium silicate binder
(Sylvania PS-7).
1 ..(). V Aluzninum silicate ifi_ment
in a silic'm_e I)inder
(l{TV-602).
1,.0. V Silicone (RTV-602} coatin_
on pure alllminum foil.
I..0. V ZnO pigment incorporated
in a potassium silicate
binder (Sylvania t'S-7).
ii i i ii
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o Note : Some Data Obtained by Correcting
for Effects of S/C Pitch Angle > 0°
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Figure 3-34: Measured on-Sun Tlaermai &;oating Coupon Tcmperaiures
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4.0 " ' System l:'er;orn=zanceGrou.a , o
The l,unar Orhiter _rmmd data system pro-
rides facilities and e(luipl,wnt required to rc-
c{,i\'e, record, process, ;uld transmit data and
{'O111111all(IS ])ctweell tile Sl)it¢,e Flight ()peratio_s
Facility (SF()t") m_d thc, spacecraft. In additMn,
,dl facilities necessary to sustain nfissitni opcra-
timLs wvre provided lLv means of a complex,
colisistilJK of three primary l)eep Space Sta-
tions (1)SS), the SF()t", and the grmnM con>
n_'.nications system. Separate facilities were
p,'m'idcd at Eastman Kodak, Bochester, N.Y.,
iuM at l,migle.v ltcscarch ('enter, ltampto_,, Vir-
_ainia, to process and evaluate the photo data
ohtained.
involvin_ orbit determhmtions wl_cre oda'r
computers ',veto not av:dlable.
All fore operating4 c.ol_qmtcr stri_;zs, listed be-
low, wcrc used to suDl_ort .kiissiol_ V.
(.;o_L_p3_Lt_:r .b_"BLi)lg s T_ot__d! [9_3 r_, I_)u _! _.\_!(2dq .9
X :355 ....
Y 3(56 3O6
W 261 94
4.1 SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS
FACILITY (SFOF)
The SF()F provided tlle mission controi _'_'_tt_;"
and facilities to process and display data to
support oper.,flimval mission cm_trol. Facilities
were provided for the _rouLid reconstruction
equipment and for analysis of the recopstructed
I rluzlm ImOtoaI'atd,.s; thcJ'e were also " "P'liK'l,ltlOS
t'<_r rcprod_a'tion and distribution ofopcn,ti_mai
"_ " ;ind fin" n_icr_d'i!mia_ all cOlnl)uter pro_ia_a
'veltiit
_n,tput. ()vcrall performance oi'Ihe entire SF()I;
data system was very g_ood.
4.1.1 Computer and Communications .... : "t..,O_,,D _e.,
,1The telc]netrv, lnOc'essing s,,_lon (TI'S) a;i,:] _w:_'
interred t'ommmfications system at the SF()F
provhted trackin:4 m;d ' ".te_eme,rv data from
telctyp(, and tht high-sl)ecd data line to tile
1 l ) i ,Sl"()l" cmntmtcrs auad te,eOi c (aaa_, to tLe opcr-
• .. ] •
att.hn_.s retax. "l']ic compt:tcr complex l,t,\;c_cd
ttqc_a_ctr\ data proc'essi_ag, tracking data proccss-
i;_.'-L¢'{_,at_(] _cncratioi_, cmnmatnd \,crii'ication,
illl(t _ ' , . iitl,[,l('t)ll'i_)i lillll)ll {i'iiIP';iliiN, Ni()ll Of {lit.' iUiiN.'¢,iO_l
sv',l_t('_tt'(' .,.cript am! '" ,*_ " : *'Mitd_ _)1<'_1_¢'_.',. T_lc cc:ltrai
('OiB,DIlliii_ COllll)]ex Collsisi_s 0[" £01.i1" C(_iili)iltOf
.'d;'ill_',.', (';t¢'}l t'Oidiiiili;lg ;ill !i{N_ 7094 cainl)Utt-'r
l'imple(i with ilil IBM 7()4_ i_lpt;t-t_tltlmi ki/()!
l)lo;'Ps.,,w thrm;_}_ il:_ !B.ki ......d_sk l'il"t,SiJl i il]('i _ _()]'_,"
..ii(l ii dire,.'[ (tidlt cot_llecti(ni (',)_)(').'i'i,c :" ' ''_
.....i, ,..,...t i:', I:tP, _",,. i.._" ,_.-,,,_'._t{¢_:',:_',..............{_1 ;, :'O;.i_.-;.ilF_( •
.sc_,sc. i)ut was used for o(i'-[i;ic functions
V 18 18
The total amount of Mode 2 time used was
1,000 1"1¢.71t1"5. l_tllti Mode o w,s rased duri_ig all
cviticlil p}laiSCS a:_d tiwou_l_out 1,.0st of the mis-
sion duc to the tia!_t mission cm_strai_ats. Dual
Mode 2 computer strings were not always tip as
ii [_,ck up for eacli other.
4.i.2 System Software
The so}'tv,'are s.xst_.qn for Mi._._im_ V ¢'oiitai',_ed
' S()i t\\'ill (', "['t) t.'i'ilali_C._ [rolil tlit' X]issi()il "_\' " "
system wits succi_'ssi'uiiy dcmo_,szra_cd p,i._;"
to tl_e Missim_ \: tl'ailiill_ CXei'C'iSOS, il;iC] pcl'-
f'or_:,ed ,_•xcc't_tiiu,dl.v well wi.q; m} scri;_l:s si£t-
ware failures.
The SF()F n,issio:_ independent software l_Cr-
Ln'med satisfactorily throu_l'a>ut .X_is._io_ V,
with _o cXCCl'MO::s. The chro:fic o¢'currc_iuc
of i:itcraial restarts on the 70-14"s t..au>cd l)\
(:.:i_mlmicatio_ Error Oi which pia;_tlcd
Mission IV was corrected v,'itil _;() si_ii'k'au:t
rct.,ul;'cnce. (i:,e h,ission IV ' '<misDI'i'D_ it'('
_lescuil)ct.l in N.a.S.'k i)oc,ument Ci{ 664!)8, t,u_lc_;"
Orbiter IX" FMc; !L'port Mi,_si,, ,q{lstcm
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sequencesto be transmittedto the spacecraft
computer and of a programthat coordinates
missi,m phmning. Changes to the SPAC pro-
grams fi)r Mission V were limited to the thermal
program, which was expanded to allow greater
capabilities in status reportiug and plotting.
There were no t, film'es in any of the SPAC
con qmter |)I'O_I'IIIIL_,.
"l'al)le 4-1, it talmlatima of all SPA(; eomp_ter
pr,)_ran_ exec_zti,ms, divides m_suc'cessful
executions into two groups. Input errors inelt,de
ndSlmuclmd input cards, incorrect messages,
aud oI)ti()n switches entered fi'om the input
console. System errors c()nsist of system hard-
ware and software failures. SPAC software
errors include at'cessing a bad master data
table, a l)ad c()mm(m environment on disk, and
all SPA(". software, llm'dware errors inch,de
card reader prol)len:s, sense line errors, and
cmmmmication errors while reading cards.
4.1.2.2 FI"AC So.ft_care S!/stem Performance
B(.tween .Missi(ms IV and V, a number of
modifications were incorporated in the FPAC
software system. Some of these chan_es were
dictated by the necessity to correct errors dis-
cm'(.vcd throu,_h the use of the software and its
cl_all_es in tl_e l)rt'vi_m.,, fli/ht; others were
Inade to ilnl)rox'e th(, efficiency and speed of
eomln,tation, l)rovide additional coml)llta-
ti,mal tools to tile analysts, m_d eliminate hand
(.()pving data fin" command conference forms.
"Fiat. perf()rmance ()f" 'all FPAC computer pro-
_ralns dm'ing Mission V was satisLtctory. A
late chanlCe to user programs EVAL, involving
tI_(. additi()n of it new link, \vit,,,; availal)le on
Cmly ();,e of the tw¢) computer strings. This
_tri_,K w,s largely at the disposal of orbit deter-
:,flmttion analysts; hence, it was not used its
(.,xtt,_siveiy its it might have ()therwis(, been. A
[_:'icf dt,scriptimJ ,)f the c'h;uages that were made
i',lhm's.
/':"z,'.2 _va:/; C(mtrol Progrvm,,; -- Use;" programs
1,22:Z and _NTL were modified to all,)w more
,'2"/cie:d. a,.:2 ;';q)id c,);nl)utaihn, of _cc.ulmtion
i...:i ;'a;,g(' (i,ta. Ci,mges i_;ci,.ded were dmt
• s;_;._;,e_:,;¢_'_;t}'_(' r('quire_[ ini)azts a_M made
• ,,c i,;,);d;'am _q)_..rathm _i()re m;tomatit:, Chances
,)f error were reduced so that tl',e first run was
usually aeeeptal)le.
A reliefs-needed co, n'dimm, tr;msforn)ation
lmekaIce was added to suhl)rogram PI(;, which
appears in user programs INMI, a_d M1)LI..
This option greatly aided the gui(tance analysts
as it allows the inputtin_ ,)f a state vector in
either conic or cartesian c()()rdimtt(.s. An addi-
tiomtI advantage lmm_l_t al)out 1)y this modifi-
cation was it better interface with these pro-
grams and the orl)it determimdi,_ l)r,)gram
(()I)I'IA.
In the links C()MDI and XMAN1, the pseudo
Sun and pseudo Canopus vectors were rede-
fined to correct a sul)tle error discovered du,'-
in_ Mission IV. It wits necessary t() replace the
IltU roll and pitch axes with the sun sensor and
the Cartel)uS tracker axes for the computation
of these vectors. The effects of this computa-
ti(mal error could be cancelled by a work-
around procedure, but the chance of analyst
errol wits great.
The data storage region in (;ENI, was ehan_ed
to update several of the physical cm,sta,ats not
normally input t() the flight l)atl_ control pro-
_rams. Problems were encountt'red (hq-ina Mis-
sion IX' when the mltdated va/_ws nomi_mlly
in (;ENI. were mistakenl.v used in cmnlmta-
ti,)ns.
A change in the 1)rint(mt of the pre- and post-
injection state vectors and of tl_e thrust direc-
tions cosines in of dates coordinates was re-
quire& The correction made it lmSSi})]( . to prop-
erly input the thrusting maneuver t,) l)ttl)I. (to
generate predicts) and to TRJI, (t() check the
i_.jecti(m maneuver).
User lm)vrams (;('.I)I_ and EVAI, were ,nodi-
lied to correct the outpt_t of hmgit_tde and
latitude 1)oints descril)in_¢ the plmto frame
edges, The p,cx'ious fi)vn) left a lar,_e region on
each edge v,;); cak'ulated, making it difficuh to
1)lot phi)to c'_)verage with any (legree ()t" accur-
acy.
A new link, F()TO.9, was added to user pr()_nma
EVA1,. This link has tI_c ability to process the
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Table 4-I: SPAC Program Execution
Pro_
CEUI,
DATI_
TIMI,
(;ASI,
C(}(;l_,
SEAl.,
TI_BI,
C()()I_
I.!'I'AB
Ot!Al,
S(:XI,
Nil)I,
I|UI}}I,
C()t_I,
Total
Buns
,
486
427
2.{)4
90
245
57
113
1()
2O
2O3
1,5
16
2,q
4
SysteW{ _rrors
No. of I t/\V S/\V I n put
Succcsse.s Failures Failures Failures
486 0 0 0
•_O,J i 8 9
282 0 0 12
88 2 () ()
243 0 2 0
55 2 0 0
1 I0 1 0 2
8 0 (} :2
20 0 0 0
203 0 0 0
15 () 0 {}
16 0 {) 0
2,q () {) {)
4 0 0 0
T()'FAI_ 2,{}().q 1 ,_)68 8
(,it _ Cll ,:._._.I {) II SPercc;it;tt_o " " "'
i0 25
'l'{}tal No. of 11/\V S/\V I nFut
i_u;_s Successes Failm'es Failures Failures
(_t, ,T(YFA I. 2,()(},9 1,,)o8 6 1{} 25
% i()0 •_)T.!)5 ....U,,)
...... t i i ii _
I or:-
; .--.)
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photo data necessaryfin" a commandcmffer-
enee,and then pri_t out the datain a form ac-
ceptable fro"distrilmtimu thus eliminating the
needtohandcopythedata.
Tracking Data l".ditil_g l'n,_rams (TDI'X and
OD(JX -- Two ehan_es were made to the TI)PX
s,mree deck fin" Mission V:
o 1)SS-51 (J<flmnnesl)ur.ts.) was defined as
an s-band station;
o Tracking 1)ata Formats 1)i, 02, 03, ()5,
06, 07, 0.9. and 13 were lllal.de availahle,
(Formats 05, 06, 07, 0,9 were made to
include the dol)pler resolver data field).
Two changes were made to the ()D(;X som'ee
deck:
* llanging data processing was made lmS -
sible when angle data was flagged bad
(I)C2 = 1);
o All ranging data points with a good data
condition code (1)C6=().2)are processed
and placed on the O1)1' file.
The almve changes worked as expected.
Two ()l)(.X problems were encoul_tered dm'-
i_g the mission. The first protflem was the dis-
c,_ver.v early in cislunar phase that an error
existed il_ the ()I)(;X co;nlmtatitnl.', ('()ll('erltill_
the dOl)l_ler resoh'er data. A minus sign had
1)ee_ programmed instead of at plus sign, re-
sulting in an aplmrent increase in tl_e doppler
data 1raise level instead ,)i" the expected de-
crease. A source deck patch was l)rel)ared and
tlsed successfully throuvJ_out the remail_der of
the mission. The second proble,n was at recur-
re,we of a difficlllty noticed in prior missions
Ci.e., the sporadic inalfility of()l)(;X to read the
TI)PX master file properly). The random oc-
c.tlrrmlce of this prol)lem has so fin" prevenwd a
s_lllti,m.
,),'bit l)eterminativn l'roa_rm_ (01)1'1,_ --Two
,iiii'c'n';,: i,cnchmark sot'txviu'c systellls were
_ ¢, It, ,;a:,ec; ,or orbit &,terrnin;_tion during ,x,azssmn V.
";'Le "standard" ,Mission V software system, F. l,
was used exclusively during cislmmr phasv; the
l_,nl-statF,(,aro l_,ez_chmm'k I,.,_ Sot'twan'e sx's-
Wn_ was used for .95% of the re'bit determin;L-
tion computations duril_g lunar m'l>it phase.
The changes made to ()l)PI, incorporated in
the Benchmark F.1 sysWm were:
© "()Imfin plots" feature -- Program user
may obtai_ residual plots immediately
after mw iteration rather than doing an-
other iteration;
Improved Jlq:l_ioeina mode eommuni-
eatim,s -- This corrected it pro_raun logi-
cal error discovered during Mission IX';
Chan tr,e 1)SS-51 fl'om I,-S band to S-
band -- lle_tuircd because of a I)SN
chan_e to station equipment;
Input higher order lmrmonies -- Iw, nar
harmonic coefficient input was expanded
front ()rder and Degree 4 to ()rder and
I)e_ree 10 i_ response to I,RC provided
Immr models;
Ranging unit plot scale -- Corrected an
mmoying l}roKrmn error c{mc'ern in,_,
lalmlin_ of the P,U plot scale;
Correct 1)SS-62 printout -- Due to loaic.al
error, all I)SS-62 trackin:_ ¢lamt was label-
led 1:3, later c.han_ed to print out I)SS-('i2;
Chm_c I,A.9 error routi_e -- A h)_ic'al
l)ro,_rammit_ error was corrected that
alh_wed the program to em_tinue with
xvr(m_ input data after thre_' successive
input errors.
The Benchmark F.3 s\'stem included all the
almx'e ()I)lq, chm_,aes plus tla' folloxvin_ addi-
tio_ml chan.ts, es:
Relmrt vencrati,,._ -- it new li_k was
added to atutomaticaily pri_tout and for-
mat the re'bit dctenni_mtion summary
report and (;oddard state vector report,
which was handwritten prior to this
c'han_e;
e An additional switch option was added to
at c(mq)lete terlnination of the program in
B,tcina inl'n_/link Bg;
Ell)dated time polynomiad coefficients --
a _(,xx' set of coeffi¢'ie_ds to co_x'ert t'rtnll
\V\VV time base to universal and
ephemeris times was included in the
smtrce deck.
(2han_es to both Benchmark systems worked
as planned.
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One significant programproblem reoccurred
during this mission. A logical l)rogram error in
the SPACEL link of ODPL causes the program
to abort when doing a real)ping if the mapping
time happens to be a particular wdue. Predic-
tion of these troublesome mal_ping times is
possible but not feasible, and this problena gem
erated a crisis during the mission. For filture
applications, this problem should be eliminated.
4.1.3 Ground Reconstruction Equipment
(,RE Serial Nmnber 02 wits operated at the
SFOF. The equipment occupied the same area
used in Mission IV. Both priority readout and
final readout were supported. The (;RE at the
SFOF provided mission control data in the
fifllowing areas:
• Photo quality evaluation;
• Exposure evaluation;
• Photo subsystem perfonnance analysis
(e.g., Bimat defects and video dropouts);
• Targeting and coverage analysis.
This unit was an invaluable supplement to the
station GRE's, because some of the photography
could be evaluated in real time by operations
and mission control personnel. This direct
analysis provided a rmming calibration of the
station reports. The SFOF unit was most use-
rid when assembled pictures were required,
as in Item 4, or when the photo quality of a
small feature wits in question.
4.1.4 Ground Communications System
The ground communications system provides
for the transmission of voice, teletype, and high-
speed data between DSIF sites and the SFOF.
One high-speed data line (HSDL), one voice
line, and three teletype lines are provided be-
tween each station and the SFOF. The primary
source of spacecraft performance telemetry
data is the HSDL. One or two teletype lines
are provided its a backup for the HSDL depend-
ing on the priority assigned to the second tele-
tyl_ line. The remaining TTY lines are used
for tracking data, command transmission and
verification, and administrative data.
(;round communications were exceptionally
_tood during Mission V. There were fewer in-
stances of circuit failures than in previous mis-
sions, no failures during critical periods, and
only two periods in which all TTY and HSDL
conmmnication were lost. These occurred at
DSS-62 tbr periods of 5 and 10 minutes. During
the former period the DSS-62 write circuit was
also down. The transmission of one programmer
map required a w,ice verification due to a line
failure. During all other comnmnications fail-
ures there wits adequate backup capability.
High-speed data line fai!,,res avera_ted about
ten minutes per failure from all stations. Actual
outages ranged from 3 to 32 minutes excluding
a 210-minute failure at DSS-62 (this latter case
was not included in the average figure). TTY
outages also averaged about 10 minutes_ times
ranged from 1 to 60 minutes. There were few
voice line outages ranging from 1 to 13 min-
utes. The following table shows ground com-
munication complex down time as a per cent
for each station.
HS TTY Voice
DSS- 12 0.30% 0.01% 0.09%
DSS-41 0.47% 0.30% 0.20%
DSS-62 0.79%* 0.60% 0.36%
*Does not include one 210-nfinute failure. The
corrected figure is 2.27%.
4.1.5 Deep Space Stations
The Deep Space Stations received tracking,
spacecraft performance, and photo data from
the spacecraft. All stations performed satis-
factorily. Priority readout activity was higher
than previous mission and required additional
GRE fihn and shipping containers, which were
supplied pronal)tly to all stations.
4.1.5.1 DSS-12
All Lunar Orbiter MDE performed satisfactorily
throughout the mission with the exception of
two incidents involving the test transponder
and GRE-04. The test transponder failed durin_
the station countdown on August .9; however,
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two-way lock was maintainedand the count
contim_ed. A replacement transponder was
received from I)SS-71and installed prior to
the nextpass;notrackingtimewaslost.
The GRE-04cmnerap()wersupply filse blew
at the start of P_eaclout129.Thirteen fi'amelets
of film were lost on this (;RE; however,there
wasno lossof missioncoverageasI)SS-41wits
primeatthetime.
There were three significant transmitter fifil-
ures during the mission. Uplink wits lost on
August10when thetransmitterheatexchanger
door wasslammedcausinga relay to kick out.
Although this incidentoccurredduring a read-
out dowl'l link wasmaintained,and there wits
no data loss. On August 15 the transmitter
failed when a filament wire anda high voltage
wire shorted.DSS-41wits immediatelybrougEt
up two-way with no data loss.On August23
the exciterpowersupplyfailed. I)own link was
maintained l)ut readout was delayed for 1.5
hours until Station41 could view the space-
craft. By that time the prol)lem wits corrected
andreadoutwascontinued.
4.1.5.2 DSS-41
Imnar Orbiter MDE performed satisfactorily
throughout the mission. There were no fail-
ures or anomalies. The FR ,900 recorder failed
prior to the t'in,l two i'eaehmt_ _m the last clay
of the mission.
All DSS equipment also performed satisfactor-
ily with no significant failures. Equipment
failures were limited to the normal maintenance
type. No data were lost.
4.1.5.3 DSS-62
The MDE performed acceptalAy throughout
the mission although there were several minor
failures that were immediately corrected with-
out significant data loss. There was an inter-
mittent RF leakage, in the test transponder
cat)ling wlfich caused the B'T error test to be
out of tolerance. This prol)lem disappeared 1)y
the end of the mission.
The station equil)n_ent was also slttisfactory.
There were a few incidents in which the trans-
mitter failed; however, they were all corrected
within a few minutes.
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5.0 Lunar Environn-ental Data
5.1 RADIATION DATA
l)Lu'ill',Z' l.mmr ()rbiter Mission V, the radiatiml
dosina.try na'asurcm¢_d system t\mctiont, d
uormally mid provided data on tile Earth's
tr;.Ll)l)C([ radiati,nl belts and oil the radiatimJ
('_wirc,_m_c, nt t'nctmntcrcd by the spacecraft
i_i transit to and near the Moon. Dosi,nctrv
,lata arc recorded in Tal)]e 5-1.
The cassette dosimeter, Cham_el DF04, indi-
c',te,.! -_.tot'd o!"11.75 r-'M received passin_ through
the outer Van Alien belts. This total co,ltrasts
with the 5.5 ruds received by Orbiter IV on it
similar trajectory through the outer belt. For the
Orl)iter V hmnch, however, magnetic conditions
• were much cahner than in May. Evidently, the
m_tcr electron belt was not cnha_ccd durin_
the Au/ust launch plmse.
l),lrin/ the cisltmar t:ligl',t a,id th,"ou_l_(ult t}_c
pl_oto/rai)lfic mission, solm" activity rcmai_cd
at a low level and only the normal combim_tion
of _,dactic cosmic ray track,round and dosi-
meter dark c_:rrent was recorded. A sunmlary of
dosimeter changes is given in Table 5:1.
5.2 MICI_,O,'_[ETEORO!D DATA
1)uri_a the phot()graiflfic portio,, oi" Xiissiol, V,
(me _nicromcteoroid hit was rcc()rdcd, at 1)_.v
221, 04:57:28 (;MT on 1)erector (5. t:icfer to
Figures 5-1 and 5-2 for further details on space-
craft location at time of impact.
m| |1
(;MT
:214:00:19:26
|lmll ii i i i |
Table 5-1: Dosimeter Record
Detector
1)F04
Reading
0.25
214:00:33:15
211:()1:12>t8
DF04
i)1.'0.t
C1.50
0.75
21 b;: I 1:44:30
223:()5:35:()5
227:1():4.9:5S
I)1,'04
I)F()5
I)F04
1 .()0
0.50
1.25
236:13:53:31 DF04 1.50
236:23: 17:14 I)t:05 1.0()
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Figure 5-1: Micrometeoroid Detector Locations
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Figure 5-2; Location of Micrometcoroid Impact-Dectector 6
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Tl_e i\dlowing Dara_raDhs discuss the princ{l_al
malfunctions occurring during Mission \:.
.,_.,_._._,, LOSS V=D_O
Durin,_ t{e,td()ut Sequence 001, several :_mn'_en-
tar.v video dropouts were noted by 1)SS-12 and
"_'" ' 1.'7)lJbS-o_. .-\tteml)ts were made to isol;dc the
prol)Icn, 1)\ duplicating the phenomenon llSilit r
t'llll[() 3[ll)SyNl.('II| l-,')-lfl.. II. _.v¢._.5 I.i_. LtZIIIIIII_LI Lll_&k
tl_e problem cmdd be repeated to some extent.
As a result of the PS-1A test, it was decided to
increase spacecraft photo subsystem tempera-
tm'es, TempenRures were increased to the point
where video dropouts were significantly re-
duced, and yet a proper moisture content was
maintained to prevent Binmt dryout. There was
no effect on the data as those areas of dropout
dminR priority readout were recovered during
final readout.
LOSS OF TWO-WAY LOCK Wl_..l DSS-i2
During comnmad activity tit DSS-12, two-way
lock was lost with the spacecraft. "l'w(>way lock
was lost simultaneously with the completed
cxecutio:_ of ran_in_4 off. it was speculated tl'at
tile hi_h-static phase error caused the loss of
ill)link, folh_wed immediately by the loss of
o._p,vni_i_. The spacecraft was recc(iuircd ,.1",'",,,',_.
13 telemetry frames. The anomaly did not re-
peat; consequently, no work-around was re-
(tuired nor was there at loss of mission data.
O;_ ,St gust 9, ,.Jo_, readout was t(trnlinate(t (me
to cxheme]y noisy vmeo. In addition, teiemetrv
was noisy, \vit}_ a!1 spacecraft sul>systems s_>ow-
in,< bad data. it was discovered tlmt the I)SS ]..at1
their test transpondm" turned on at the time. T}-,,c
test transl)(mder was turned (HI¢" _.Hld Ix21t(l(lllt'
canthmed, No mission data were lost due to the
3.11G 1113.1 }'.
"Bimat cur' command execution was scheduled
to occur August 19 at approximately o3:24 (;MT.
"Bimat clear" was received 5 minutes prior to
execution of the "Bimat cut" command. Investi-
gations indicated that the Bimat roll used for
this mission was 5 feet short of that normally
used. Two wide-angle frames were not-Ira}-.
cessect as it .:'esu]t (£" pre:rx,.ttare ]-;iip, at cx}:M:sti(n;.
•.r',"_'w, _ ,,._ * r, _T_Nrr, D'r2glR;'I_':_"J7 -r_"N"i a_x2._.=.,.e.C =.
r,. , ..... ,_...... _' _.m ,. _0_7_:._ "wh ._.u_4us_ "'._, i,';o;, _4 1(5:_() v,N,,, t;c
1"- I
,i;m separated between the ' _ " _ -proc{:?S S or/(ll'yei
t].e ' ....... " ¢'I -reltclout }_{:tit-. "ff?_e first lil(_l;CiK;o:i t}: =iAi_
se>aration oc.currec_ wl-,en the read._'t M:4,x:r
.... • _ *5, " " ¢" _ ] _ 4 ,'_ " "( O,,,,_',IL JtW.q[)cr(i ._I(;GI ,3. • _',3 .).4-..,3 i?:,.'2i('S. [",
.';f;.,ud ..... o,,, tl,c ,'.,,,,..... ,,..:......co:;_i,), sLibs\stcm, i_:di-
- I ", • . .F.
cated h:e s.;acuc:a:: c,xp.e:'ic:iced so!-.ic SI[,4i!111-
CP.'.i{ (_ISL(;,I'I);.i.I;CL'S z_.i_ {il;iL' tiie le&(_()_l[ ],)()_.?C'i"
\VCI_,t t(} Itlecl?',[i'.i('zi iv.ll, _?_dicati_._g at l;?ass ::_,\e-
n:c_,t took i)i_'.c'c' i',: t_',c spacecraft. Capaera oi;er-
ati(m is it secoix_.arv consideration duri&_ cx-
tei',dcd mission; N_( :ezu;o,'" :'li_,_"" b','eaka:4e b,a(i' m,
CliO(_'t 011 (.'l[i,Ci" ;I*(-' c'X_C]1(IO(i lilissioil Of (]t_tt;.
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